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Abstract

Powertrain applications require high performance controllers yet are in general restricted to 
low order solutions due to limitations in the software and hardware. There are many well 
developed robust feedback techniques which can be applied very successfully to automotive 
systems, however these are generally high order solutions and are therefore not suited to most 
commercial powertrain control modules (PCM). Typically, powertrain control strategies are 
implemented through low order look-up tables. There are only a limited number of robust 
design methods which can be used for fixed, low order controller design and many of these 
techniques are limited to single-input-single-output (SISO) problems.

New technology engines are being developed with additional mechanical systems to in
crease the performance. As these technologies are developed the interactions between system 
inputs and outputs are increasingly coupled and therefore it is necessary to consider engines 
as multivariable systems. Accordingly, for high performance control it is necessary to move 
away from single control loops or sequential SISO loop designs favoured until recently.

To achieve high performance with the constraints of the PCM this thesis develops a series 
of ‘engineer friendly’ controller design tools. Two distinct parameter space (PS) control 
techniques are detailed, which are particularly suited to low and fixed order control. These 
methodologies are intended to be suitable for non-control experts by offering insights into the 
design constraints.

The first technique is a novel PS approach to constrained and minimum variance (MV) 
controller design for both continuous and discrete systems. This technique is successfully 
applied to the peak pressure position (PPP) control problem using spark advance (SA) as 
the input.

The second technique developed is a multivariable Hoc parameter space technique for de
signing fixed, low order controllers. This technique uses only frequency response information 
in the design scheme and is therefore equally suited to both continuous and discrete systems. 
Controllers are developed by a series of parameter plane iterations, which can be used for 
re-tuning controllers from alternative design methods. Equally, the technique can be used for
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the direct design of controllers, starting with no initial transfer function gains. The method 
is successfully demonstrated as a direct design technique for a single sensitivity problem with 
time response criteria. A further example demonstrates the technique for weighted sensitivity 
reduction using the direct design approach and also for re-tuning a reduced order controller 
obtained by an algebraic Riccati design.

To facilitate the application of the multivariable PS technique, a novel approach to de
signing a feedforward fuelling controller for a port fuel injection (PFI) gasoline engine is 
detailed. The feedforward controller is based on inverse nonlinear auto-regressive moving 
average (NARMA) ordinary least squares (OLS) identification. The approach is applied suc
cessfully to the idle speed region of an engine and has the advantage on linearising the plant 
dynamics. The system with compensator is subsequently re-identified and coupled with a 
robust multivariable PS controller for control of the idle speed and air-to-fuel ratio (AFR).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The internal combustion (IC) engine is overwhelmingly the most widely used propulsion 
source in automobiles to date. Since the earliest automobiles were produced, a stream of 
technological developments has ensured engine performance has continually increased. Nev
ertheless, the modern 1C engine still has large potential for increases in performance, generally 
through further advancements in technology coupled with high performance control [45].

Competition between vehicle manufacturers to improve driveability and safety and in
creasing demands for improved fuel economy and reduced emissions, coupled with decreasing 
costs, has resulted in a large range of control problems. This thesis focuses on powertrain 
control of spark ignition (SI) engines. In the sequel an overview of the new and emerging tech
nologies adopted in powertrain systems is presented. The corresponding control challenges 
are discussed.

1.1 New Technology Engines

With increasingly stringent demands on engine efficiency, fuel economy and emissions the 
current trend in gasoline engine is plant ‘downsizing’ [66]. To achieve the corresponding 
reduction in engine capacities without compromising driveability has seen the development 
of numerous mechanical innovations. In order to keep development and production costs 
down a significant amount of research is also underway to improve engine electronics. The 
latest engine developments include:

Direct Injection

One important recent development in gasoline engines is the introduction of the fuel injector 
positioned directly into the cylinder. The fuel economy of compression ignition, direct injec
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tion diesel engines has always been superior to the port fuel injection (PFI) gasoline engine. 
The PFI engine was introduced as an improvement to the carburetor, previously used to 
meter the flow of fuel into the engine. Electronic injection allowed for improved control of 
the air-to-fuel ratio (AFR), which was required to ensure catalytic converters would operate 
efficiently. The PFI engine generally has one injector mounted in each manifold runner di
rected at the corresponding inlet port. The injected fuel is vapourised by the heat from the 
port and mixes with the air entering the cylinder. One of the difficulties with this system 
is that not all the fuel injected enters the cylinder; instead a fuel puddle is develops on the 
inlet wall.

The higher engine efficiencies that have been achieved in diesel engines are due to higher 
compression ratios and reduced pumping losses since the air entering the engine is unthrottled. 
However, despite continual improvements to the diesel engine over recent years, particularly 
for passenger vehicles, the gasoline engine has remained more popular. The diesel engine 
has a higher capital cost per unit and exhibits higher noise and vibration characteristics. 
Furthermore, nitrous oxides (NOx) and particulate emissions are significantly worse in diesel 
engines than gasoline equivalents. With these benefits and problems of the diesel engine 
in mind, technologies for gasoline engines led to the development of high pressure injectors 
which could spray directly into the cylinder with a fine enough spray to atomise the fuel.

The potential advantages of the gasoline direct injection engine for improved emissions 
control and fuel efficiency are significant. Since the fuel is injected directly, difficulties in 
delivering the correct amount of fuel due to wall wetting dynamics are removed. The PFI 
engine, on the other hand, must always maintain a fuel puddle to ensure the responsiveness 
of the engine is maintained; this requirement (and the invention of the three way catalytic 
converter (TWC)) requires the engine to be fuelled at stoichiometric even when minimal 
torque is required. In the GDI engine the fuel is injected later in the engine cycle and therefore 
time delays between torque demand and sensor feedback are minimised. Accordingly, GDI 
engines can operate in either one of two modes; stratified charge or homogeneous charge, 
since there is no time delay when switching. A detailed survey of the GDI engine can be seen 
in [113] and [114].

Turbo Chargers

Turbo chargers are becoming more popular in gasoline engines as engine sizes are reduced. 
Turbo chargers consist of a turbine, powered by high speed exhaust gases, which in turn 
drive a compressor that delivers the air to the engine intake. This utilisation of the energy 
in the exhaust gas to increase the amount of air entering the cylinder significantly improves 
the volumetric efficiency when operating. Accordingly, significant improvements in engine
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power and torque over similar volume naturally aspirated engines can readily be achieved. 
One of the biggest control challenges associated with these devices is they generally display 
nonlinear characteristics and furthermore, suffer from large time delays when the turbo begins 
to turn. This time delay or ‘turbo-lag’ results in low volumetric efficiencies at low speeds and 
can also cause undesirable driveability problems. An alternative method of increasing the 
air delivery to the cylinders is achieved by a supercharger. In contrast to the turbocharger 
the supercharger is driven mechanically from the crankshaft. The principles of compressing 
the gas to improve the density of the charge are similar. Further details of supercharging 
for gasoline engines can be found in [9]. The effects of the compression ratio and control 
challenges are addressed in [64],

Exhaust Gas Recirculation

Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) systems have been developed to reduce the formation of 
NOx. A proportion of exhaust gases from previous combustion events are fed back into 
the cylinder to part-fill the cylinder with what is effectively an inert gas. The proceeding 
combustion event produces less heat since there are less combustible gases in the cylinder and 
the exhaust gas aids in absorbing the heat. Therefore, with lower combustion temperatures 
the formation of NOx is reduced. Furthermore, when the engine is running at relatively 
low loads, EGR can be introduced to effectively reduce the volumetric capacity and therefore 
improve fuel consumption. Moreover, the throttle can be opened further and therefore reduce 
pumping losses.

When EGR was first introduced into engines the exhaust gas was carried by a pipe to a 
solenoid valve in the inlet manifold. More recently, since the introduction of variable valve 
timing systems (VVT), EGR can be introduced into the cylinder by adjusting the timing of 
the exhaust valves, such that they remain open during the start of the following induction 
stroke. The control problems associated with each method are distinct yet challenging. EGR 
introduced into the inlet manifold will have inherent time delays and therefore fast control 
of the valve is required for good transient performance. These time delays are removed with 
VVT systems, however rapid control of the camshafts can result in poor driveability.

Variable Valve Timing

The timing of the inlet and exhaust valves has a significant impact on an engine’s perfor
mance. Optimisation of the valve timing can improve pumping efficiency, reduce emissions 
and improve engine performance over the entire operating range. In fixed camshaft engines 
the timing of the valves is determined by the camshaft (s) which rotate at half the crankshaft 
speed. Early engines operated with one camshaft that determined the opening and closing
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timing of the valves. As the number of valves per cylinder has increased it has become in
creasingly necessary to use double-overhead camshafts (DOHC) due to space constraints. In 
these ‘fixed camshaft’ engines the timing was invariably a compromise between low speed, 
low load conditions and wide open throttle (WOT), high load conditions.

Recently several mechanical innovations have resulted in the ability to vary the timing of 
the valve openings. Early systems were based on cam switching, where the cams used to drive 
the valves would switch to a second profile at a certain engine speed. More recently, systems 
which allow the timing to be varied continuously across the speed range have been developed. 
In general these systems allow the phasing of the inlet and outlet camshafts to be varied 
independently depending on the engine speed and load. An extension to the variable timing 
systems has been in variable lift technologies to further optimise the breathing dynamics 
across the operating region. A further advantage of systems which allow for independent 
control of the exhaust valves is that this facilitates a method of regulating EGR. This ‘internal 
EGR’ is controlled by the appropriate exhaust valve timing, which allows some of the exhaust 
gas to be re-captured from the preceding combustion event.

The range of technologies adopted for the control of the valve timing, including details 
of timing strategies is well documented in [49]. The effects on VVT on fuel economy and 
emissions are presented in [57] together with a review of suitable control algorithms.

Variable Volume Engines

Variable engine volume technologies are currently receiving a significant amount of interest. 
Early attempts to vary the volumetric capacity of engines have been achieved through cylin
der switching. This option is used when operating at low load and low speeds, where to 
improve fuel consumption and emissions, the number of cylinders in operation is reduced. 
More recently research is focusing on varying the cylinder volumes, however, many of these 
approaches result in increased compression ratios (CR) and therefore result in a number of 
control challenges such as preventing engine knock.

1.2 Engine Control

In order to achieve the maximum efficiency across the wide operating region, an engine 
management system (EMS) is used to control the various outputs. With an increasing number 
of engine sensors, auxiliary mechanical systems and electronic actuators, the control problems 
are numerous and non-trivial. Furthermore, requirements on emissions, engine performance 
and driver perception often require trade-offs since the design constraints often conflict. The 
engine is controlled by the powertrain control module (PCM) which consists of a modest
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microprocessor.

1.2.1 Powertrain Control Module

In general the memory and computational speeds of the microprocessors are low by modern 
desktop PC standards. The typical architecture is a 16-bit instruction word microcontroller 
with a clock speed of around 40 MHz. The microcontroller contains various analogue to 
digital converters (ADC), a range of pulse width modulated (PWM) outputs and around 
512KB of flash RAM for storing controller parameters.

The PCM module is usually supplied to the vehicle manufacturers with pre-programmed 
software or strategy. The strategy consists of a series of feedforward, feedback and logic 
control settings which the vehicle manufacturer tunes to suit the vehicle. These settings are 
in general stored as a set of parameters in look-up tables. The look-up based strategy is 
generally designed around fixed order controllers and therefore the vehicle manufacturer is 
faced with the task of populating the tables with fixed structure controller parameters.

The range of input and output signals on a PCM varies depending on the control strategy 
implemented and complexity of the engine and related systems. A schematic of the typical 
inputs and outputs on a modern PFI engine [22, 45] are given in figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Typical PCM inputs and outputs for PFI gasoline engine

1.2.2 Engine Control Challenges

In general the various functions of the PCM can be considered as several distinct control 
problems.
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Idle Control

The idle speed problem remains an active problem in automotive control. At idle the engine 
speed must be regulated to remain as low as possible to economise on fuel, yet also turn fast 
enough to minimise low speed vibrations. Furthermore, the system must be able to withstand 
any speed fluctuations caused by torque disturbances (for example electrical devices which 
load the alternator, air conditioning pump and/or power steering pumps) without causing 
the engine to stall [54].

Vehicles in city traffic consume around 30% of their fuel whilst at idle [59]. Under idling 
conditions reducing the idle speed from 800 to 650 rpm can make fuel savings of approximately 
24% [37]. However, at a lower idle speed set-point, the engine becomes more susceptible to 
disturbances which cause vibration. Excessive vibration are unpleasant for the driver and 
therefore result in poor driver perception of the vehicle and a low rating of the so-called ‘noise 
and vehicle-harshness’ (NVH) .

In the spark ignition (SI) engine the control engineer has three potential channels of 
actuation available. These are: the amount of air entering the engine, determined by the 
operation of the air bleed valve (ABV) or increasingly common the electronic throttle; the 
level of spark advance (SA); and, the mass of fuel injected into each cylinder.

One of the difficulties in rejecting torque disturbances acting on the engine is due to the 
significant time delays in the system. The air entering the engine is the primary channel 
for the regulation of the engine speed. Significant time delays exist due to the transport 
delay from the actuator to the inlet manifold, where the manifold filling dynamics can also 
delay the air further. Finally there is an induction to power stroke delay due to the discrete 
operating nature of the engine. Figure 1.2 presents a schematic of the air path in a PFI 
SI engine from the intake to the exhaust, where it can be seen that the fastest effective 
actuator is the spark plug since this can affect the next combustion event. The fuel injectors 
can also be used for control, however in the port-injected engine these suffer from time lags 
and delays due to wall wetting dynamics and the induction to power stroke delay. In most 
PCM strategies the primary control effort is the air-flow, controlled by an electronic throttle 
or ABV. Additionally the SA is often retarded from its optimal setting for maximum best 
torque (MBT), to allow an even faster increase and decrease in speed forming a two input 
one output controller. One criticism of this formulation is that to achieve this speed increase 
from the SA the engine must run sub-optimally for most of the time because the set-point is 
not MBT. However, this is often deemed necessary since there is significant pure time delay in 
the air path and without such a set-point the fast spark control would demonstrate no effect. 
A detailed survey of the idle problem and the many controller design techniques successfully 
applied are documented in [54],
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Figure 1.2: Engine schematic of a PFI SI engine

Air-to-Fuel Ratio Control

The control of air-to-fuel ratio (AFR) is one of the most important aspects of the PCM. The 
introduction of the three way catalytic converter (TWC) required that the AFR be kept at 
the stoichiometric ratio to ensure it operated efficiently. In PFI engines a significant delay 
occurs between the injection of the fuel and the measurement of the oxygen remaining in 
the exhaust gas at the sensor. Accordingly, the fuelling control in an engine requires a fast 
feedforward element to ensure the system remains responsive, coupled with the slower but 
precise feedback loop. The AFR control encompasses three main aspects: accurate estimation 
of air charge; compensation for fuel puddling dynamics in the intake manifold runners and 
on the intake valves; and, closed-loop regulation of AFR for high catalyst performance [103].

Under transient conditions the fuel must be calculated as soon as a change in air-flow is 
observed. This information can be obtained by the throttle position (TP), manifold absolute 
pressure (MAP) or the mass air flow (MAF) entering the engine. Once an estimate of the 
air charge entering the engine is established, the wall wetting dynamics of the manifold must 
also be considered. PFI engines take part of the fuel from the puddle which develops in 
the inlet manifold and therefore, the scheme must also compensate for these wall wetting 
dynamics. The fast and slow fuelling dynamics in the inlet are generally represented by the 
so-called tau-X model comprising of the fast fuel lag and slow fuel lag sub-system as depicted 
in figure 1.3. A feedback scheme is also used in conjunction with the feedforward scheme. The 
TWC must operate within a very narrow band of stoichiometric if it is to remain efficient as 
illustrated in figure 1.4a. Accordingly, a feedback scheme is used to ensure zero steady state 
error [45]. Historically, most production vehicles base the feedback on a heated exhaust gas 
oxygen (HEGO) switching-type sensor mounted at the confluence point in the exhaust. This
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fast fuel lag

sensor oxygen
nonlinearity sensor lag

Figure 1.3: Fuel puddle dynamics HEGO sensor feedback control

measures the presence of oxygen in the exhaust gas, however, the sensor displays a very high 
degree of nonlinearity as shown in figure 1.4b and therefore controllers are often heuristically 
tuned [103]. The feedback scheme of figure 1.3 is a typical implementation of this approach. 
An alternative to the HEGO sensor is universal exhaust gas oxygen sensor (UEGO) which

" rich rich

(a) (b)

Figure 1.4: Efficiency of TWC (a) HEGO characteristics (b) [48, 94]

is a linear device capable of measuring AFR. These sensors are significantly more expensive 
and therefore, generally not widely implemented in standard production vehicles, however 
a significant improvement in AFR control can be achieved by their use. With a UEGO 
sensor the combined system can be more successfully linearised and therefore standard linear 
controller design techniques can be applied.
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V V T  Torque Control

Engines equipped with VVT require careful control to optimise the timing of the valves for 
maximum torque throughout the speed and load range and also to provide internal EGR 
when appropriate. Good idle stability requires minimum overlap between the intake and 
exhaust valves, similarly WOT requires low overlap to ensure maximum air is induced into 
the cylinders. Speed and loads between these conditions require varying degrees of valve 
overlap to achieve the required amount of EGR.

Four versions of VVT are used: phasing the intake camshaft only; phasing of the exhaust 
camshaft only; ‘dual equal’ phasing of the intake and exhaust camshafts; and, ‘dual indepen
dent’ which allows the camshafts to be varied independently. The camshaft phasing reference 
is typically scheduled based on the throttle demand and engine speed. However, the control 
problem is made difficult by transient demands on the throttle. Without compensating for 
transient throttle demands the response causes large camshaft fluctuations when a transient 
is applied. Sudden changes in the camshaft positions cause undesirable torque fluctuations 
in the driveline leading to poor engine response and driveability problems [55, 57, 103].

Combustion Control

Control of the combustion timing is essential to operate the engine at maximum efficiency. 
Combustion control (and most other powertrain control) is operated in the crank angle do
main not time domain and therefore, as the engine speed varies the start of combustion must 
be controlled to ensure the maximum use is made of the energy available in the charge. For 
example, igniting the charge too early in the compression stroke results in an early expansion 
of the charge and therefore the work done opposes the direction of the engine. Conversely, 
a very late spark results in poor use of the energy available since combustions occurs too 
late in the expansion stroke. Under most operating conditions it has been found empirically 
that the optimal SA for a particular engine coincides more-or-less with a fixed peak pressure 
position (PPP) [48].

In production vehicles the SA is scheduled based on the engine speed and load. Primarily, 
this is because it is deemed uneconomic to install pressure sensors in production vehicles. As 
a consequence the timing can often be suboptimal cylinder-to-cylinder due to manufacturing 
variations. Furthermore, with engine wear the engine maps (look-up tables) can become less 
appropriate. Moreover, since individual cylinder pressure is not monitored alternative sensors 
are required to prevent engine knock (discussed in more detail below).

In GDI engines the timing of the fuel injection event(s) is also a critical control variable. 
Good mixing of the fuel and air requires precise control of the fuel injection timing, further
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more, it is possible to have multiple injection events during the compression stroke. GDI 
engines are also designed to operate in two modes: homogeneous charge (stoichiometric) and 
stratified charge modes. The torque and emissions characteristics from the two modes are so 
distinct that different combustion timing strategies are required for each.

Common to all combustion processes are the cycle-to-cycle variations (CCVs). The com
bustion process is highly chaotic resulting in large variations in the combustion quality, mea
sured using variables including: PPP, work done typically measured as the indicated mean 
effective pressure (IMEP), value of peak pressure, ignition delay, mass fraction burn rate and 
heat release. Introducing in-cylinder pressure based measurements allows feedback control 
schemes such as minimum variance to reduce these CCVs and improve engine performance.

Knock Control

‘Engine knock’ is a phenomenon which arises by uncontrolled combustion in the cylinder. 
At sufficiently high pressures, localised high temperatures on the cylinder walls can cause 
pre-ignition, prior to the flame front initiated by the spark plug [48]. This rapid burning 
creates excessively high cylinder pressures and can cause significant engine damage if left 
uncontrolled. The term knock (also known as ‘pinking’ or ‘pinging’) derives its name from 
the metallic sound the engine makes under this situation. Under this condition the engine 
performance is severely reduced and therefore an anti-knock scheme is required.

Feedback sensors which are typically piezoelectric accelerometers, are used to detect the 
presence of knock. It is essential that an adaptive control scheme is used on an engine, which 
immediately retards the SA and/or reduce the turbocharger boost pressure once knock is 
detected. The control algorithm gradually increases the SA back to the optimal setting until 
the presence of knock is detected and the process is repeated [94].

1.3 Overview

The remainder of the chapter gives an overview of this thesis and highlights the novel con
tributions to the subject.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the controller design process including model generation. 
A discussion regarding the different modelling approaches is made with reference to power- 
train control. Physical modelling approaches are compared to ‘black-box’ models favoured 
in the applications within this thesis. System limitations such as controller order and cross 
channel interaction are discussed. Low order controller generation is considered with possible 
order reduction processes suggested if high order models are involved. The remainder of the
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chapter introduces some robust control techniques where the merits of each technique are 
evaluated with particular reference to powertrain control.

Chapter 3 discusses the experimental setup used with the practical engine examples 
implemented in this thesis. The characteristics of the 1.61 Ford gasoline engine and low 
inertia dynamometer are explained. The main engine sensors and actuators are described 
together with how these interface with the dSpace digital signal processing unit.

Chapter 4 presents a novel single-input-single-output (SISO) parameter space (PS) de
sign technique for achieving minimum (with regards to a fixed structure controller) and 
constrained output variance. The method is developed for both continuous and discrete sys
tems. The technique is based on a closed-form SISO PS approach to designing fixed order, 
two term controllers such as PI or PD, which is readily implementable as a fast and robust 
numeric algorithm for interactive design. The technique is based on mapping loci of constant 
variance for continuous and discrete rational systems. White noise coloured by a rational fil
ter is assumed to be the output disturbance to a rational plant. PS mappings are developed 
from the mean-squared value, evaluated from the spectral density function and Leverrier’s 
algorithm to produce loci for a given closed loop output variance. These loci can be used 
either on their own or superimposed with other requirements such as sensitivity.functions or 
gain and phase margin boundaries in the parameter plane, thus creating a robust constrained 
variance PS method. Two examples demonstrate the technique for the continuous and dis
crete case. The technique is experimentally validated on the University of Liverpool engine 
and dynamometer for the control of the PPP using SA.

Chapter 5 details the development of a PS technique for square multivariable systems 
based on Hoc constraints. The technique is based on iteratively tuning fixed, second order 
controller elements. Inspection of the singular values for closed loop transfer functions leads 
to determinant equations with a set of solutions in the complex plane. The mapping equations 
which translate these solutions into controller parameter planes are detailed. A suggested 
design procedure for the technique is described and the method applied to an idle speed 
problem for a natural gas engine, where the design objectives are primarily time domain 
criteria. Two alternative multivariable techniques are also detailed for comparative purposes.

Chapter 6 develops the multivariable PS technique for non-square systems such as the 
multiple-input-single-output (MISO) idle speed problem. Left and right hand weighting func
tions are included in the theory. Multiple controller elements are considered to allow higher, 
fixed order controllers to be developed. A first example is. presented to highlight the sig
nificant advantages of the proposed multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) design method 
over the sequential application of SISO parameter space methods. A second comparative 
example illustrates the capability of the technique both for direct design of low order, PID
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and fourth order controllers and for retuning a reduced order Riccati designed Tioo controller, 
by application to a well known benchmark problem for an experimental highly maneuverable 
aircraft (HiMAT).

Chapter 7 presents a novel application of inverse nonlinear auto-regressive with moving 
average (NARMA) ordinary least squares (OLS) identification to generate a feedforward 
controller for the AFR control problem. Reverse causality input-output data is directly 
identified using algebraic NARMA models to develop a feedforward fuel map which saves 
considerable calibration times and furthermore captures dynamic effects. In the forward case 
different time delays are observed between the inputs: manifold absolute pressure (MAP), 
engine speed and fuel; and, therefore a compromise between tracking performance and time 
response was necessary. The resulting inverse model was experimentally demonstrated open 
loop on the engine and dynamometer as a feedforward controller. The compensator has the 
added advantage of linearising the AFR path dynamics and subsequently a PS multivariable 
feedback controller was designed to give zero steady state AFR error and idle speed regulation.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarising the merits and limitations of PS feedback 
control. The PS feedback techniques are both transparent and intuitive and can therefore 
improve engine performance and reduce development time. Suggestions for extending the 
parameter space techniques are discussed. Alternative powertrain applications for the inverse 
compensator scheme of Chapter 7 for use as a rapid calibration tool are suggested.

1.4 Contribution

The previous sections demonstrate the breadth of powertrain control problems. Each problem 
is suited to different control techniques, however in general most share the following features:

• PCM strategies are based on low and fixed order control schemes.

• Production engines exhibit uncertainty in their respective plant models and therefore 
require a degree of robustness.

• Performance requirements are high.

• Operating conditions (driver, environmental, size of vehicle) vary considerably.

By far, the majority of the powertrain control solutions presented in the literature are for high 
order controllers. Since in general automotive strategies are based on low order controllers 
this limits their use in a production PCM. The focus of this thesis is low order controller 
design suitable for practical implementation. This thesis details the development of two 
parameter space techniques for the design of robust, fixed order controllers. A novel MISO
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rapid calibration technique based on a nonlinear partial inverse model, using input-output 
data is also developed. The novel contributions of this thesis are:

• The development of a novel closed-form SISO parameter space approach to designing 
constrained-variance, fixed order, two term controllers such as PI or PD. The interac
tive, graphical technique is based on mapping loci of constant variance for continuous 
and discrete rational systems. These loci can be used either on their own or super
imposed with other requirements such as sensitivity functions or gain and phase mar
gin boundaries in the parameter plane thus creating a robust constrained variance PS 
method. Minimum variance subject to additional design constraints can then be ob
tained by iteratively reducing the variance level until the admissible parameter region 
is exhausted.

The technique is successfully applied to a continuous idle speed controller design and 
simulation results presented. An application of the discrete technique includes the 
model identification and control of the PPP using the University of Liverpool engine 
and low inertia dynamometer facilities.

• A multivariable parameter space design technique for robustness and transient perfor
mance is presented, suitable for the many powertrain problems which are inherently 
multivariable. The technique is based on mapping sensitivity constraints for square, in
vertible systems into the parameter space. A multivariable idle speed and AFR problem 
demonstrates the technique for a single sensitivity design with time domain performance 
criteria.

• Left and right hand weighting functions are then included in an extension of the mul
tivariable PS technique for non-square systems. A comparative example illustrates the 
capability of the technique both for direct design of low order, PID and fourth order 
controllers and for retuning a reduced order Riccati designed Ttoo controller, by appli
cation to a well known benchmark problem for an experimental highly maneuverable 
aircraft (HiMAT).

• A system identification approach for the systematic calibration of a fuelling strategy in 
the PFI SI engine. The technique offers a time-efficient ‘one-shot’ alternative to tradi
tional fuelling map calibration approaches since it is based entirely on rapidly obtained 
dynamically perturbed input-output data. Non-linear black-box parameter identifica
tion directly produces a dynamic inverse multivariable NARMA feedforward controller 
and linearising feedback compensator. The controller accurately determines the re
quired fuel pulse width from engine speed and manifold pressure to jointly maintain 
stoichiometric AFR and engine speed. The methodology is experimentally validated
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on the University of Liverpool low inertia dynamometer with and without a parameter 
space designed feedback controller.



Chapter 2

Robust Feedback Control

2.1 Introduction

As the complexity of engine and powertrain systems increases so does the demand on the 
controller to realise the potential performance benefits. In many cases there are large inter
actions between the various control inputs and outputs and therefore, to optimise the system 
performance a multivariable approach is often required.

One important constraint the control engineer often faces is the controller order. Over 90% 
of controllers used in industrial applications are proportional integral (PI) or proportional 
integral derivative (PID) [111]. For reasons of industrial practice, operative understanding 
or software or hardware limitations, the control engineer is often required to develop such 
controllers.

This chapter considers the various approaches to developing low order controllers. A 
discussion on the plant modelling for controller design purposes compares physical based 
models and black box modelling approaches. Controller constraints and considerations are 
detailed and a survey of possible linear robust control techniques is included.

2.2 Engine Models

Most systematic controller design methods are based on a representative model of the system 
under consideration. The accuracy of the model can have a significant effect on the transient 
performance of the controller on the physical system, indeed it is likely to be the most signif
icant determinant of success. Two distinct approaches to modelling are: physical modelling, 
where the physical properties of the system are the basis for the model and phenomenological 
‘black-box’ modelling where the physical system is excited and the output response measured 
to obtain a mathematical representation of the dynamics. A third approach, the so-called

15
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‘grey box’ modelling combines these techniques, where the parameters of a physical model 
are obtained by system identification. Each of these approaches are appropriate in different 
circumstances.

Another consideration when developing a model is its fitness for purpose. In general a 
control oriented model should represent the input-output behaviour with reasonable accuracy, 
including relevant transient effects. For many applications the controller order is in-part 
determined by the model order, therefore, it is also often favoured if the model order is 
relatively low. Powertrain processes are often inherently nonlinear, yet linear approximations 
are often necessary for applying linear control. Linearised models can be developed from 
nonlinear models, or alternatively linear models can be obtained directly from identification.

The two typical physical modelling approaches for the development of powertrain models 
are: continuous mean value models (MVM) which neglect the discrete engine cycle events 
and discrete event models (DEM) which explicitly account for the reciprocating nature of 
the engine. MVM are in general used for relatively slow changing processes, as opposed to 
crank-based periodic events such as combustion modelling where a DEM is required.

2.2.1 Physical Models

For a given physical system the mechanisms and processes can be used to describe the be
haviour. Models based directly on the physical processes are often termed ‘white-box’ or 
phenomenological models. The underlying assumption is that the dynamics are clearly un
derstood and physical parameters known with a degree of certainty. With reference to the 
IC engine there are a large number of complex physical processes occurring including the 
kinematics, thermodynamics and fluid dynamics and therefore it can be extremely difficult 
to obtain an accurate model.

One of the merits of physical modelling is that it provides insight into the system. This 
can be a considerable benefit when determining appropriate control laws or specifications. 
Furthermore, as stated in [47] a good phenomenological model should be easily adapted to 
similar systems, such as different capacity engines, whereas black box identified models are 
only suitable for the system and operating range over which they are identified. An entire SI 
PFI engine model is given in [47]. Control oriented models which include variable camshaft 
timing can be found in [56, 102]

2.2.2 Black Box Models

System identification is a behavioural approach to developing a model without requiring a 
physical understanding of the process. The system can therefore be treated as a ‘black box’ .
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A mathematical model of a system is developed by experimental perturbation of the system 
with appropriate signals and observation of the response. A wide range of linear and nonlinear 
identification techniques can subsequently be used to determine the relationships between the 
input signals and system response.

Figure 2.1: Flow chart illustrating the system identification process [8, 69, 101] 

System identification is a broad and detailed topic and only an overview is presented here,
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for more information the reader is directed to [69, 101] and references therein. Commercial 
software is available for many of the identification techniques, including linear parametric 
models [70], artificial neutral networks (ANN) [31] and genetic algorithms (GA) [73].

A schematic of a typical identification process is given in figure 2.1. The process can 
be highly iterative, particularly if no a priori information regarding the system response is 
available. The main steps can be summarised as follows:

Design of Experiment

Black box modelling requires the system to be excited with a sufficiently rich frequency spec
trum to excite all the frequencies of interest. Some prior knowledge of the system dynamics 
is clearly helpful in the design of the test signals. The frequency content of the signal is 
obviously vital to which dynamics can be excited. Pseudo-random binary sequences (PRBS) 
are often favoured in linear identification since they excite a wide band of frequencies and 
have a white noise autocorrelation. The magnitude of the signal determines which output 
range is excited. If the system is thought to contain nonlinear dynamics, a multi-level signal 
is required to pick up magnitude dependent nonlinearities.

The sampling frequency is a limitation to the frequencies which can be successfully cap
tured. Only frequencies less than half the sampling rate can be successfully identified. It is 
generally suggested that the sampling frequency is around 10 times the system bandwidth 
where possible [68].

The design of the experiment is crucial to successful system identification. Without any 
prior understanding of the system this stage can require several iterations. General guidance 
for the design of experiments can be found in [8, 69].

Data Processing

Prior to the identification the data must be processed. Often data is collected at a high sample 
rate to first allow for low-pass, anti-alias filtering of the signal. The data can subsequently be 
down-sampled to an appropriate level. Two sets of data are required: one set for identification 
and a second unseen set for validation of the resulting model. When considering linear 
identification any trends (such as mean values) should be removed. Outliers in the data 
should also be avoided, ideally the dataset should show no anomalous events.
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Identification Technique

There are a large range of identification techniques available for both linear and nonlinear 
systems, including parametric difference equations, ANN and GA. The choice of identifica
tion technique is application specific and should consider the computational demand of the 
technique, the resulting model structure and the suitability for purpose (such as simulation, 
stability assessment or controller design). For detailed information on parametric models the 
reader is directed to [69, 99]. A tutorial outlining ANN in system identification can be found 
in [98],

Structure Selection

One of the biggest challenges in system identification is model structure selection. Fundamen
tally the type and size of structure should be sufficient to satisfactorily represent the system 
dynamics, without being too complex such that it is either poorly suited for controller design 
or is over-parameterised. A priori information can greatly assist at this stage of the process. 
In the absence of a typical model structure a range of statistical based structure selection 
techniques can be applied to the problem [18, 20, 106]. However, this stage of the identifi
cation process frequently requires validation of the model using unseen data and is therefore 
invariably iterative.

Model Acceptance

Before any model can be accepted it must be validated against unseen data. Visual inspection 
of the validation data can immediately demonstrate whether the model fit is acceptable. Fit 
functions can assist in measuring any improvement between models. Provided the fit appears 
acceptable, analysis of the residuals1 can highlight any weaknesses in the proposed model. 
The residuals should ideally display an autocorrelation of white noise and have no correlation 
with the inputs or outputs.

2.3 Controller Design Considerations

For any control problem the designer has to consider a range of requirements and constraints. 
In powertrain applications closed loop stability, robustness and transient performance con
straints are almost always required if satisfactory performance is to be obtained. Other 
considerations include the controller complexity, for example when considering multivariable 
systems a number of options for the design approach and technique can be applied.

1 Model residuals r are defined as the difference between the recorded output yr and model output ym-
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The simplest approach to the multivariable problem is to disregard any cross channel in
teractions and assume the system behaves as independent single-input-single-output (SISO) 
loops. Provided the system has relatively small cross channel interactions this assumption 
can be effective for controller design and provides the designer with the largest range of 
design options. Another approach to multivariable systems is to consider decentralised con
trol, whereby the cross channel interactions are considered in the design process, however, 
the resulting controllers are implemented on their respective SISO loops. To improve the 
performance and validity of decentralised SISO control the plant can be augmented with de
couplers. These are basic feedforward compensators which maximise the diagonal dominance 
at the frequencies where strong cross coupling is observed.

For systems with relatively large degrees of cross channel dynamics a multivariable con
troller is often essential if high performance is to be realised. In these cases the designer can 
either choose to apply SISO controllers to each loop in the system, the so-called ‘loop at a 
time’ approach or design the controller by consideration of the system’s singular values. The 
loop at a time approaches are based on SISO design techniques and accordingly SISO analysis 
tools can be readily utilised. For example robustness considerations such as gain and phase 
margins can be computed for a particular loop by opening the loop under consideration with 
the other loops closed [78]. A common design approach for this methodology is ‘sequential 
loop design’ , where each controller is designed independently and then the loops closed. For 
plant models with very strong cross channel interactions this approach can result in systems 
with very low robustness even through each loop may have been designed with significant 
robustness [100]. Moreover, for systems which are stable the performance is often poor as 
loops can often be observed to ‘fight’ each other.

The problems associated with sequential loop designs highlight the reasons singular val
ues are more suited for multivariable designs. Specifically, the maximum singular values of 
particular closed-loop transfer functions must be bounded in a prescribed manner to ensure 
the desired system properties including robustness and transient performance properties are 
realised.

2.4 Low Order Controller Approaches

Low order controllers are still favoured in many industrial applications. Frequently this is a 
constraint due to the software or hardware which implements the algorithm. In these cases 
there is also the requirement for the controller order to be fixed to meet these constraints. 
These restrictions are particularly true in automotive engine management systems (EMS) 
where strategies implement control through scheduled fixed order controllers with parameters 
stored in look-up tables.
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There are a number of reasons why low order controllers are often preferred over higher 
order solutions: the software or hardware is less complex, resulting in less potential faults 
in hardware or ‘bugs’ in software; the computational requirement for the system is also less. 
Often these requirements are driven by the cost of the system which implements the control, 
however even when cost and available electronics permit higher order control, PID type con
trollers are often favoured due to their transparency, where parameters offer some physical 
interpretation, therefore making tuning simpler and more intuitive [81]. The EMS computa
tional requirement is minimised when implementing low order controllers and furthermore, 
the memory usage is significantly lower since fewer coefficients are stored in look-up tables.

Two basic methodologies can be applied to the design of low order controllers: a direct 
design approach whereby the controller is designed to meet the constraint on the controller; 
and an indirect approach where order reduction is applied in the design process. Order 
reduction can be applied to the plant prior to controller design and/or to the controller [5]. 
A schematic outlining these approaches to low order controller design is given in figure 2.2. To

Figure 2.2: Approaches to low order controller design [5]

reduce plant or controller order a range of optimisation techniques can be applied. In general 
these approaches are based on minimising a cost function between the reduced and full order 
transfer functions Mr(s) and M (s) respectively. The different reduction algorithms generally 
only vary in the criteria used to evaluated how close the two structures are relative to each 
other [115]. In general the reduction is formulated in terms of a chosen norm, typically the 
Hankel or the Lqo norm

\\M (s)-M r(s)\\00

An extension to many of the order reduction algorithms is the introduction of frequency 
based weightings. This requires the selection of weighting functions which focus the fit of 
the reduced structure over specific frequency ranges. The frequency weighted problem is
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formulated as
IIW0(s)(M(s) -  Mr(s))Wi(s)Hoc (2.1)

where Wa and Wi are transfer functions representing the output and input frequency weights 
respectively. The criteria for selecting the weighting functions is problem specific, for exam
ple when reducing a plant model the open loop properties should be maintained. Controller 
reduction generally requires the closed loop properties such as stability, robustness and band
width requirements to be well approximated. As with many frequency weights, the selection 
of input and output weighting functions requires experience to provide the required fit. The 
frequency ranges chosen are often dependent on the final order of the reduced structure. 
Guidelines for the selection of weighting choices can be found in [81, 108].

2.5 Linear Robust Feedback Control

A typical unity negative feedback system is depicted in figure 2.3. G and K  denote the plant 
model and controller respectively. The aim of the controller is to keep the output y at the 
desired reference value r. The difference between the output and reference value gives an error 
signal e which is fed into the controller. The output of the controller u is used to compensate 
for the error. Feedback controllers are necessary due to uncertainty in plant modelling and for

Figure 2.3: Unity negative feedback system

disturbance rejection. For a simple tracking problem a feedforward controller would be the 
obvious solution provided an exact plant model could be assumed. In reality a perfect model is 
rarely realisable due to modelling difficulties and external disturbances. In automotive engines 
manufacturing variations and different wear rates can result in large model uncertainties; 
furthermore environmental conditions are continually changing which act as disturbances to 
the system. Accordingly any control system must be robust to this variation and at the same 
time offer suitable performance within this envelope of uncertainty. In optimal control this 
is known as the robust-performance problem.

Additional robustness is required when a linear control law is applied to a nonlinear 
system. In practice most system will have some nonlinear behaviour. These nonlinearities can 
often be small enough to be considered as model uncertainty and therefore require additional 
robustness margins. In cases when the nonlinearities are more severe, compensators which 
linearise the plant can first be applied, followed by linear techniques. Nonlinear feedback
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control is an expanding field which aims to deal with the nonlinearities directly, although 
in practical industrial application linear controllers scheduled over local linearised operating 
regions are often favoured due to their low order structures and better understood linear 
design and analysis methods.

This section describes four of the popular linear robust controller design techniques: loop 
shaping; optimal and suboptimal algebraic Riccati; Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT); 
and, Parameter Space (PS). The merits of each method are considered particularly in terms 
of suitability for automotive feedback control.

2.5.1 Sensitivity Functions

Perhaps the most popular field covered in the literature with regard to feedback control is Tioo 
theory. Conceptually Tioo control is concerned with bounding the values of a given closed- 
loop transfer function of interest. Consider a closed-loop transfer function, often referred 
to as a sensitivity function F(s),  where the TL  ̂ norm is concerned with bounding the peak 
of the frequency response across all frequencies. It is typical to apply a frequency weighting 
function W  (s) to the transmission of interest and constrain the maximum peak of the weighted 
sensitivity function such that

11^(5)^(5)1100 < 1, V (U > 0 (2.2)

Consider the feedback system given in figure 2.4, where K(s)  and G(s) are transfer functions 
representing the controller and plant respectively. In total there are eight possible closed- 
loop input-output transmissions, six of which are unique for the designer to consider. Each of 
these unique transmissions are known as specific sensitivity functions. As the name suggests 
each relationship is a measure of the system sensitivity to a particular error. One or more 
of these transmissions can be shaped during a design by suitable weighting function which 
affects how the resulting controller will behave. The number and type of weighting functions 
is specific to the type and complexity of problem.

Figure 2.4: SISO unity negative gain feedback configuration
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Primary Sensitivity

For the system depicted in figure 2.4, consider the transfer function yd to ye with the remaining 
inputs assumed to be zero. The closed loop system for this relationship is given by

Ve(s)
1

1 +  G(s )K(s )yd
(2.3)

This transmission is the primary sensitivity function S(s) which for the multivariable case is 
defined as

S(s) =  [I +  G(s )K(s ) ] -1

The shape of the primary sensitivity function is generally considered to add the desired 
transient performance. The transmission between the command and output makes this sen
sitivity necessary when designing for regulation and tracking control. This path can also be 
used for designs to reject disturbances on the output since this transmission shares the same 
closed-loop transfer function. The sensitivity of the system to the tracking error ye is selected 
by the designer with consideration of the plant dynamics and system requirements. For ex
ample, a system prone to high frequency noise requires the gain of the sensitivity function at 
these frequencies to be high to prevent the system responding excessively to noise. Similarly, 
good low frequency disturbance rejection and tracking requires the primary sensitivity to 
have low gains at low frequencies.

Complementary Sensitivity

Robustness, particularly to high frequency uncertainty is often added into controller design 
by considering the complementary sensitivity function. With reference to figure 2.4 this is 
the transmission from yd to yc. The complementary sensitivity function T is defined as

T(s) =  G(s)K(s)[I +  G(s)K(s)}~1 =  [I +  G(s)K(s ) ] -1G(s)K(s)

System performance and robustness can generally be translated into the primary and 
complementary sensitivity functions. It is noted however, that S(s) +  T(s) =  I  thereby 
implying that these two function are often a trade-off. The design problem is one of selecting 
appropriate bounds on these functions to ensure the system has the desired robustness and 
transient properties. These bounds are specified in the design process as weighting functions. 
A closed loop block diagram illustrating the weighted output is presented in figure 2.5. With
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Figure 2.5: Feedback system with weighting functions

reference to this figure the following left hand2 weighted outputs Z are obtained

Zs (s) = Ws (s)S(s)

ZT(s) = Wt (s)T(s)

With reference to equation 2.2 the objective is to design the controller such that the condi
tion is satisfied for each sensitivity used in the design. Good controller performance in the 
broad sense of meeting criteria such as robustness constraints, time response requirements or 
control effort limits requires careful selection of weighting functions. One of the greatest chal
lenges when designing a controller is to ensure these requirements are adequately detailed in 
frequency based weighting functions. For example good tracking performance requires that:

• ||5(jw)|| is small for small u to ensure zero steady state error.

• ||T(jw)|| is small for large u such that the effect of high frequency noise is attenuated.

• ||T(jw)|| is unity (0 dB) for small u such that the low-frequency characteristics of the 
reference input are unaffected.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show typical frequency weighting functions bounding the primary and 
complementary sensitivity functions respectively.

2.5.2 Loop Shaping

As the name suggests loop shaping is a scheme for shaping the open loop system L — GK
by tuning the controller K.  Whereas many Hqo techniques create controllers to meet the

2 Right hand weights can be applied in addition or as an alternative to the left hand weights depicted in 
figure 2.5. For clarity only left hand weights are considered in the sequel.
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Figure 2.6: Typical weighting shape Ws Figure 2.7: Typical weighting shape Wt

closed loop shapes S and T, loop-shaping is concerned with the open loop. Many of the 
constraints for the desired closed loop shapes can readily be translated into similar open loop 
requirements. For a SISO system the typical requirements of the loop function are:

• \L(ju)\ > 1 (high loop gain) at low frequencies.

• \L(ju>)\ < 1 (low loop gain) at high frequencies.

• L(ju)  is a suitable distance from the critical point (particularly at frequencies close to 
the crossover frequency).

• L{juj) has sufficiently large crossover frequency.

• L(ju)  satisfies the Nyquist stability criterion.

Further details of the loop shape requirements for multivariable systems, given in terms 
of the open loop singular values can be found in [74].

A range of techniques based on shaping the open loop are available for controller synthesis. 
The most simple techniques aim to achieve the required loop shape by sequentially adding 
proportional (P), integral (I) and derivative (D) elements to the controller. PS approaches 
are graphical techniques for obtaining low order controllers for SISO systems. QFT is an al
ternative technique for graphically shaping the loop. Higher order, normalized-coprime-factor 
control synthesis theory can be used the obtain the desired loop shapes automatically and 
are suited to both SISO and multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Commercial 
software for computing the controller to give the desired loop shape [10] make this technique 
attractive. However, for complex problems specifying the correct loop shape requires a great 
deal of experience. Furthermore, complex loop shapes or high order plant models can result 
in high order controllers.
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More recently a 77oo loop shaping procedure was developed by McFarlane and Glover 
[74]. In this technique the loop shape is defined using a precompensator W\ and/or postcom
pensator W2 to obtain the desired open-loop shape (in terms of open-loop singular values). 
These shaping functions W\ and W2 are combined with the plant to form a shaped plant 
Gs =  W2GW\. The next stage in the design finds the optimal robust stability margin 7  from

lopt — ¿opt inf
K  stabilizing

Koo
I (I -  GSK 00)~1GSI

OO

(2.4)

The designer selects a value e < topt and synthesises the controller Koo- The resulting 
feedback controller K  is constructed by combining the controller with the shaping functions 
using

K  =  (2.5)

If satisfactory robustness, performance or time response of the closed-loop system is not 
achieved reiterations with alternative shaping functions are required. It is the ease of formu
lating the open-loop specifications which makes loop-shaping techniques particularly attrac
tive.

A recent extension to the Tioo loop shaping taking advantage of the technique for fixed 
PID structure controllers was presented in [41]. The Koo controller of equation 2.4 is replaced 
by a PID controller combined with the postcompenstor W2. Accordingly, the K 00 controller 
has the fixed structure Koo =  W-j-1  Kpjp  and the resulting feedback controller is ATp/o in 
series with W2 which acts as a low pass filter. The solution to K pjd (or any other fixed 
structure controller) is obtained by a linear matrix inequality (LMI) optimisation.

2.5.3 Algebraic T i o o  Theory

Tioo feedback control is a frequency domain approach for the design of robust control systems. 
77oo control has received a considerable amount of attention since the control problem was 
first formulated by Zames [112] in the 1980s and for a detailed background to the topic the 
reader is directed to [36, 115, 63]. A number of commercially available software packages can 
be utilised to synthesise the controllers based on solving two Riccati equations.

The Tioo norm for positive stable systems is given by the largest peak of the maximum 
singular value from the frequency response [100]

||M(s)||oo = sup w(M(ju))

Hoc controller design methods are based on limiting the peak of this maximum value for a 
particular transfer function such that it remains below a prescribed level.

With reference to figure 2.5 the system is configured into a block problem with two 
‘inputs’ : the disturbance w and the control input(s) u. The two ‘outputs’ are the weighted
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p

K

z
y

Figure 2.8: Block formulation

sensitivity functions z and the system output y. The block diagram for this formulation 
is given in figure 2.8 where the resulting augmented system P  is obtained for controller 
synthesis. The augmented system is therefore written as

Z P ll : Pi 2
y . . P21 : P22

As an example, the augmented system for the system shown in figure 2.5 is

P  =

^
 ° - W SG

- W t G
. 1 - G

The closed loop transfer function from w to z for the system P  is obtained by a lower fractional 
transformation (LFT) as

Fi(P, K)  =  Pn +  P12K ( I  -  P22K ) ~ lP2l

The controller is designed such that the worst-case output z due to an input w is maintained 
below a set threshold. In other words, the aim of TL<*, controller synthesis is to find a controller 
K  such that the Tioo norm of P/(P, K ) is bounded by a scalar 7 , that is

||P/(P,^)||oo < 7

and that the resulting system is stable. The problem of obtaining K  subject to 7 being at a 
pre-determined level is called the sub-optimal Tloo problem.

Nominal Performance

Nominal performance conventionally refers to achieving a specified time response performance 
level for the nominal plant, that is for a plant where no uncertainty in the model is assumed. 
The performance requirement is determined by the choice of weighting function Ws- The 
primary sensitivity function 5 must then be bounded, such that

IIWsMSCMHoo < 1

where the weighting function is a positive real function of frequency.
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Robust Stability

For a set of plant models or a model with a prescribed level of uncertainty, a controller 
which is stable within this uncertainty is said to achieve robust stability. However, robust 
stability does not give any guarantees on the system performance for models within this 
spread of uncertainty. For robust stability an appropriate weighting function describing the 
uncertainty is required. The weighted complementary sensitivity function T must accordingly 
be bounded, such that

\\wT( u ) T < 1

2.5.4 Mixed Sensitivity Problem

In general it is necessary to achieve a certain degree of performance in the presence of plant 
uncertainty and this can be achieved by a mixed sensitivity approach. The two requirements 
are then generally combined into a single 7-foo norm cost function forming the so-called H00 
standard problem [28]

W s S

Wt T < 1 ( 2 .6 )

An important alternative to the mixed sensitivity formulation is the robust performance 
problem. This specification requires that the specified performance targets are obtained for 
all plant models which are described by the system uncertainty. The robust performance 
requirement is

I I I W s S I  +  I W t T I I I oo <  1 (2.7)

A two-disc graphical interpretation of this requirement for SISO systems is shown in 
figure 2.9 [16, 35]. When solving the robust performance using algebraic Riccati techniques 
an approximation to the two discs is required since an exact solution cannot be obtained. 
A sufficient (but not necessary) condition to meet inequality 2.7 is for each sensitivity to be 
bounded as [35]

\ \ \ W s S \ 2  +  ^ t T I 2 ^  <  ^

which is satisfied using the useful yet conservative inequality

Ws 5
Wt T oo

The obvious advantage to the algebraic Riccati techniques is the extensive, established, 
numerically robust software which enables rapid controller synthesis. Also non-square mul
tivariable problems can readily be solved for any number of inputs and outputs. A common 
difficulty with this approach in the synthesis of a controller to meet particular time domain
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Figure 2.9: Two disc representation of the robust performance requirements

criteria is the selection of weighting functions. This problem is compounded for multivari
able systems, particular those with a high degree of interaction. In algebraic techniques the 
only tuning mechanisms the designer has influence over is in the selection of weights. Whilst 
general guidelines are available for choosing weights, it is nevertheless well acknowledged 
that designs also require a high level of experience [100]. Furthermore, for highly coupled 
systems non-diagonal weights are required, however the design guidelines for these are not 
well established and are less clear.

Controllers which cannot achieve the specified weighting choices or which do not meet 
a satisfactory level of performance require the weighting choices to be reconsidered. This 
can and usually does result in the design process becoming iterative, particularly for mixed 
sensitivity designs since it is not always clear which of the weightings pose the constraints on 
the problem.

Another issue with standard algebraic solutions is the controller order. The controller or
der is determined by the sum of the order of the weights and the plant model. Therefore, even 
relatively low order models can result in high order controllers if a mixed sensitivity design 
is necessary. Subsequently it is often necessary to consider controller reduction algorithms 
which can result in performance below the required levels.

Algebraic techniques require the plant and weighting functions to be proper, real, rational 
functions which therefore imposes limits on the shapes of weighting functions which can be 
applied. For example, complementary sensitivity functions can be used to represent the 
system uncertainty. This uncertainty could have been obtained experimentally as a spread in 
the frequency response of the system. To make use of this information the designer is faced
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with the task of finding an appropriate weighting which is a real, rational approximation of 
this uncertainty. Furthermore the designer must be conscious of the order of the weighting 
function as these affect the order of the controller. Another limitation of the technique is for 
systems with pure time delays, since these can not be handled directly and therefore, it is 
necessary to use rational transfer functions such as Pade approximations.

With reference to powertrain control, Tioo controllers have been demonstrated to provide 
very high performance solutions. The main criticism of this technique for powertrain appli
cations is that the controller order cannot easily be constrained to the low orders required 
for implementation in a production PCM.

H o c  Optimal Control

An optimal Hoo controller is one which minimises the TLoo norm by obtaining a controller 
which achieves the lowest possible bound of the weighted sensitivity. The weighted sensitivity 
problem with a scalar variable 7 can be written as

II^OOFOOIloo < 7 , V w > 0

The procedure called 7 -iteration is that of obtaining the lowest 7 using a binary search, 
generally this is found to quickly converge to the optimal value.

2.5.5 Quantitative Feedback Theory

The early origins of QFT date to the 1950s. Horowitz originally developed the idea to create 
a design approach that engineers could readily understand and apply [51]. The technique is a 
practical design method for designing control systems by quantitatively mapping the design 
specifications to constraints on the loop transmission. QFT is a frequency domain approach 
to controller design based on manipulating controller parameters in the Nichols plane.

A distinctive feature of QFT is the unique manner in which it handles plant uncertainty. 
The underlying philosophy of feedback control is to deal with uncertainties, whether these 
be inherent in the plant model or disturbances. One particular merit of QFT is the ability 
to work directly with either structured or unstructured uncertainty [52], For example the 
uncertain plant P  could have structured uncertainty represented by the plant set P  arising 
due to uncertain parameters in the transfer function coefficients

v = ( p  =  fee [1,10], a e [ l , 4 } )  (2.8)

Templates representing the spread of models due to the uncertainty are translated into the 
Nichols plane. For the system with uncertain coefficients given in equation 2.8 the set V  is
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Figure 2.10: QFT templates in the Nichols plane

illustrated in figure 2.10 over several discrete frequencies in the range of interest. Alternatively 
the unstructured uncertainty could be obtained experimentally using a system identification 
approach over the range of operating points. At each frequency, variations in the models 
can be translated into discrete templates representing the uncertainty in the set of models 
V. It is often convenient to represent this uncertainty or ‘scatter’ at each frequency as a 
disc which encompasses all the points, however, alternative shapes can readily be adopted 
in QFT. Figure 2.11 shows a typical set of plant models Gi(ju)  at a particular frequency in 
the complex plane, the nominal plant model Go can be assumed to lie at the centre of the 
template. Such uncertainty templates can readily be translated into the Nichols plane. The

Figure 2.11: Unstructured uncertainty in the complex plane 

basic design procedure [52] can be summerised as follows

1. Specify the desired closed-loop step response envelope. This model forms the upper and 
lower bounds on the closed loop step response.

2. Map the step response envelope into the equivalent frequency domain bounds.

3. Specify a disturbance rejection model in terms of the frequency domain.
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4. Compute the necessary uncertainty templates for the plant P(s)  for a range of discrete 
frequencies.

5. Graphically display the regions meeting the specifications for shaping the nominal loop 
transmission Lq.

6. Interactively develop the compensator K ( s ) until the loop transmission achieves the 
required specifications.

The loop shaping stage of the design must begin with a stable start controller. Often this 
is a simple PID type controller designed using classical methods. Higher order techniques 
can also be employed to obtain a more suitable start controller if the optimal QFT controller 
is to be obtained. The choice of start controller is often determined by restrictions on the 
resulting QFT controller. In either case the desired loop shape must ensure the nominal 
loop function satisfies the worst case QFT bounds, where the optimal QFT controller fits 
the optimal boundary and therefore requires higher orders. This stage of the design requires 
some degree of experience with the design technique.

The general approach to obtaining the desired loop shape is through the addition of 
poles or zeros in the controller until the QFT templates are avoided. Commercially available 
software packages [21, 53] create a Nichols chart environment to interactively shape the loop. 
Since in general only a small number of discrete frequencies are used in the generation of 
QFT templates the resulting controller must be analysed over a wider set of frequencies to 
ensure the design constraints are satisfied. Problematic frequencies can be plotted in any 
necessary subsequent re-designs.

QFT was originally intended to be an ‘engineer friendly’ solution to controller design 
because insights into design trade-offs between robustness and performance can be visualised. 
The interactive design process allows the designer some freedom on controller order. Early in 
the design process incompatible constraints can be detected and re-designed as appropriate. 
This ability to visually observe design constraints is a significant merit over non-graphical 
methods. One of the main advantages of QFT over techniques such as alegebraic Hoo is the 
ability to handle parametric and and non-structured uncertainty directly. Furthermore, the 
technique can handle pure time delays non-conservatively.

QFT designs are undertaken with only a limited number of uncertainty templates. Ac
cordingly, post design analysis often makes re-designs necessary. The generation of the tem
plates themselves can be non-trivial and computationally demanding for complex systems 
with several uncertain parameters if a large number of QFT templates are designed. Whilst 
QFT can directly deal with parametric uncertainty, it is often very difficult to determine 
which parameters are uncertain and by what magnitude.
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Some of the transparency and insight of the technique is lost when considering multi- 
variable systems since the process of designing the loop shaping becomes significantly more 
complex and time consuming. Furthermore, multivariable designs become conservative and 
are realistically limited to systems with less than 3 inputs and 3 outputs [34]. There is still 
considerable research into developing systematic methodologies for multivariable plants. This 
has resulted in two district approaches [61]: non-sequential loop and sequential loop design 
methods. The limitations of each techniques are the requirement of a square plant model 
and in general only diagonal controllers can be designed.

2.5.6 Parameter Space Theory

Current linear algebraic Hoo theory and associated software [11, 28, 115] provide powerful 
tools for systematically designing controllers for systems with multiple transient performance 
and stability robustness requirements. For many applications however, fixed low order, in
cluding PID, controllers are often preferred in industrial practice. Current PS methods allow 
the design of fixed low order controllers, but are limited in their ability to directly address 
multivariable problems.

PS methods offer a graphical way to design controllers. As the name suggests PS tech
niques are based on visually displaying a set of parameters which meet a given set of con
straints. Assuming the constraint(s) can be achieved the design is then presented with an ad
missible region to select controller parameters. PS methods extend back at least to Niemark in 
the 1940s [79], [80] later followed by Mitrovic [76]. Early presentations were in [4, 84, 96, 104],

A large range of methodologies based in the PS have been developed. Early work focused 
on identifying stability regions and controller designs based on pole placement. As feedback 
theories have been developed PS techniques have been adapted to accommodate these, of
fering the usual PS benefits, namely transparency and insight. However, one area which has 
received very little attention in the PS is minimum variance (MV) design.

The PS approach based on Kharitonov’s theorem to the robustness of relative (so-called 
7 ) stability to transfer function parameters was presented by [2]. The work on PS design for 
gain and phase margin requirements was initiated in [30] and associated results presented in 
[26] and [27].

PS based PID and extended PID designs for relative stability in irrational systems, in
cluding the full treatment of the singular conditions was developed in [90] based on [95]. PS 
PID design for simultaneous bandwidth, gain and phase margin criteria as well as a treatment 
of the singular conditions was given in [92],

Besson and Shenton [15] developed a fixed order irrational SISO Hoo PS method where
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specifications for given weighting functions are mapped into a parameter plane and several 
specifications can be considered simultaneously by overlaying the regions. The method also 
allows higher order controllers to be designed by combining elemental 2nd order controllers. 
Similar results reported for PID controllers and square rational MIMO systems were devel
oped independently and published in Japanese literature by Saeki [86] and have subsequently 
been developed, again for rational PID [88]. A PS frequency response method for irrational 
SISO robust performance design of fixed low order controllers, to non-conservatively achieve 
frequency response performance specifications with unstructured plant uncertainty was first 
reported in [16] and subsequently extended to irrational MISO problems [17]. A range of 
symbolic approaches to PS controller design is given in [3]. Detailed surveys of PS methods 
are presented in [44, 97].

Although sequential SISO design methods can be applied to many multivariable engineer
ing applications, optimal robustness margins cannot then be obtained directly by the design 
process. However, one benefit of PS techniques is that multiple SISO loop margins can be 
superimposed and therefore can assist in sequential loop approaches. In the MIMO frequency 
response PS method reported by [87] a rational LFT formulation is given for the design of 
single element PID controllers.

Conditions to obtain rational MIMO PS boundaries are given by Muhler [77] in the form 
of equations in the determinant of the Hamiltonian matrices corresponding to the continuous 
Hoo and H2 Riccati equations, for suggested use as a basis for symbolic computational meth
ods. An important limitation in this and the other Riccati based formulations however, is 
that irrational systems such as systems with time delays are not directly addressed because 
the conditions are developed in terms of continuous finite state-space models only.

Frequency response based PS methods offer significant advantages over other controller 
design techniques. Non-parametric frequency response information such as output from iden
tification or multiple model averaging processes can be used directly and rational plant ap
proximations can be avoided. In application of the Hoo approach weighting functions are 
instruments of the designer to be adapted during the design process. Frequency response PS 
methods provide good information to the designer on which weighting functions are close to 
constraint boundaries at which frequencies. Weighting functions for constraining both perfor
mance and uncertainty are also not limited to rational approximations. This is in distinction 
to Riccati Hoo methods where both rational plant and weighting representations are required. 
The ability to map a number of single sensitivity constraints can also be of great advantage 
since it allows a designer to graphically observe which weights may be over-constrained [14]. 
The robust-performance mixed sensitivity approach used by many techniques often requires 
the conservative formulation

Ws S
Wt T OO

<  1
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where Ws and Wt are frequency weights acting on the primary 5 and complementary T  
sensitivity functions respectively. Moreover these techniques do not present the designer 
with any insight into which sensitivities, weights or frequencies are problematic.

One of the disadvantages associated with PS methods for MIMO problems is that higher 
order controllers and systems with very large numbers of inputs and outputs may be difficult, 
to synthesise. On the other hand to develop fixed low order controllers by existing Riccati H00 
optimal control methods it is currently necessary to use order reduction techniques, which 
produce controllers that are in general then non-optimal for the chosen order. Another dis
advantage of PS, particularly for multivariable systems is the number of iterations sometimes 
necessary, which can make the process time consuming. However, this iterative nature often 
gives a lot of insight into the design process and therefore changes to weightings or parameter 
choices can be made progressively. Furthermore, routines to automatically iterate through 
the parameter planes for sensitivity optimisation can readily be implemented if desired [86]. 
In contrast ‘one-shot’ algebraic techniques do not reveal to the designer which frequencies 
and/or weighting choices require modification for a design to be successful or improved upon. 
Furthermore, PS techniques are ideal for tuning time response criteria by the trial of gains 
within the admissible region. For problems where controller order is not a constraint alter
native methods can be more attractive provided the designer has good a priori knowledge 
on the selection of weighting functions.

2.6 Robust Minimum Variance Control

The development of minimum variance (MV) control can be attributed to Astrom [6] to 
deal with systems subject to stochastic disturbances. The framework originally intended for 
discrete, minimum phase systems creates a MV regulator which achieves the lowest possible 
output variance. At any time t, the control action u(t) should minimise the output y{t) based 
on the cost function

J =  E[y2(t +  k)}

where E  is the expectation function for the system with k delays. This work was later 
extended to include non-minimum phase systems [7].

The optimal MV regulator was intended only for zero mean disturbances and therefore 
could not reject non-zero mean disturbances or tracking to specific set-points. Subsequent 
developments included non-zero tracking regulation and de-tuned MV which limited the 
control effort [109]. Generalised minimum variance (GMV) allowed constraints additional to 
MV through the use of a more general cost function [29].

One of the problems associated with MV design techniques is that in general no guarantee
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on robustness can be obtained. A common approach is to assess the robustness of the 
system after the design is complete and if necessary re-design with different constraints. One 
framework which aims to address these difficulties is H2 control. As opposed to minimising 
the maximum peak of a particular sensitivity function, as with Tioo approaches, an alternative 
cost function based on the 2-norm of a sensitivity function F(s)  is considered

considered analogous to energy. Therefore, minimising the H2 norm can be considered to 
minimise the noise transmission of the system in order to reject the disturbance [115]. As 
with Hoc control, weighting functions are included in a typical design to ensure robustness 
and transient performance at the desired frequencies.

The links between TL2 and MV are discussed in [105]. It can be demonstrated that 
the optimal H2 design closely approximates the MV regulator if the sensitivity functions 
are left un-weighted. One obvious solution to the design of low variance controllers with 
tracking, robustness and imposed limits on the amount of control action is therefore to 
consider 'H2 control. However, since the optimisation routines minimise the 2-norm the 
desired transient performance or robustness objectives are not necessarily guaranteed. To 
address this problem a number of mixed T^/Woo approaches have been developed which 
provide satisfactory variance characteristics with a degree of robustness [62],

The H2 norm is based on the area under the sensitivity function of interest, which can be
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Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

3.1 Introduction

The applications of the control techniques presented in this thesis are based on identified 
engine models and have been subsequently validated using the University of Liverpool engine 
and dynamometer facilities. Developing controllers to work on a physical system followed by 
validation of the performance can give a much greater insight into the problem and how to 
improve designs, where necessary. This chapter details the experimental setup that was used.

The original engine and dynamometer setup was designed for idle speed control work on 
a 1.61 Ford Zetec engine [91]. The specification of the engine is described in section 3.2. The 
engine is coupled to a low inertia DC dynamometer capable of moderate loading, detailed 
in section 3.3. An overview of the key engine sensors and actuators is given in section 3.3. 
The interfacing of these with the digital signal processing (DSP) unit, originally developed 
by Carroll [25], is also presented.

3.2 Engine Specification

The test engine used is a gasoline spark ignition (SI) 1.61 Ford Zetec. The engine has an 
inline configuration with four cylinders, where each cylinder has two inlet and two exhaust 
ports controlled by double overhead camshafts (DOHC). Fuel is injected sequentially into the 
inlet ports prior to the valves opening. Spark timing, fuel timing and duration can all be 
controlled from the standard engine management system (EMS) as fitted into a production 
vehicle. The specification for the engine is given in table 3.1 and a schematic of the crank 
domain timing events of the valves, fuelling and standard spark timings is given in figure 3.1.

The engine is of standard configuration other than control of exhaust gas recirculation 
(EGR) which is disabled from the EMS strategy. An electronically controlled valve from the
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Table 3.1: Engine specifications: Zetec 1.61
Cylinder bore 76.0 mm
Connecting rod length 136.2 mm
Compression ratio 10.3:1
Cubic displacement 1597 cm3
Stroke length 88 mm
Maximum torque 138 Nm at 3500 rpm
Maximum power 67 kW ( «  90 PS »  90 BHP)
Idle speed 880 rpm
Fuel Unleaded RON 95 petrol

DSP unit allows EGR to be regulated, however for the applications in this thesis it has been 
set closed. EGR can be used at low-to-medium loads, where a small amount of exhaust gas 
is used to fill part of the cylinder volume with what is essentially an inert gas. This has 
the effect of reducing fuel consumption and also keeping combustion temperatures lower and 
therefore reducing NOx production. Furthermore, any unburned hydrocarbons (HC) in the 
exhaust gas goes through a second combustion event to become oxidized. One of the problems 
associated with the introduction of EGR is a decrease in combustion stability which increases 
the cycle-to-cycle variation (CCV).

3.3 Experimental Configuration

3.3.1 Dynamometer

The dynamometer used for loading the engine is a low inertia DC electric motor, mainly 
suited to idle speed work. The dynamometer is used to provide or remove energy from the 
engine. Typically the dynamometer is used in torque control mode to apply a load against 
the engine. The inertia of the dynamometer is sufficiently low to replicate the dynamics of 
the flywheel and gearbox that are not mounted to the engine in this setup, and therefore 
presents a more realistic loading at idle or during de-clutched load transients.

3.3.2 Hardware/Software Interface

A schematic illustrating the hardware which interfaces with the engine for identification 
and control purposes is shown in figure 3.2. Excitation signals and measurements are made 
through a DSP unit attached to a standard desktop PC. The engine actuators, spark advance 
(SA) and dynamometer are controlled by the DSP unit interfaced this desktop PC. M a t l a b  

7.04, S i m u l i n k  and Real-Time Workshop are used to generate models for implementing 
controllers or exciting the actuators. These models are then compiled and downloaded to
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C ra n k  A n g le  (D e g )

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390 420 450 480 510 540 570 600 630 660 690 720

Figure 3.1: Valve, fuel and standard spark timings for the Zetec engine
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Table 3.2: Card specifications in the dSpace rapid prototyping unit
Board Function Specification

DS1005
DS2003
DS4001
DS4002

Processor Board 
Analogue Input Board 

Digital 10 
Digital 10

PowerPC 750GX running at 1 GHz 
32 Channel ADC Board (16 bit) 

Timing and DIO 
DIO including PWM generation

the dSpace expansion box, which then runs tasks in real time and also acts as a multiplexer 
for the various inputs and outputs. A DS1005 real time interface card is responsible for 
processing the tasks in real time, which includes driving the digital outputs on DS4001 and 
DS4002 input-output (10) cards and transferring data from these and a DS2003 analogue 
input card to the PC. A summary of the specifications of the cards in the dSpace expansion 
box is given in table 3.2. The online graphical interface and data capture software linked to 
dSpace is ControlDesk.

3.3.3 Key Instrumentation

A/D

Figure 3.2: Hardware for identification and control

A schematic of the engine and key sensors are shown in figure 3.3. Many of the sensors 
in the setup are additional to the standard set fitted to the engine in a production vehicle. 
In general most sensors are sampled every degree when triggered by the angle encoder and 
subsequently downsampled accordingly. Data from the sensors are measured with a resolution 
of between 12 to 16 bits. The resolution is determined by the number of channels which are 
required and also the rate of capture due to limitations in the analogue to digital converter 
(ADC). The following sections outline the main sensors for control and identification used in 
the applications presented in the subsequent chapters.
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Angle Encoder

An angle encoder mounted directly onto the crankshaft provides the main source of timing 
for much of the engine work. The encoder outputs two signals; one pulse every degree, 
and one pulse every 360° which also corresponds to top dead centre (TDC) for cylinder 1 . 
The 1° pulses are transmitted to a hardware interrupt function on the DS4001 card which 
synchronises the timing between the engine and dSpace. The once per revolution pulse is 
also used to ensure no pulses are missed and continually checks and resets the crank angle in 
dSpace if any discrepancy is found.

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the engine setup and key instrumentation

Pressure Sensors

Each of the cylinders are fitted with pressure sensors (Kistler 6123) screwed into fixing po
sitions machined into the cylinder head. The sensors are linked to charge amplifiers and 
thereby give signals proportional to the cylinder pressure. These signals are used in con
junction with an algorithm for determining the peak pressure position (PPP) [25], although 
additional information such as the magnitude of the pressures could also be obtained.
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MAP Sensor

A manifold absolute pressure (MAP) sensor is fitted onto one of the ‘vacuum’ hoses on the 
inlet manifold. This sensor or alternatively, a mass air flow (MAF) sensor, is one of the 
essential measurements needed for fuelling control. These measurements are used by many 
automotive manufacturers to give an indication of the mass of air entering the cylinders and 
the load applied to the engine.

Both the MAP and MAF sensors respond very quickly to changes in the air pressure or 
flow and are therefore potentially very information rich signals. The output of these sensors 
can clearly show individual valve opening events, and manifold filling and emptying. As a 
result, when considering event based fuelling identification and control, it was found that 
integrating these signals over 180° samples would give the most suitable values when used for 
information analogous to engine load. For other applications, such as systems with variable 
valve timing, alternative analysis of these signals may be more appropriate.

UEGO Sensors

Two universal exhaust gas oxygen (UEGO) sensors are fitted to the engine to allow monitoring 
of the air-to-fuel ratio (AFR). Also known as lambda or wideband sensors, these are heated 
devices that detect the presence of oxygen in the exhaust gas. These have a relatively large 
linear operating band and therefore, offer significant advantages over conventional production 
narrowband or heated exhaust gas oxygen (HEGO) sensors, which are reliant on switching 
or cyclic control. The disadvantage of the UEGO sensor relative to the HEGO sensor is their 
cost, which currently makes these unfeasible for installation in lower cost production vehicles. 
The voltage output from the UEGO sensor is proportional to the AFR, which for a gasoline 
port fuel injection (PFI) engine under normal stoichiometric conditions is the ratio of air 
mass to fuel mass and is typically 14.7:1. However, it is often useful to consider the ratio A

 ̂   A F i?Measured

Tl-F-Rstoichiometric

which provides the ratio of the measured AFR relative to the desired AFR which would 
give stoichiometric, thereby creating a normalised reading irrespective of fuel type or octane 
number.

In the setup, one of the UEGO sensors is mounted at the confluence point on the exhaust 
shortly after the manifold. This is the typical region for mounting an oxygen sensor on a 
production vehicle since CCV is smoothed out due to the mixing of the four cylinders. The 
second UEGO is fitted directly to the runner of the manifold for cylinder 1 . This is mounted 
within 100 mm of the exhaust port to pick up the AFR for only this cylinder thereby allowing
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individual cylinder control. Furthermore, the transport delay of the gases from the exhaust 
valve to the sensor are then minimised by this closer location.

Engine Speed

A tachometer attached to the vibrometer torque transducer (Torquemaster TM112), coupled 
between the engine and dynamometer is used for measuring engine speed. There are a number 
of alternative ways to measure the engine speed in the setup, including a tachometer coupled 
to the end of the dynamometer shaft, however, this can be less accurate during transient loads 
due to twist in the shafts. A second alternative is to use the angle encoder that is attached 
to the crankshaft which can be input to a frequency counter (available in dSpace), however 
this method can significantly increase the computational demand on the DSP system.

3.3.4 Engine Inputs

Authority over the SA, air bleed valve (ABV), fuel pulse width and injection angle can 
be controlled from either the EMS or can be bypassed and controlled independently using 
ControlDesk and dSpace. This setup allows the standard EMS strategies to control the inputs 
which are not under consideration, whilst the dSpace controls the remaining inputs which 
bypass the EMS. For example, when considering the effects of SA on the PPP, the effects of 
AFR can be deemed negligible (assuming the AFR is maintained close to a set-point) and 
therefore, it is advantageous to leave the fuelling under the control of the EMS. Alternatively, 
full control of the engine actuators can be achieved through dSpace attached to a bespoke 
powerstage unit if desired.

Spark Advance

The SA whilst not strictly an actuator can be controlled from dSpace. The engine runs 
on a redundant spark system whereby two cylinders spark simultaneously. This ignites the 
mixture in one cylinder and is paired with the cylinder which is 360° out of phase on its 
exhaust stroke. The paired cylinders and their appropriate ignition windows are shown in 
figure 3.1. A signal to trigger the spark is sent 3 ms before the desired spark event to allow 
the coil to charge for this period, after which time the ignition event occurs. This approach 
is typical of a production EMS, however, it does suffer from the inherent limitations due to 
the 3 ms dwell time that is estimated from engine speed, which can be subject to fluctuations 
over this period. Moreover, in this setup the interrupt signal can only be generated to the 
nearest degree since this is the base rate of the model, which effectively limits the resolution 
of the SA to 1°.
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Air Bleed Valve

The ABV is used to regulate the air flow into the engine. The engine is fitted with a cable 
operated throttle and therefore is fitted with an ABV for the automatic regulation of air, 
typically at idling conditions. This also has the effect of smoothing air transients caused by 
any sudden changes in throttle angle. Although the throttle is not controlled electronically, 
the ABV has a relatively large degree of authority under low-to-medium loads. The amount of 
air that bypasses the throttle is defined by a pulse width modulated (PWM) signal operating 
at a frequency of approximately 300 Hz. The ABV can not only be considered equivalent to 
an electronic throttle but also a throttle position sensor, albeit with a lower range.

Fuel Injectors

Four sequentially operated fuel injectors are attached to the engine. Fuel is injected onto the 
inlet ports of the cylinders prior to the valves opening. This creates a pool of fuel in the 
manifold, some of which evaporates and mixes with the air due to the heat of the engine and 
is then drawn into the cylinders when the valves open. As with all PFI engines, not all of the 
fuel injected for a particular event will be drawn into the cylinder since the engine effectively 
fuels from the puddle developed in the inlet manifold runners. Accordingly, fuelling strategies 
must take account of these fuel puddle dynamics.

Assuming only one injection event occurs every 720° for each cylinder during normal 
operation, two variables that can controlled are: injection-start timing relative to the crank 
angle and injection pulse width. Since AFR control in PFI engines relies on fuel puddle 
dynamics, the injection start angle is less critical for control purposes. Therefore, the AFR 
application in the preceding chapters uses an injection start angle which is fixed to match 
that of a production EMS strategy. The engine management fuel injection window timings 
are shown in figure 3.1.

The second variable available for control is the fuel pulse width, which controls the length 
of time the injector stays open from the injection start angle. Due to the dynamics of the 
injectors the mass of fuel injected into the engine is not proportional to the pulse width.

3.3.5 Conclusions

A standard 1.61 Ford Zetec with PFI is coupled to a low inertia DC dynamometer for loading 
the engine. A DSP unit connected to a desktop PC allows authority over the fuel pulse width, 
fuel timing, SA and ABV. The ABV can be considered to be analogous to an electronic 
throttle only with a smaller range of authority. EGR is disabled for the experimental work
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covered in this thesis. For many engine tests is it advantageous to leave the EMS to control 
some of the actuators such as the fuel injectors. Sampling is in general carried out every 
degree in synchronisation with the angle encoder. The resolution at which the sensors are 
sampled can be adjusted as necessary. In general important variables are recorded with 12-16 
bit resolution.
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Chapter 4

Parameter Space 
Constrained-Variance Control

4.1 Introduction

Many powertrain processes are subject to persistent noise disturbances. Controller design 
for such processes requires consideration of the output variance for satisfactory performance 
requirements to be realised. Maintaining the peak pressure position (PPP) of the cylinder at 
an empirically determined set-point can maximise the torque output [48]. The spark advance 
(SA) primarily governs this position, however, due to the chaotic nature of combustion a 
significant amount of variance in the output is observed. Robust control techniques can 
readily be applied to such processes to introduce properties such as tracking and disturbance 
rejection, however, in general these can excite the output variance leading to poor steady- 
state performance. Accordingly, designs which aim to suppress or minimise this variance are 
particularly useful for many powertrain processes.

This chapter presents a novel closed-form single-input-single-output (SISO) parameter 
space (PS) approach to designing fixed order, two term controllers such as PI or PD which is 
readily implementable as a fast and robust numerical algorithm for interactive design. The 
technique is based on mapping loci of constant variance for continuous and discrete rational 
systems. White noise coloured by a rational filter is assumed to be the output disturbance to 
a rational plant. PS mappings are developed from the mean-squared value, evaluated from 
the spectral density function and Leverrier’s algorithm to produce loci for a given closed 
loop output variance. These loci can be used either on their own or superimposed with 
other requirements such as sensitivity functions or gain and phase margin boundaries in the 
parameter plane thus creating a robust constrained-variance PS method. Minimum variance 
subject to additional design constraints can then be obtained by iteratively reducing the 
variance level until the admissible parameter region is exhausted.

49
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A design example for the regulation of engine speed at idle demonstrates a mixed con
straint design. The technique is successfully applied and experimentally validated for the 
regulation of the peak pressure position (PPP), which illustrates the effectiveness and sim
plicity of the technique.

4.1.1 Minimum Variance Control

The minimum variance (MV) controller was first developed by Astrom [6] for discrete linear 
time-invariant (LTI) systems subject to stochastic disturbances. This work was later extended 
to include non-minimum phase systems [7]. These basic MV designs acted only as regulators. 
A successful variant of the MV regulator is the detuned MV controller, where the resulting 
output variance is traded-off with the control action to prevent excessive control signals [109]. 
For the many applications requiring tracking whilst retaining MV-type disturbance rejection, 
an integrator was incorporated in several subsequent developments. Generalised minimum 
variance (GMV) allowed constraints additional to MV through the use of a more general cost 
function [29].

MV type controllers are of significant importance for many industrial applications such 
as gust suppression acting on aircraft [75] and regulation in active automotive suspension 
systems [109]. Controllers intended to minimise the output variance are often a compromise 
between the tracking performance and the disturbance rejection. Fixed low order PID type 
controllers are often required to realise such control in industrial practice for implementation 
and tuning purposes. Grimble [42] presented an approximate discrete frequency recursive 
approach to linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) optimisation for design of continuous-time, 
restricted (fixed) structure controllers such as PID and described a conservative cost function 
method for also achieving gain and phase margin specifications [43].

In other control problems PS methods have been found to be particularly useful for 
low-order design and for multi-objective designs, where constraints such as gain and phase 
margin and Hoo bounds on sensitivity functions can be superimposed onto parameter planes. 
However, despite the range of techniques developed for robust PS controller design, little work 
has been published relating to constrained variance or minimum variance. A PS approach for 
constraints on the H 2 norm has been suggested in [3] and [77]. The proposed method is not 
based on a closed-form solution but on the somewhat demanding use of computer algebra to 
solve the associated Hamiltonion equations to produce the parameter boundaries.
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4.2 Closed Loop Variance - Continuous Systems

This section describes how loci defining controller gains to give a fixed closed-loop output 
variance for system subject to persistent noise disturbances can be generated. First the 
problem is defined and the definite integral describing how the output variance is calculated 
is given. The following subsection describes how the coefficients of the closed loop transfer 
function determine this variance and how these can be computed for any known rational 
system. The results are then extended to allow loci of unknown controller coefficients to 
be computed for any fixed output variance. Specific matrix forms are given for PI and PD 
controllers and the section is summarised with an algorithm for generating the parameter 
plane loci. An idle speed example is used to demonstrate the technique.

The approach is based on computing output variance loci for a closed loop plant model for 
the assumed Gaussian disturbance rational plant and colouring filter. For simplicity an auto 
regressive moving average with exogenous input (ARMAX) plant model is assumed. The 
system under consideration here is the negative unity feedback control configuration of figure 
4.1, where the transfer function Gb(s) =  represents the plant which is assumed to consist 
of two polynomials b(s) =  6;sz+ 6;_ is i_1 +  . . .+b\s+bo and a(s) =  ansil+an_isn_1 +  . . .+ a is+  
ao where l < 11 and where the coefficients a* for i =  0, 1 , 2 . . . ,  l and bj for j  — 0, 1 , 2, . . . ,  n 
are real and there are no unstable pole cancellations. The colouring filter of the noise process

Figure 4.1: Closed loop system with coloured noise disturbance

is assumed stable and subject to a unit variance white noise input and is described by the 
rational transfer function Gc(s) — with c(s) =  c^sm +  Cm-ic™- 1  +  . . .  +  c\S +  Co where 
m < n.

The closed loop transfer function from the disturbance w to the output error y with 
Laplace transforms w and y is accordingly given by

l (s) =  Gc =  e(£)
w K ’ 1 +  K G b d(s)

(4.1)

where e(s) and d(s) are associated numerator and denominator polynomials. With w repre
senting a white noise zero mean process of power per unit bandwidth W,  ie ($ wu,(cd) =  W),
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the variance of the zero mean process is given by
2

The variance per unit white noise az =  -¡ r̂

J_ [+°°  | ^ ,|
2 * 7 -« ,  \l +  K(s )Gb(s)\*

a

can therefore be written as

|GUs)l2 duj

which can be computed from the definite integral

a2 =
r+joo___  e (s )e (-s )

2trj 7 -joo d(s)d(-s)
ds

(4.2)

(4.3)

where e(s) =  J2k=o e ŝk and d(s) =  Y^=o dkSk- Solutions to the definite integral in equation
4.3 are presented in [38] in the form of standard tables based on the numerator and denom
inator coefficients e(s) and d(s). The closed-form expressions for the integrals significantly 
increase in complexity with increasing system order and so the tables are given only up to 
order eight. In contrast the subsequent section describes how loci for two term PI and PD 
controllers can be generated for any order system, subject to the controlled closed loop system 
being strictly proper.

4.2.1 Evaluation of the Mean-Square Definite Integral

Following the basic approach in [38], consider the integrand of equation 4.3 which can be 
expressed as the sum of two rational functions

e(a)e(-g) =  / ( f )  g(s) . ,
d(s)d(—s) d(s) d(—s)

where f (s )  =  and #(s) =  X ^ o 1 are degree n — 1. Now since e (s)e (-s ) is an
even function of s it follows that g(s) =  f ( —s). Accordingly the integrand in 4.3 becomes

a2 i r a ,
T7 J-joo d(s)

This is seen to be twice the inverse Laplace transform of f(s)/d(s) evaluated at t — 0 so from 
the initial-value theorem the value of the integral is

a 2 fn- 1 
dn

(4.5)

It can been seen that for any given system the coefficients f n- i  and dn of equation 4.4 
determine the variance at the output. These coefficients can be found by expansion and 
comparison of the coefficients as follows: From equation 4.4 and by virtue of g(s) =  / ( —s) 
then we get

eQQe(-s) =  f (s )  f ( ~ s )
d(s)d(—s) d(s) d(—s)
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which can be written as

e(s)e (-s ) =  f (s )d(—s) +  f ( - s ) d { s ) 

The left hand side of equation 4.6 can be expressed as

A+k
n— 1

e(s)e(-s) =  E  ( - 1  )keieks^
i,k=0

which may be written
2n—2

e(s )e (-s)  =  E  ^rnS1
m=0

where
1 m

Em =  -  Y 2 { -T )kekem-k for 0 < m < n -  1
k=0 

n— 1
=  -  E  ( - l ) fcefcem_ fc for n < m < 2n -  2

k = m —n+ 1

Similarly, the right hand side of equation 4.6 can be expressed as
n— 1 n

f ( s )d ( - s )  =  £ E ( - l ) * / * d*si+A!
¿=0 fc=0

which may be written
2n—1

f (s)d(~s) =  E
m = 0

where

ym =  lfidm-i  for 0 < m < n -  1
i=0 

n —1

=  ^E (—l)m_* fidm-i for n < m < 2n — 1
i=m—n

Substitution of equations 4.8 and 4.7 into equation 4.6 gives
2n 2 2n 1 ^ | ^

E  = E
m=0 rn=0

Since coefficients of odd powers are zero, equation 4.10 results in

Em =  Ym, (m =  0, 2 ,4 , . . . ,  2n — 2)

By virtue of equation 4.9 this results in the n equations
m

E ( - l  y  fidm-i =  Em for 0 < m < n -  1 
¿=0 

n —1

E  ( - 1  y  fidm-i — Em for n < m < 2n -  1

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)
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in the n terms ( -1  ) l f i ,  (i =  0,1, 2 , . . . ,  n — 1) as in [38]. In matrix form equation 4.11 is

D F =  E  (4.12)

where E  is a vector of scalar coefficients readily computed from the closed loop numerator 
coefficients using equation 4.7 and has the form

E =

' E0 '
E 2

_ E 2 n - 2 _

F  is a vector of scalar unknowns of the form

F =

/o
- h

L (- l )n"7 n -lJ

and D is a matrix of the closed loop denominator coefficients d, which for odd n is of the 
form

d0 0 0 0
d2 d\ do 0

D = dn— 1 dn—2 dn—3 do
0 dn dn— X d2

0 0 0 dn—l

and for even n, is of the form

do 0 0 0
d2 dx do 0

D  = dn dn— 1 dn—2 • • do
0 0 dn ■ d2

_0 0 0 ■ dn_ 2_

Solving the matrix equation F =  D lE  and taking the coefficient f n-x from F  allows a 
solution for the output variance by subsequent substitution into equation 4.5.
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4.2.2 Loci of Fixed Variance

In this section loci of fixed variance are generated for closed loop systems with unknown 
controller parameters. Using the results of the previous section we wish to relate the closed 
loop variance (as expressed by the ratio of closed loop coefficients of equation 4.5) to the 
controller parameters that will give a desired output variance. It is assumed the controller 
is proper and has a fixed denominator. Therefore, the closed-loop system for a two term 
controller takes the form

e(s) e(s)
(4.13)d(s) d0(s) +  kidi(s) +  k2d2(s)

The elements of matrix E  in equation 4.12 are directly computable from the closed loop 
numerator e(s). The matrix of denominator coefficients, D  is now a function of the controller 
K.  For a two term controller D can be written

D{k ) — Dq +  k\D\ +  k2D2

Expressing the two controller parameters in polar coordinates, k\ =  k cos(9) and k2 =  k sin(0), 
we can write equation 4.12 as

[D0 +  k [cos(0)T>i +  sin(0)D2]] F =  E  (4.14)

Since [cos(0)Di +  sin(0)Z?2] has singular solutions only at a small number of isolated points 
of 9 a solution F(k) for F  in terms of k\ and k2 can be obtained for almost any given 9 as a 
numerical inverse from 1

F(k) — [kl +  [cos(0)Di +  sin(0)D 2]_ 1T)o]_ 1 [cos(0)i)i  +  s in ^ )!^ ]-1 #

Denoting D =  — [cos(9)D\ +  sin(0)I?2]_1Do and E = [cos(9)Di +  sin(6)D2\~1E  this can be 
written

F(k) =  [kl -  D{k)]~lE  (4.15)

which has the form of the matrix equation 4.12. The inverse of the characteristic matrix 
[kl — D(k)] [89] can then be obtained in the form

[M -  S W r 1 =  ®  (4.16)

where by expansion

X  =  [kn~xIn +  kn~2X i +  kn~3X 3 +  . . .  +  k°Xn^ ]

and
x(k) — kn +  X\kn~l +  . . .  +  xn

1A solution F ( k )  for F  in terms of k\ and k,2 could alternatively be obtained by polynomial matrix inverse
methods.
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. Xi and Xi can be computed by Leverrier’s algorithm [89]

xi = —tr(D), X x — D +  x xIn

Xk = - \ tr<yDXk- i ), k =  2,3, . . .  ,n 

Xk — DXk—\ -{- x^In, h — 2,3, . . .  ,n 1

From equation 4.5 a solution to k for a specified constant variance a2 is determined from the 
roots of the scalar polynomial in k

a2dn( k ) x ( k ) - f n- 1(k) =  0 (4.17)

Substituting equation 4.16 into 4.15 and expanding yields

F(k) =
1

x(k)
[fcn_1/ „  +  kn~2X 1 +  kn~3X 2 . . . ,  +k°Xn- X)Ë

Since the variance is determined by the highest coefficient of F  we now let e be the
n x l  vector containing all zeros except for the nth element which is (—l)n_1, that is

eT =  [0 0 . . . ( - l ) n_1]

so the scalar polynomial in k, f n~i(k) is obtained from the vector of rationals F(k)  by 
f n- i (k )  =  eTF(k)x(k). Thus we obtain the coefficients of f n~i(k) from

/n-i(fc) =  F0k° +  Fxk \ . . . ,  +Fnkn~1 (4.18)

where

F0 =  tT X n-\E, A  =  eTX n- 2E, . ..  ,Fn =  eT InE

Thus for any plant and two-term controller a polynomial in k of the form of equation 4.17 
exists. Discretising the controller gains for 9 G [0; 27r) such that

K  — k\ +  k2s =  k (cos(9) +  s sin(0)) (4-19)

allows the roots of the resulting polynomial of equation 4.17 to be obtained for each 9 in 
the polar plane for any specified variance a2. The roots of k can then be translated into the 
controller gains k\ and k2 and subsequently mapped into the chosen parameter plane. The 
following subsections describe the formation of the denominator coefficient matrix D for PI 
and PD controller structures.
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PI Controller

The matrices Do, D\ and D2 for a proportional-integral controller, K  =  —1 are readily
computed for a closed loop system defined by equation 4.1. For a PI controller the closed 
loop transfer function is given by

JL(S) —___ _____
W  V \  _j_ k P s + k i  Q b

For an ARMAX structure this simplifies to the rational representation

y ,  x = ________f£(f)________=  e (s)
sa(s) +  (kps +  ki)b(s) d(s)

Let k\ =  kp and k2 =  /c«; matrix D  can therefore be written as

D =  k\D\ +  /c2-^2 +  Dq

where for odd powers of n
0 0 0 0
bi bo 0 0

Di = bn-2 bn— 3 bn — 4 0
0 bn— 1 bn —2 ■ 61

0 0 0 • bn- 2.

' b0 0 0 0
62 bi bo 0

d 2 = bn— 1 bn- 2 bn — 3 bo
0 bn bn— 1 b2

0 0 0 bn—1_
0 0 0 O '
ai no 0 0

D0 = Qjn—2 Cn —3 ®n-4 0
0 Cn— 1 O-n-2 ai

0 0 0 * ■ 2_
and for even powers of n the matrices are given as

0 0 0 0
h bo 0 0

£ 1  = bn— 1 bn-2 bn—3 bo
0 0 bn— 1 b2

0 0 0 ■ bn—2_
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bo 0 0 0
bi bo 0

bn bn— 1 bn —2 • •■ h
0 0 bn • • bo

_0 0 0 * 1_

0 0 0 0
ai a o 0 0

1 0-71 — 2 Q*n — 3 do
0 0 &n—l d2

0 0 0 .. dn—2

PD Controller

Constant variance loci determining the gains of a proportional-derivative controller, K  =  
kds +  kp for an ARMAX structure are governed by the closed loop transfer function

y_, ,  =  ________£ ( f ) ________  =  e ( s )

ur a(s) +  (kdS +  kp)b(s) d(s)

With k\ =  kd and = kp in equation 4.14, matrix D  can therefore be written as

D =  k\D\ +  fc2-D2 +  D q

where for odd powers of n

0 0 0 0
bi bo 0 0

•n-2 bn — 3 bn—4 • ■ 0
0 bn— 1 bn-2 ■ ■■ • h

0 0 0 • ■ bn—‘

bo 0 0 0
&2 i>l bB0 . 0

*71— 1 bn- 2 bn—3 bo
0 bn bn— 1 b2

0 0 0 ■ • bn—
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a0 0 0 0
a2 ÜI do 0

D0 = dn— 1 dn — 2 dn—3 do
0 Q>n d n— 1 a2

0 0 0 . . CLn—l_

Similarly for even powers of n
- 0 0 0 O '

h bo 0 0

D1 = bn — 1 bn- 2 bn — 3 bo
0 0 bn— 1 b2

0 0 0 ■ ■ bn~ 2_

bo 0 0 0
bi b0 •• 0

d 2 = bn bn— 1 bn- 2 - bl
0 0 bn • 3̂

_0 0 0 bn—1_

«0 0 0 0
a2 ax do 0

D0 = dn Q'n— 1 dn-2 ai
0 0 dn . . Û3

_0 0 0 &71— 1 _

4.2.3 Computational algorithm

The algorithm for generating the PS loci can be summerised as follows:

1. Determine appropriate controller structure such as PI and PD.

2. Choose a desired closed-loop output variance a2.

3. Express the closed-loop system with unknown controller parameters in the form
e(a)

Da+k\Di+k.2D2 ' 4

4. Generate the vector of numerator coefficients E  using equations 4.7 and 4.12.



5. Generate the denominator based coefficient matrices Do, D\ and D2 as defined for the 
particular controller structure.

6. Choose a value of 9 in the polar plane.

7. Compute E  and D in the form of equation 4.15 using the results from steps (3) and

(4).

8. Compute the inverse characteristic matrix of equation 4.15 using Leverrier’s algorithm. 
If the solution is singular discard the result and return to step (5).

9. Compute the coefficient / n_ 1 from equation 4.18.

10. For the chosen output variance a2 calculate the roots of the polynomial in equation 
4.17.

11. Map the roots of the previous step into controller gains as per equation 4.19.

12. Return to step (5) and repeat for several discrete values of 9 £ [0; 27r)

4.2.4 Idle Speed Controller Design Example

The idle speed problem is that of regulating the engine speed about a set-point despite 
torque loads applied to the engine. This requires a degree of robustness since load and 
speed operating conditions can vary considerably. Furthermore environmental effects such as 
temperature and humidity can add a large degree of model uncertainty.

The following example for idle speed control in a gasoline IC engine demonstrates the 
benefit of constraining the output variance. Robustness, tracking and disturbance rejection 
are also necessary and therefore a non-conservative multi-objective design is demonstrated. 
The output variance for the idle speed problem is significant due, in part to crank pulsing 
and also the chaotic nature of combustion. Accordingly, the main objective for the idle 
speed problem is to satisfactorily reject disturbances, however in order to obtain good driver 
perception of the engine smoothness and a low noise vehicle-harshness (NVH) rating, it is 
advantageous to also consider the output variance.

A time delay of several engine cycles exists between control input and response for the idle
speed problem. The proposed technique cannot be used directly for systems with pure time
delays, however it is common practice to approximate time delays with Pade approximations.
For simplicity of demonstrating the control technique the time delay was neglected by shifting
the input data prior to identification. The resulting continuous ARMAX model of an engine
at idle without time delay was obtained as

_ -541s +  2.098 x 104
Cb —
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s2 +  3.571s+  7.64
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with the noise channel dynamics
18.5s+  132.2 

c “  s2 +  3.571s +  7.64
For good tracking and disturbance rejection a PI controller is a suitable structure, since 
the integral action ensures zero steady-state error. This can also be used to track various 
reference set-points such as fast idle during start-up, where the idle speed is elevated to 
ensure the engine remains smooth and to accelerate the time to light-off (heating) of the 
three way catalytic converter. The closed loop transfer function is order 3 (n — 3), and thus 
the associated D  matrices given in section 4.2.2 are

' 0 0 O' bo 0 O' ' 0 0 O '
D 1 = b i bo 0 , 0 2  = 0 h bo ) D o  — ai «0 0

0 0 b i 0 0 0 0 Û2 ai

Matrix E  of equation 4.2.1 is 
equation 4.11 to give

readily obtained from the numerator coefficients using

E =
0

2
0

For this design a variance loci of 240 rpm2 were used. This corresponds to two-thirds of 
the open loop variance (367 rpm2) and was used to produce a significant reduction in output 
variance, without adding excessive constraints on the system in order to satisfactorily meet 
the disturbance rejection criteria.

x 10 "ä

Figure 4.2: ki,kp parameter plane with 16 dB GM and 240 rpm2 variance loci

Robustness was introduced into the design by superimposing a gain margin locus. It is 
a particular merit of the PS method that it allows several, often conflicting requirements
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to be mapped onto the same plane without unnecessary conservatism. Superimposing the 
specifications reveals to the designer which region(s) meet all the constraints simultaneously. 
To ensure sufficient robustness a gain margin (GM) of 16 dB was selected; a typical level 
used for the idle speed problem. Figure 4.2 shows the resulting parameter plane, where the 
admissible region meeting both specifications is hatched. In order to have sufficient tracking 
the maximum permitted integral gain was selected from the admissible region as indicated 
by the marker.

Figure 4.3: Time response of the speed to a disturbance of 100 rpm at t =  2s

Figure 4.4: ABV control effort response to step disturbance at t =  2s

A typical step response of the simulated closed loop system with noise dynamics is pre
sented in figure 4.3. The system shows a 30% overshoot and 5% settling time in under 3 
seconds. The control action in response to the coloured noise and step disturbance is dis
played in figure 4.4

Bode and Nyquist plots of the controlled open loop system are displayed in figure 4.5 and 
figure 4.6 respectively.

4.3 Loci of Constrained-Variance - Discrete Systems

The closed loop system of figure 4.7 is assumed to be determined by a proper rational plant 
transfer function G/,(z) =  and rational noise transfer function Gc(z) =  where
a{z) =  a,kZk is a common denominator polynomial of degree m and the plant and noise
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Frequency [rad/s]

Figure 4.5: Bode plot indicating the margins for controlled open loop idle speed system

Figure 4.6: Nyquist plot demonstrating the robustness of idle speed system

numerator polynomials are each taken to be of degree < m and m respectively given by 
b(z) =  XlfeLo k̂Zk and c(z) =  YHk=ockzk ■ It is assumed that there are no unstable pole-zero 
cancellations. For the assumed PID or PI controller transfer function K(z)  the closed loop 
transfer function from the disturbance w to the output error ye with z-transforms w and ye 
is then rational and given by

yl ( z) =  G{z) =
Gc(z ) e(z)

w 1  + K(z)Gb(z) d(z) (4.20)

where e(z) — ekzk an(I d(z) =  Sfc=o ^kzk are the associated closed loop numerator and 
denominator polynomials.
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Figure 4.7: Closed loop system with coloured noise disturbance

The mean square value of a system 4>rr(nT) expressed as a function of the input white 
noise zero mean process power <f>rr is [67]

4>rr(nT) =  —— (f $ rr(z)zn~1dz (4-21)2 r r j  Jcx

where it is assumed the system is stable and C \  denotes a contour on the unit circle. Defining
<firr 
r̂rthe variance per unit white noise a2 — ^  and evaluating equation 4.21 at n =  0 gives

_L
2ttj  JC1

dz

Substituting (4.20) into (4.22) gives

a
1 /  e(z)e(z : ) dz

2rrj  JC1 d(z)d(z~1) z

The integrand can be written as the sum of two fractions

e (z )e (z -1) _  f (z )  +  g(z)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)
d{z)d{z~l ) d(z) d(z x)

where f (z )  =  Yh=o and diz) =  YJi=o9izl are of degree n. Since \G(z)\2 =  |G(z- 1 )|2 =  
G(z)G(z~1) it follows that the residues of any pole of G(z)G(z~1) at Zi are the residues of 
its corresponding pole at z~l and therefore that g(z) — / ( z _1). The integral of (4.23) then 
becomes

f (z )  , f { z ~ l )dz
- u

+

and thus
C1 d{z) d iz -1) z 

f (z )  dz
T7 Jc,>a d(z) 2

Now any z-transform pair ( x ,X )  is subject to the the inverse ^-transform relation

x n =  —— (f X (z )zn ldz ; n — 0,1,. 
2T? Jci

(4.25)

(4.26)

Setting X(z)  =  then equation 4.26 for n =  0 gives x[0] =  a2. From the initial value
theorem,

x[0] =  lim X(z)
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and we thereby obtain
2 _  2/n

a <L
(4.27)

and to determine the variance of a given system it is necessary to compute the coefficients of 
f n and dn. From equation 4.24 we get

f ( z )d(—z) +  f ( —z)d(z) =  e (z )e ( -z )  

The left hand side of equation 4.28 can be obtained from

n n

f (z )d(z~1) +  f ( z ~ 1)d(z) =  ^ 2 Y l f idkZ

(4.28)

i—k
i=0 k=0 

n n

+  E E  fidkZk 1
î=0 k—0

(4.29)

similarly the right hand side of equation 4.28 is given by

n n
i—k (4.30)

¿=0 k=0

Expansion of equations 4.29 and 4.30 and comparison of the coefficients of the different powers 
of z results in n +  1 simultaneous equations.

Writing equation 4.28 in matrix form now readily gives the coefficients fi by the solution 
of F  =  [/0, / i , . . • , f n]T in

D F  =  E (4.31)

where C is obtained from

n—k

E \_Eq E\ . . .  Enj , Ek ^ ^ (4.32)
t= 0

and the D takes the form

do di d2 dn do d\ d2 dn
d\ (¿2 dn 0 0 do di . .. dn— 1

D = d2 dn 0 0 + 0 0 do . .. dn—2

_dn 0 0 0 0 _ _0 0 0 0 do

(4.33)

It follows that the output variance can be directly computed from the coefficients of the 
system.
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4.4 Loci of Fixed Variance

For controller design and the associated parameter plane mappings consider the two controller- 
numerator parameters which will result in the closed-loop form

e(z) = __________ e{z)__________
d(z) d0(z) +  kidi(z) +  k2d2(z)

(4.34)

The parameters of such a controller are required to result in an output variance constrained 
at a pre-determined magnitude using the results of the previous section.

The numerator coefficients matrix C of equation 4.32 for the system of 4.34 is independent 
of parameters k\, k2 and can therefore readily be determined using the closed loop numerator 
coefficients. The matrix of closed-loop denominator coefficients D of equation 4.33 for the 
system of 4.34, on the other hand, is a function of the numerator parameters kx,k2 of the 
controller. For the two term controller D can be written

D =  Do +  kxDx +  k2D2 (4.35)

Expressing the two controller parameters in polar coordinates, k\ =  k cos(6) and k2 =  k sin(0), 
we can write equation 4.31 as

[k [cos (0)Di +  sin(0)£>2] +  D0\F =  E

Since [cos(6i)jDi +  sin(0)H2] at worst has singular solutions only at isolated points of 0 a 
solution F(k) for F  in terms of kx and k2 can be obtained for almost any given 6 as a 
numerical inverse from2

F(k)  =  [kl +  [cos(0)Z?i +  sin(0)jD2] 1Dq} 1[cos(6)D\ +  sin(0)Z?2] 1E

Denoting D — — [cos(0)Di +  sin(0)D2]_ 1T)o and Ë =  [cos(0)Di +  sin{9)D2\~lE  this can be 
written

F{k) =  [kl — D]~1Ë

The inverse of the characteristic matrix [kl — D ] can then be obtained in the form

x(k)

which for X  of dimension n x n, can by expansion be written as 

X(k)  1
x(k) x(k) [fcn _1 /n  +  kn~2x x +  kn~3X 3 . . . ,

2A solution F ( k )  for F  in terms of k i and /¡2 could alternatively be obtained by polynomial matrix inverse
methods.
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where x(k) is kn +  x\kn 1 +  . . .  +  xn and X{ and x* can be computed by Leverrier’s algorithm 
[89]

x\ = —tr(D), X\ =  D +  x i ln 

Xk =  -^ t r (D X k - i ) ,  fc =  2,3, . . . , n  

Xk — DXk-i  4~ %klni k =  2, 3 , . . . ,  n 1

From equation 4.27, the unknown controller parameter values at boundaries of constant 
variance a2, are determined by the roots of the polynomial equation in k

\a2dn(k)x(k) -  f n(k) =  0 (4.36)

Given

F(k) =
x(k)

[kn- l In +  kn~2X 1 +  . . .  +  fc°Xn_!]Ë

let e be a n x 1 vector containing all zeros except for the ntft element which is 1 , that is

i T[0 0 . ..  1]

then the scalar polynomial in k, f n(k), is obtained from the vector of rationals F(k) by 
f n(k) =  eTF(k)x(k).

Thus the coefficients of f n{k) =  Fgk0 +  F\k1 +  . ..  +  FnA:n_1 are obtained from 

To =  eTX n-\Ë, F\ =  X n- 2Ë, . . .  Fn =  eTInË

It follows that for any plant and two-term controller a polynomial in k of the form of 
equation 4.36 exists. Discretising the controller gains for 6 € [0; 2tc) such that

K  =  k\ +  k2Z =  k (cos(ff) +  zsin(#)) (4-37)

allows the roots of the resulting polynomial of equation 4.36 to be obtained for each 9 for 
any specified variance a2. The roots of k can then be translated into the controller gains k\ 
and and subsequently mapped into the chosen parameter plane.

4.4.1 Closed-Loop Structure

We will consider parameter plane mappings for two parameters at a time in the form two 
term controllers. With one fixed gain ko and two unknown gains k\,k2 in the controller 
numerator p(z) =  koPo(z) +  k\p\{z) +  k2P2 (z), in equation 4.34 takes the form

e(z) = ____________________ Q(z)c(z)____________________
d(z) q(z)a(z) +  k0p0(z)b(z) +  kxpi(z)b{z) +  k2P2 {z)b(z)

so that do(z) =  q(z)a(z) +  koPo(z)b(z), dx(z) =  px(z)b(z) and ¿ 2(2) = P 2 (z)b(z).

(4.38)
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4.4.2 PI Controller Gains

For a PI controller transfer function

js{ \ j ,  ̂ ^p(  ̂ 1 ) +  kiZ (kp “l- k^z hp
K (z) ~  Kp H -  =  - =  i2 —1 2 — 1 2 —1

the closed loop transfer function given in equation 4.20 can be expressed in the proper rational 
form of equation 4.34 by setting

q(z) =  2 - 1

p(z) =  (kp +  ki)z -  kp 

To map the PI gains (k\,k2) =  (kp,ki)

Po(z) =  0;pi(2) =  2 -  l\p2(z) =  z

In this case

e(z) =  - c 0 +  (c0 -  ci)z +  (ci -  c2)z2 +  .

do(z) =  - a Q +  (a0 -  ai)z +  (ai -  a2)z2 +  

di(z) =  - b 0 +  (b0 -  bi)z +  (bx -  b2)z2 +  .

d2(z) =  bo +  b\z +  b2z2 +  . . .  +  6m2m 1

■ • +  cmzm

■ ■■ +  amzm

■ - +  bmzm

and therefore the m +  2 x 1  matrix C, and m +  2 x m  +  2 matrices Dq, D\ and D2 of equation 
4.35 can also be readily generated for this case by means of equations 4.39, 4.40 and 4.41. The 
matrix of numerator parameters A — [fo, A , • • •, f n]T ; n — m +  l may thus be determined 
by solution of equation 4.31. The roots of k follow from equation 4.36 and can be translated 
into controller coefficients k\ and k2 from equation 4.37.

— d o Clo -  « 1 d\ — d 2 •■■ d m

0 -d o d o  — d\ d\  o m

0 0 — d o dQ d m —i +

0 0 0 “ d o

— 0-0 d o  — d\ d\  —  d 2  • • ■ d m

Clm —2 d rn—i d m — 1 d m d m  • • • 0

d m - 1  — d m d m 0 0

d m 0 0 0

(4.39)
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—bo bo — b\ b \ — b 2 •••
0 - b o bo — b i

D i = 0 0 - b o bo bm — 1

0 0 0 — bo

- b o bo — b i b\ — &2

2 bm — 1 b m —1 bm bm  •

— 1 bm bm 0

bm 0 0

(4.40)

D2

bo b i ¿>2 bm  0
0 bo b i ■ • • b m —\ bm
0 0

. 
^

 
o • • • bm —2 bm — 1

0 0 0 bo h
0 0 0 0 b0

' b0 b i  ■ bm 0

+ bm  — 1 bm . 0 0
bm 0 . 0 0
0 0 . . 0 0

(4.41)

4.4.3 PID Controller Gains

For a PID controller transfer function

kiz kd(z -  1) kd/Td(z -  l)2 + kpz(z -  1) + kiz{z -  1)
K(z)  =  k-‘ +  — l + ^ r ^  =  ---------------------- ----------------------------------

_  (kd/Td + kp + kj)z2 — (kp + 2kdfTd)z + kd/Td
z ( z - l )

the closed loop transfer function given in equation 4.20 can be expressed in the proper rational 
form of equation 4.34 by setting

q(z) =  z(z -  1 )

p(z) =  (kd/Td +  kp +  ki)z2 -  (kp +  2kd/Td)z +  kd/Td 

p(z) =  kd/Td(z2 -  2z +  1) +  kpz(z -  1) +  kiZ2

Mapping PD parameters of PID

To map the PD gains (fci,^ ) =  (kd,kp) with fixed ki

Po(z) =  kiz2\pi(z) =  (z2 - 2 z  +  l ) ;p2(z) =  z(z -  1)
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In this PD case

e(z) =  0 -  cQz +  (c0 -  ci)z2 +  (ci -  c2)z3 +  - -. +  cnzm+l 

do(z) =  0 — aoz +  (ao — di)22 +  (di — <22)z3 +  • • • +

+  ki(—bt)Z2 +  (60 — bi )z3 +  (61 — ¿2)-24 +  • • • +  bnzm+2) 

di(z) =  boz2 +  &123 +  622  ̂+  . . .  +  bnzm~*~2 +  0 — 2£>oZ — 2&i 22 — 2f>2£3 +  . . .  — 26n2m^ 1 

+ 60 +  6].z +  f>2-z2 +  . . .  +  bnzm

(¿2(-2) =  +0  — 602 +  (60 — fri)22 +  (61 — b2)z'i +  . . .  +  bnzm+1

Now for any m + l x l  matrix of parameters b =  [60, ¿ 1 , • • •, bm)T denote the m +  3 x m +  3 
matrices D[b\2, D[b\ 1 and D[b\0 by

D[b] o

D [6]l =

bo b i 62 bm 0 0  ■
r u 0 o '

0 bo b i b ?n —l bm 0
°0 0 1 • • •

0 0 bo bm —  2 b m — bjn

+ b m — 1 bm . . .  0 0 0

bo
bm 0 . . .  0 0 0

0 0 0 bi b2
0 0 . . .  0 0 0

0 0 0 0 bo b1
0 0 . . .  0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 b0 _

0 bo b i b2 bm
-

0 bo 6 1 . . .  ò m o '

0 0 bo b i b m —1
0 0 0 bo b m — 2

+ b 71 — 2 bm — 1 brn . . .  0 0

b m — 1 bm 0 . . .  0 0

0 0 0 0 bo ^m. 0 0 . . .  0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .  0 0

D [ 6 ] 2

0 0 60 ¿1 b2
0 0 0 òo b\
0 0 0 0 60

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0

bm 
b-m— 1 
bm—2

bo
0
0

+

0 0 bo bi •• bm

m — 2 bm — 2 bm. — 1 bm ■ ■. 0
771— 2 bm— 1 bm 0 .. . 0
771—1 bm 0 0 .. . 0
bm 0 0 0 .. . 0

, . . . jam]T define m X00+ CO+For m +  l x l  matrix of parameters a =  [do, di,
D[d]2, D[d]i and D[a]o in a similar way, and define similar matrices D[c]2, D[c]i and D[c\0 
for the m +  l x l  matrix of parameters c =  [cq, c\, . . . , cm]T.

Then for the PD mapping we have D =  Dq +  k\D\ +  k2D2 where Dq =  D[a]2 
kiD[b}2) Di =  D[b}2 -  2D[b]i +  D[b}0 and D2 =  D[b]2 -  D[b] 1

D [ d ] i  +

With the matrices C, Do, D\ and D2 thus generated, the matrix of numerator parameters 
A =  [fo , / 1 , . . . ,  f n]T can be determined by solution of equation 4.31. The roots of k follow 
from equation 4.36 which can be translated into controller coefficients k\ and k2 from equation 
4.37.
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Mapping PI parameters of PID

To map the PI gains {k\,k2) =  (kp,ki) with fixed kd

po(z) =  ^ ( z 2 - 2 z  +  l) ;pi(z)  =  z(z -  1 );p2(z) =  z2 
Id

In this PI case

e(z) =  0 -  CqZ +  (co -  C\)z2 +  (ci -  C2)z3 + ' . . .  +  CnZm+1

do(z) =  0 -  ao-2 +  (a0 -  ai)z2 +  (a\ — a2)z3 +  . ..  +  anzm+1 

+  kd/Td(boz2 +  b\z3 +  b2z4 +  . . .  +  6nzm~*~2 

+  0 -  2b0z -  2 biz2 -  2 b2z3 +  . . . -  2 bnzm+l

+  bo +  b\z +  b2z2 +  . . .  +  bnzm) 

d\(z) =  0 — boz +  (6o — b\)z2 +  (6i — b2)z3 +  . . .  +  bnzm

d2(z) =  0 +  Oz +  boz2 +  b\z3 +  . . .  +  6nzm"*’2

Then for the PI mapping we have D =  D q +  k\D\ +  k2D2 where Do =  D[a\2 — -D[a]x +  
kd/Td{D[b)2 -  2D[6]i +  D[b\o), D x =  D[b)2 -  D[b\i and D2 =  D[b}2.

The matrix of numerator parameters F =  [/o, f i,  ■ ■ ■, fn]T may thus again be determined 
by solution of equation 4.31. The roots of k follow from equation 4.36 and can again be 
translated into controller coefficients k\ and k2 from equation 4.37.

4.4.4 Design Example

The technique is illustrated for the discrete-time system given in [109]

y(t) =  0.32y(t -  1) +  2u(t -  2) +  e(t) +  0.5e(i -  1) (4.42)

where the variance of noise entering the colouring filter is given as cr̂  =  2.

The achievable reduction in the output variance is limited by the order of the controller. 
The MV controller for a particular problem can be found by solving the polynomial Diophan- 
tine equation for F  and G to satisfy [109]

E =  A F +  z~kG (4.43)

where E  and A are numerator and denominator polynomials of the noise model Gc and F  
and G are defined as

F  -  1 +  / i z - 1 +  . . .  +  /jfc-1z - (* -1)

G  =  9o +  9i z  1 +  • • • +  9ngz  n®
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where n g  —  max(na — 1, n c  — k ) and k  is the number of discrete time delays in the plant Gb- 
Assuming negative feedback the MV regulator is

K mv  =
G

BF

where B is the numerator polynomial of the plant model Gb- The output variance is equal 
to

ay =  (■*• +  f i  +  ■ ■ ■ +  fk - i )aw (4.44)

The second order problem considered here has a delay of two (k =  2) and therefore we obtain 
the polynomials

F =  1 +  fi z - 1 

G  =  g o

which with reference to equation 4.43 results in the Diophantine equation 

(1 +  0.5z-1 ) =  (1 -  0.32z-1 )(l  +  f i z ~1 +  z~2go)

leading to / i  =  0.82, go =  0.2624 , resulting in the MV regulator

0.2624z
K m V  ~  2 ( z  +  0.82)

From equation 4.44 the resulting closed loop output variance is 3.34. To incorporate a non
zero tracking requirement in the system it is possible to augment the plant with an integrator 

before designing the feedback controller, for which the combined controller and integrator 
K imv  is then

2.0824z -  0.5824 z 
K , mv =  2z +  3.64 * -  1

with an output variance of 9.97. The time response of the two controllers is displayed in figure
4.8 subject to a step demand in the reference signal r  from 0 to 100 applied at Is. It can 
be seen that the controller with non-zero regulation produces a very undesirable overshoot, 
which may readily result in excessive control action. To demonstrate the parameter space 
approach a PI controller is designed with the output variance constrained to 5.0 with an aim 
to achieve improved tracking performance whilst obtaining lower output variance, closer to 
the theoretical minimum.

Rewriting the system in equation 4.42 in terms of Gb and Gc with a unit variance input 
gives

2 b 0
G b =

G ,

z 2  — 0.32z a ,2 Z 2  + a \ z  + a o

\ [ 2 z 2  +  0 . 5 \ / 2 z  _  C 2 Z 2  +  c \ z  + Co 
z 2  — 0.32 z  a 2 Z 2 + a \ z  +  a o
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Figure 4.8: Controller response to step demand change from 0 to 100 at Is

From section 4.4.2 we derive the matrices Dq, D\ and D 2

0 0.32 -1 .3 2 1 0 0.32 - 1 .3 2 1
0 0 0.32 - 1 .3 2

+
0.32 - 1 .3 2 1 0

0 0 0 0.32 1.32 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0.64 - 2 .6 4 2
0.32 -1 .3 2 1.32 - 1 .3 2

- 1 .3 2 1 0 0.32
1 0 0 0

- 2  2 0 0
2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

- 4 4 0 0
2 1 to 2 0
0 0 - 2 2
0 0 0 - 2

2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0
0 2 0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 2

2 0 0 0
0 2 0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 2

- 2 2 0 0 '
0 - 2 2 0

+0 0 - 2 2
0 0 0 - 2

From Leverrier’s algorithm and with reference to equation 4.36 results a polynominal in 
k with four roots (n +  1, where n is the degree of the controlled closed loop system). One
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thousand discrete points for 19 € [0; 2ir) were used for the design. From the parameter plane 
with all n +  1 loci it is quickly revealed to the designer which are useful for a controller design. 
The resulting parameter plane showing stable controller gains (hi > 0) is presented in figure 
4.9.

Figure 4.9: ki,kp parameter plane with variance constrained to 5.0

For good tracking performance the maximum permitted integral gain is selected, i.e ki =  
0.1165 and kp =  0.0763 resulting in the parameter space controller

0.19282 -  0.0763
Kps = -------------- :---------

2  —  1

The time response of the parameter space controller compares favourably against the alter
native integral-MV controller as can be seen in figure 4.8. The two tracking controllers show 
similar settling times, however the parameter space design reveals no overshoot. Several vari
ance loci can also be superimposed onto the parameter plane to provide a graphical set of 
suitable controllers, thus creating an admissible region which provides transparency between 
the trade-off in improvements in time response against increases in output variance.

A comparison is made here in terms of tracking performance and output variance. How
ever, one benefit of parameter space techniques is the ability to non-conservatively add addi
tional requirements, which can be superimposed to further constrain the admissible area. For 
example gain and phase margins or multiple Tfoo sensitivity functions can also be included 
into the design to provide a robust minimum-variance technique for low order controllers.
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4.5 Cylinder Balancing using M V PPP Control

The timing of the spark advance (SA) largely determines the release of energy and therefore 
the shape and position of pressure curve relative to the crank angle. It is well understood that 
there exists for each engine type, a fixed peak pressure position (PPP) to give maximum best 
torque (MBT) . Optimal engine efficiency for any given engine configuration can be obtained 
by controlling the combustion such that the PPP coincides with this best position. For the 
engine under consideration here this angle is approximately 16° after top dead centre (TDC) 
[48].

Various studies have demonstrated the advantages of using feedback for the control of 
PPP (and therefore MBT), rather than relying on static SA maps stored in engine man
agement system (EMS) [25, 71, 85]. Mechanical wear of components over time and varying 
environmental conditions makes a strong case for feedback control. Moreover, allowing each 
cylinder to be controlled independently provides the opportunity for increased engine effi
ciency since MBT can be obtained from each cylinder if the PPP is regulated to the optimum 
position. Furthermore, balancing each cylinder ensures no unnecessary roughness which pro
vides improved component life and driver perception of performance.

Due to the chaotic nature of combustion, the regulation of the PPP requires control laws 
which consider the closed loop variance. Hi and MV control laws have been successfully 
demonstrated in [105] and [107].

Figure 4.10: SA-PPP Block diagram
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For a n cylinder engine it is proposed that n SISO feedback controllers can be used to 
provide good feedback control of the PPP response since inter-cylinder dependency is very 
small [105]. In the following sections the cross channel interaction is considered. SISO pa
rameter space MV feedback is subsequently applied using a PI controller. The corresponding 
system configuration is depicted in figure 4.10, for the four-cylinder engine used in this ap
plication. The system outputs (PPP) are denoted y*, with inputs (SA) rq controlled by SISO 
PI controllers on cylinders i =  1, . . . ,  4.

4.5.1 A R M A X  Identification

The engine under consideration here is a 1.6i port fuel injection Ford Zetec. During the 
identification the air entering the engine was regulated by a fixed air bleed valve (ABV) of 
0.56 duty cycle and a medium load was applied to the engine via a low inertia dynamometer. 
The SA was perturbed using a random number in integer values between 20-30° where this 
level was held for a minimum of 2-5 combustion events for each cylinder. Different random 
number sequences were used in the generation of the 4 spark inputs to ensure the input signals 
were uncorrelated in order to assess the degree of cross channel interaction. The fuelling was 
left under the control of the EMS.

The output y (PPP) was calculated relative to TDC of each cylinder at 0°, 180°, 360°, 540° 
corresponding to cylinders 4, 2, 1, 3 respectively. To assess the degree of interaction between 
cylinders, a multivariable auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) model was identified.

Multivariable Bode plots suggest the system has relatively insignificant off diagonal dy
namics [105]. This diagonal dominance was further tested by evaluating the relative gain 
array (RGA) for the multivariable plant model. The RGA of a non-singular square matrix 
G is defined as [100]

RGA(G(w)) =  A(G(w)) =  G(w) x (G(lu)~1)t (4.45)

The RGA for the multivariable structure was calculated at lo =  0 to be

A(G(0)) =

1.0053 0.001470 0.0004923 0.004328'
0.0013885 1.0016 0.0005228 0.000756
0.0004908 0.000504 0.99824 0.000764
0.0044085 0.000655 0.000743 1.0043

(4.46)

The diagonal dominance can be measured by the quantity

RGA-number -  ||A(G) -  J||sum (4.47)
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The RGA-number at u  =  0 was computed as 0.03, similarly low values were computed up 
to the sampling frequency. This value indicates the problem is strongly suited to decentralised 
control, which can be observed from the RGA approximating a unit matrix. Accordingly, it 
is assumed the system effectively behaves as 4 separate SISO loops.

Identification data was split into 4 sets of data each sampling the SA and PPP once every 
720°. The data was sampled for each cylinder at top dead centre (TDC) position after the 
spark event for that particular cylinder to ensure all the datasets displayed the same model 
structure. Figure 4.11 shows a typical input-output dataset used for the identification; the 
figure showning data for cylinder 1.
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Figure 4.11: Input-output data for identification of SA-PPP for cylinder 1

The SA-PPP relationship has been demonstrated to be a highly linear process over a 
given spot point [105], with a significant amount of process noise and stochastic noise due to 
combustion variability [25]. Accordingly mean value SISO ARMAX models were identified 
using the Matlab System Identification Toolbox [70] for each cylinder

a(z)y(t) =  b(z)u(t) +  c(z)e(t)

where the structure selection for the identification was based on both a priori information 
of the system behavior and statistical analysis using validation data. Fit quality, whiteness 
of residuals and the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) were used for the main assessment.
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The resulting structure that was found to satisfactorily explain the dynamics was

a ( z )  = a 2 z 2 + a y z  + ao 
b ( z )  =  b i z  +  b o  

c ( z )  =  c 2 z 2 +  C i-Z  +  c0

Coefficients for the 4 identified models are presented in table 4.1

Ta ale 4.1: ARMAX coefficients
a-2 ai ao h bo C2 Cl co

Cylinder 1 1 -0.8424 -0.0571 0.8122 -0.7246 1 -0.7528 -0.1159
Cylinder 2 1 -0.7116 -0.0609 -0.8527 0.6500 1 -0.6936 -0.0465
Cylinder 3 1 -0.0656 0.1017 -0.0011 -0.8387 1 -0.1094 0.1595
Cylinder 4 1 -0.8645 0.3364 0.1467 -0.5043 1 -0.9121 0.3660

4.5.2 Controller Design

Regulation of the PPP when subject to noise due to the stochastic nature of combustion and 
step disturbances requires controllers than can track to a desired set point and adequately 
reject noise. Therefore to ensure tracking and disturbance rejection, a PI type controller is 
developed. With reference to section 4.2.2 the relationship between the noise and error to be 
controlled for the closed loop system with a PI feedback controller is

e(z) _  c2z2 +  C\Z +  Co
a2z2 +  aiz +  a0 -  (plZ +  ft0)

which can be written as
e(z) = __________________ Q(z)c(z)__________________
d(z) q(z)a(z) +  k0p0(z)b(z) +  fcipi(z) +  k2p2(z)b(z)

For a PI controller (see section 4.4.2) q(z) =  z — 1, po(z) =  0, pi(z) =  z +  1 and p2(z) =  z. 
The corresponding matrices of denominator coefficients are

'0 2 b i 2 b 0 O'

D \  =
b \

b o

— b 0

0
b i

0
b o

0
_0 0 0 0_

'0 0 2&1 260'

d 2  =
0

h

h

b o

b o

0
b i

0
b o 0 0 0

2 a 2  2(ai —0.2 ) 2(ao —ai) —2ao
ai —  a 2  a o  — ax+  a2 ai -- a2 -  ao ao — ai
a o  —  a  i —ao a2 ai -  a2

—a o 0 0 a2
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For the problem posed here the output variance is least when the system is open loop since 
the plant model contains only one time delay (k =  1). Therefore, adding a feedback loop to 
this system cannot aim to reduce the output variance, however it is desirable to add tracking 
by means of a PI controller if the PPP is to be regulated to 16°. Accordingly, to ensure the 
controlled system did not excessively increase the output variance but also demonstrated a 
good degree of tracking and disturbance rejection, a variance bound of 10% greater than the 
simulated output variance was used for the generation of the controller bounds. The control 
bounds for the stable region in the parameter plane for each cylinder is presented in figure 
4.12.

Figure 4.12: Controller bounds corresponding to a2 =  1.1

Examination of figure 4.12 highlights relatively large variations in controller bounds due 
to cylinder-to-cylinder model variations. For each cylinder the maximum integral gain was 
selected to ensure the greatest degree of tracking and disturbance rejection as indicated by 
the markers.

4.5.3 Control Results

The four SISO PI controllers were simultaneously tested on the engine and critically assessed 
for performance and robustness. Since the controllers were designed to behave like a set of 
de-tuned MV controllers the system was analysed for closed loop variance relative to open 
loop performance and also for tracking and disturbance rejection.
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To assess the open loop variance it was necessary to manually tune the open loop SA for 
each cylinder until the PPP for that cylinder was approximately at 16°. Accordingly during 
this test the SA was set to 29°, 28°, 27° and 31° for cylinders 1 to 4 respectively. This result 
immediately demonstrates the potential benefit from cylinder balancing at it was necessary 
to tune each SA differently. The variance was recorded over 500 samples for the open and 
closed loop system and the results summarised in table 4.2

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
Sample [180°]

4 5 ---------------------1---------------------1---------------------1---------------------1---------------------1---------------------r

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
Sample [180 ]

Figure 4.13: PPP response to step demands

It can be seen that the variance in the PPP measurement was increased as a consequence 
of closed loop control. Since the theoretical variance could not be reduced for this problem 
the design was intended to allow an increase in variance of 10% to ensure adequate tracking 
could be included. Cylinders 1 and 4 show a small increase in variance whereas cylinder 2 and 
3 reveal a decrease. This reduction is likely to be due to the difficulty in obtaining accurate 
plant and noise models, where it can be seen that the open and closed loop variance is 
significantly higher than the coloured noise filter would suggest, however the design objective 
of adding tracking without excessive increases in output variance was successful3. The closed

3It should also be noted that the resolution in the measurement of PPP and timing of the SA is restricted 
to 1°.
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loop mean PPP was found to track exactly to 16° indicating strong integral gains.

S am p le  [180°] S am p le [1 8 0 ]

Figure 4.14: Speed n, SA and PPP response to ABV steps with closed loop control

To further assess the tracking performance several step demands in PPP were trialled and 
the results are displayed in figure 4.13. Such step changes in demand could be required if the 
presence of engine knock was detected or during start-up for example. The SA control action 
during the step changes can be seen in figure 4.13. Examination reveals that no overshoot is 
observed and that settling is relatively fast, around 20 engine events (180°) corresponding to 
approximately 0.55s at the nominal engine speed. Additionally the controller demonstrated 
significant robustness to changes in load and speed conditions. A section of data showing step 
changes to the ABV to perturb the engine speed is shown in figure 4.14. Large changes in the 
SA are observed to ensure the PPP tracks to the set-point however no significant deviation 
in PPP can be detected.

Nyquist loci for the four cylinders are shown in figure 4.15. The corresponding gain, delay 
and phase margins are presented in table 4.3.

4.6 Conclusions

A novel minimum and constrained-variance parameter space controller design technique has 
been developed for both discrete and continuous systems. Use is made of the mean squared
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N y q u ist D ia g ra m

R eal A x is

Figure 4.15: Nyquist loci for cylinders 1 - 4

Tab e 4.3: Comparison of closed loop stability margins and corresponding frequencies
Gain Margin [dB] Delay Margin [delays] Phase Margin [°]

Cylinder 1 
Cylinder 2 
Cylinder 3 
Cylinder 4

17.7 (26.6 rad/s)
18.8 (26.6 rad/s) 
14.3 (9.23 rad/s)
10.9 (5.34 rad/s)

6.45 (1.87 rad/s) 
13.5 (0.96 rad/s) 
7.73 (1.47 rad/s) 
8.06 (1.29 rad/s)

81.8 (1.87 rad/s) 
87.4 (0.96 rad/s)
76.8 (1.47 rad/s) 
70.2 (1.29 rad/s)
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value, evaluated from the spectral density function and Leverrier’s algorithm to compute 
loci for a given closed loop output variance, provided the closed-loop system is rational and 
strictly proper. Loci of constant variance can thus be readily computed and mapped into 
parameter planes for rational two term controllers.

The usual advantages of parameter space techniques apply where other design criteria may 
be superimposed allowing multiple objectives to be achieved non-conservatively. Furthermore, 
the designer is presented with graphical sets of controller parameters and can accordingly tune 
for time response if desired. An idle speed problem demonstrated this merit.

A discrete example was used to compare a MV design, a tracking MV design and the 
parameter space technique. The parameter space technique was demonstrated to have im
proved tracking properties over both algebraic MV designs. Moreover, this was achieved with 
a significantly lower output variance than the MV controller with tracking.

An experimental implementation of a design for controlling the PPP from the SA demon
strated the merits of the technique for designing low order controllers. SISO constrained- 
variance controllers were designed and implemented on all four cylinders of the University 
of Liverpool engine and low inertia dynamometer. The experimental validation showed the 
advantages of using closed loop control for the problem in terms of the potential increases in 
engine efficiency from cylinder balancing and accurate tracking without excessively exciting 
the noise dynamics.
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Chapter 5

Multivariable Parameter Space 
Control

5.1 Introduction

The IC engine is a highly coupled multivariable system. The interactions between the several 
inputs and measured output are numerous and complex. For example, the air-to-fuel ratio 
(AFR) is affected most severely by the air and fuel inputs, but is also influenced by the 
spark advance (SA) and exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). For simplicity, the AFR control 
problem on the SI engine has historically been treated as a single-input-single-output (SISO) 
problem, where fuel is the input. In general under driving conditions throttle is operated by 
the driver and therefore the air path can only be considered as a disturbance. However, under 
idle conditions the EMS has control over both the fuel and air channels and therefore, it is 
sensible to make use of these strong interactions. Similarly, most production EMS strategies 
primarily regulate the idle speed using the air path, however the fuel channel can also affect 
the engine speed.

It is the strong coupling and interactions in systems which make multivariable control 
an attractive option. Whilst SISO control algorithms and analysis can be quicker and sim
pler to implement, the resulting system can display poor transient performance and/or low 
robustness. These problems associated with SISO and sequential loop designs have led to 
multivariable designs being based on singular values. Such designs can then maximise the sys
tem’s transient performance and robustness properties without the risk of loops ‘fighting’ each 
other. Better results should generally then be achievable in a multiple-input-multiple-output 
(MIMO) problem by using explicit MIMO techniques that directly address these issues.

Recently, MIMO parameter space (PS) results, suitable for developing in computer algebra 
systems, have been presented by [77]. Conditions to obtain parameter space boundaries are

85
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given in the form of equations in the determinant of the Hamilitionian matrices corresponding 
to the continuous Hoo and H% Riccati equations, and should thereby lead to symbolic PS 
methods for rational continuous systems. An important limitation is that irrational systems 
are not directly addressed as the conditions are developed in terms of continuous state-space 
models only.

Frequency-response PS methods offer significant advantages over other controller design 
techniques, since the frequency response of the plant found from non-parametric identifica
tion can be used directly and as such irrational systems including systems with multiple pure 
time delays can be handled directly, without the need for rational approximations. This is in 
distinction to Riccati Hoo methods where rational representations are required. Furthermore, 
the frequency response approach is treated uniformly for continuous or discrete systems. An
other important merit of the these non-parametric frequency response methods over Riccati 
based techniques is that weighting functions do not need to be rational or indeed proper. A 
disadvantage of PS methods is that higher order controllers and controllers with very large 
numbers of inputs and outputs may be difficult to find, although the PS methods are useful 
in refining higher order controllers obtained by other methods.

This chapter details the development of a PS technique for square multivariable systems 
based on Hoo constraints. Stability and sensitivity constraints are defined in section 5.2. The 
technique is based on iteratively tuning fixed, second order controllers elements. Inspection 
of the singular values for a closed loop transfer function leads to determinant equations with 
complex plane solutions which are presented in section 5.2.5. The mapping equations for these 
complex solutions into the various parameter planes are given in section 5.3. Section 5.4 lists 
the computational algorithm and presents a suggested design procedure for the technique. 
In section 5.5 an idle speed problem for a natural gas engine demonstrates the PS technique, 
where the design objectives are primarily time domain criteria. Two alternative MIMO 
techniques are also detailed for comparative purposes. Some conclusions for the technique 
and application are given in section 5.6.

5.2 Calculating Admissible Parameter Space Regions

Regions in the PS which meet weighted sensitivity functions for MIMO systems can be 
computed by considering two controller gains at a time and keeping the remaining gains 
fixed. One elemental controller (of a matrix of controller transfer functions) is considered 
at a time and the remaining elements are fixed. Accordingly, SISO PS techniques can be 
extended into a MIMO controller design scheme.

The following method relies only on the non-parametric frequency response of the system
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and therefore both discrete and continuous systems can be handled uniformly. The resulting 
complex loci defining admissible regions can then be mapped into either discrete or continuous 
controller planes.1

Let the plant G be characterised by an n x n non-parametric continuous frequency response 
matrix G(ju) =  [gij(ji^)} and the controller to be designed be characterised by the n x n 
transfer function matrix K(s) =  [fcjj(s)] comprising of elemental second order continuous 
controllers [15] of the form

b o  ■ ■ s 2, ~\~ b ±  ■ ■ S “b  bn  ■ ■

h- (s) =  13 UlJ
1,3 a2ijs2 +  aUjs +  a0ij

(5.1)

where b2, b\, bo, a2, ai, ao £ l  are the gains of the transfer function.

Parameter space methods are used to graphically display regions meeting stability and/or 
performance requirements. Consider a sensitivity function F  which is weighted by the func
tion W  subject to the H00 norm constraint

\\W(juj)F(juj)\\ < 1, V w £ [0; +oo)

At any particular frequency the sensitivity function is a function of the plant and controller 
gains and the boundary condition can be assessed from the maximum singular value, that is

â[W(ju)F(ju)}  =  1

A location matrix E is used to selected one element of the controller matrix whilst keeping 
the remaining element gains fixed K q, that is

K(juj) =  K 0( ju ) +  k(ju)E

Accordingly the unknown complex controller gain A; is a function of

k =  f ( G , K 0,E ,W )

In the sequel, regions meeting stability and sensitivity requirements are developed for multi- 
variable systems. These solutions are shown to have complex circular solutions. The mapping 
equations for these solutions are given to allow two gains of the controller structure shown 
in equation 5.1 to be plotted into parameter planes.

5.2.1 Nominal Stability Equations

The most fundamental requirement of the controller is to ensure the closed loop system is 
stable for the nominal system. Nominal stability for a multivariable system can be assessed 
from the generalised Nyquist criterion which states [100]: “The closed loop system with loop 
transfer function L(s) and negative feedback is stable if the Nyquist plot of |J +  L(s)\

1For clarity the equations in the sequel are derived for the continuous case.
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1 . makes P0i anti-clockwise encirclements of the origin, and

2. does not pass through the origin.”

This condition can be tested by considering the inequality

\{I +  G{ju)K{ ju) )\^Q  (5.2)

for V uj € [0,oo). In practice it is necessary to only analyse a finite set comprising Nf 
frequencies of the form Q =  {ui,co2 , .. the number and range of particular frequencies
chosen depending upon the application dynamics. In the sequel we consider the parameter 
space boundary for one particular frequency. A complete solution is obtained by superimpos
ing a set of frequencies. Therefore for simplicity we drop reference to the arbitrary frequency 
point w under consideration. Since singular values are always positive and real, equation 5.2 
is equivalent to

a(I +  GK)  > 0

by the continuity of the eigenvalues as a function of the matrix parameters, PS stability 
boundaries can also be obtained from the eigenvalue equality2

\(I +  GK +  K*G* +  GKK*G*) > 0 (5.3)

From inequality (5.3), the boundary conditions defining the two possible sets is obtained from 
solutions to

11 +  GK +  ICG* +  GKK*G*\ =  0

which by pre and post multiplying by G~l and G*~l respectively gives

|G_ 1G*_1 +  KG*~l +  G~lK* +  KK*\ =  0 (5.4)

Now we consider the parameter plane for one element of the controller matrix and keep 
the other controller elements fixed. Accordingly we make the substitution K  =  kE +  K q 
where k a complex unknown gain at each frequency located by the matrix E =  5ZiJ and K q 
a matrix of fixed complex gains at each frequency. From equation 5.4 we get

| G~lG*~l +  KoG*-1 +  G~lK* +  K 0K*
+kE(G*~1 +  K q)
+k*{G~l + K 0)E* { ’
+kk*EE* \ =  0

which is a determinant equation of the form

\A +  kB +  k*C +  kk*D\=0  (5.6)
2 * denotes the complex conjugate
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Figure 5.1: Unity negative gain feedback configuration

where the component matrices are

A = G ~ lG*~1+  G~1K^ +  K 0G*-1 +  K 0K* 
B = E (G * ~ l +  K%)
C =  (G" 1 +  K 0)E*
D =  EE*

5.2.2 Primary Sensitivity

With reference to figure 5.1 consider the transmission from the reference signal yd to the error 
signal ye. The relation from the reference signal to the error signal is known as the primary 
sensitivity function S. Assuming Ud =  0, the primary sensitivity function is derived from

He =  G Kye ; ye =  yd -  yc => ye(I +  GK) = yd

in matrix form
S =  — =  [.I +  G K p 1

Vd

Constrains on the primary sensitivity function are given in terms of frequency domain 
weights. The generation of the complex controller bounds to meet the weighting imposed for 
nominal time response performance requirements are associated with the primary sensitivity 
function, shaped by a left weighting function Ws such that

||W/5 (jw )5 (ja;)||0o < 1 , V u € [0; +oo)

The controller regions that meet this maximum singular value inequality on the primary sen
sitivity function S are determined by the singular value inequality on the weighting function 
Ws  given by

a[Ws (ju)S{juj)} <  1

the boundaries of which, by continuity, can be determined by solution of the boundary 
condition

a[S(ju>) 1Ws (ju ) =  1
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Dropping the reference to the arbitrary frequency, the boundaries are obtained from the 
solution to

\(W glW £ - 1 +  G K W ^ W * - 1 +  W ^ W ^ ^ G *  +  G K W ^ W * - 1 K*G*) =  1

the solutions to which equality are also solutions to

Iw s l w s~l +  G K W - ' W * - 1 +  W g lW*~lK*G* +  G K W g ' W ^ ^ G *  - I | =  0 (5.7)

Now let K  =  kE +  K q. Equation 5.7 may then be rewritten as

I + G KQW ô lW*~l -  I  +  GK0W 0 l W * - lKZG* +  W g l W*~lKXG*
+ k (G E W g lW*s~l +  G E W g lW*s ~lK*0G*)
+k* (W g1Wg~lE*G* +  GK0W ~ 1W g - 1E*G*)
+kk*GEWg1Wg~1E*G* | =  0

which by pre and post multiplication by G~l and G*~l gives

| G~1Wg~1W g 1G*~1 +  K o W ^ W g - 'K Z  +  G~l W g l Wl~lK q -  G~lG*~l 
p K o W g ' W ^ G * - 1 
+  k E W g lW * - l {G*-1 +  K*0)
+  k*{G~l +  K o W g ' W * - 1 E*
+  kk* E W g l W*s~l E*\ =  0

With reference to equation 5.6 the derived matrices for the weighted primary sensitivity 
function are

A =  G~1Wg~1W g 1G*~1 -  G~1G*~1 +  K 0W g lW * - lK* +  G ^ W ^ W * - 1̂  
+ K 0W g lW*s~1G*-1 

B =  E W g l W*s~l {G*~1 +  K*0)
C =  ( G - 1 +  K 0) W g l W*s ~lE*
D =  E W g lW * f lE*

5.2.3 Complementary Sensitivity

With reference to figure 5.1 consider the transmission from the reference signal yd to the 
output signal yc. The relationship from the reference signal to the output signal is termed the 
complementary sensitivity function T. The transfer function of this transmission, assuming 
ud =  0 is derived from

yc =  GKye ; ye =  yd -  yc => yc(I +  GK)  =  (GK)yd

T — — =  GK[I  +  G K } - 1 
lId.

hence in matrix form
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Design based on satisfying inequalities on the complementary sensitivity function can 
be handled in a similar way to the primary sensitivity case. Regions satisfying the norm 
constraint can be written as

a(WT(u)G(ju)K(ju)  [I +  G ( ju )K { ju ) } -1) < 1

or equally by considering the minimum singular value

a ( [ l  +  ( G ( ju )K ( ju ) ) -1] Wt (lo)~x) >  1

Again dropping the reference to the arbitrary frequency point uj under consideration, it follows 
that the boundary condition can be found by solution of the eigenvalue equality

X i W ^ W * - 1 +  W ~ l W ^- lG*-lK * - x +  K ~ XG~XW ^ XW^TX 
+ K - 1G - 1W - 1W*~1G*-1K * - 1) =  1

which is solved from the determinant
| W ^ W * -1 +  W ~lW^-lG*-lK * -1 +  K - ' G - ' W - ' W * -1 
+ K - 1G~1WJ;1W * - 1G*-lK * - 1 - I | =  0 x }

For the purpose of controller design to meet simultaneous specifications on different sen
sitivity function types it is necessary to consistently work with either K  or K ~ l . This then 
allows super-position of the different sensitivities in the same parameter space. Accordingly 
we choose here to determine complex controller bounds for elements of K.  Therefore we 
pre and post multiply equation 5.9 by K  and K* respectively as is necessary to ensure the 
solutions can be mapped onto the parameter planes with other sensitivity functions solved 
for K.

| K W ^ XW^~XK* -  KK*  +  K W ^ XW * - XG*~X +  G~XW^~XW ^ XK*
+ g ~1Wt xw *~xg * -x\ =  0

Again letting K  =  kE +  K q, equation 5.10 may then be rewritten as

| K qW - xW*~xK^ -  K 0K q +  K 0W ~ l W*~lG*-x +  G - 1Wr~l Wr}-lK* 
+G ~XW ^ XW^~XG*~X
+  kE(W~xW * - xG*-x +  W ^ XW*~XK ^ ~  AT0*) (5.11)
+  k*{G~xW ^ xW * - x +  K qW ~ xW * - x -  K 0)E*
+  kk*EW~lW * - xE* -  E E *| = 0

This may be expressed in the form of equation 5.6 by setting the derived matrices 
for the weighted complementary sensitivity function as A =  K q 1 W^T1 K q — K 0K q +
K qW - xW ^- xG*-x +  G - xW ^ xK* +  G - xW ^ xW^-1G*-x, B  =  E ( W * - XG*-X +  W ~ XW * - XK * -  
K*), C =  (G~xWt X +  K W ~ XW * - X -  K 0)E*, D =  E W ^ l W^TlE* -  EE*.
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5.2.4 Control Effort Sensitivity

With reference to figure 5.1 consider the transmission from the reference signal yd to the 
control signal ue. The relationship from the reference signal to the control input to the plant 
is known as the control e ffort, sensitivity function U. The transfer function of the relationship, 
assuming Ud =  0 is derived from

ue = K y e ; ye =  yd~yc  ; yc =  ueG =>• ue(I +  GK)  =  K y d 

which in matrix form can be written as

U = — = K [ I  +  G K ]~1
Vd

The aim of the multivariable parameter space for the control effort sensitivity is to graphi
cally determine the controller regions that meet the specification set by the frequency domain 
weighting function Wy  such that

I I ^ C H I I  <

Constraints on the control effort sensitivity function have the form

a(Wu(uj)K(jto) [I +  G { ju )K { ju ) ] -1) < 1

which can be mapped to complex bounds on the elements of the controller and thereby to 
the controller parameter space array by solution of

a([K(jco)~l +  G(jcu)] W u{u ) -1) =  1

that is of
a{K{ju)-xWu{u)-x +  G{ju)Wu{u)-1) =  1

for V w £ Ll. Again dropping reference to the arbitrary frequency point uj under consideration 
we can write the above equality most conveniently in this case as

U K - ' W f f ' W * - 1? !* -1 +  K ~ l Wffl Wy~lG* +  GWffl W*~lK*~l + GWffl W*~lG*) =  1

The equation above may be tested by

|K ^ W ^ W ^ K * - 1 -  I  +  K ~ 1Wff1Wy~1G* +  G W ^ W ^ K * -1 +  GWffl Wff~1G*\ =  0 

which by pre and post multiplication by K  and K* respectively is equivalent to

-  K K*  +  Wff1 W*~lG*K* +  KGWffl W*~l +  KGW ff lWff~l G*K*\ =  0 (5.12)
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Again suppose K  — kE +  K q with k a complex unknown gain located by the matrix E and 
to be determined at a particular frequency and K q a matrix of fixed complex gains at that 
frequency. Equation 5.12 may then be rewritten as

I w u l w u~l +  W - lW*v- lG*Ko +  K qG W ^1W*~1G*K*q 
+ K 0G W J1W*~i -  K 0K*
+ kE{GW~l W*~l G*K*Q +  G W ~l W*~l -  A 0*) (5.13)
+ k*{W^xW^~lG* +  K 0G W y 1Wy~lG* -  K 0)E*
+ kk*{EGWylW l~ 1G*E* -  EE*)\ =  0

Identifying this with the form of equation 5.6 yields the matrices A — kE^VE^- 1  — K qK q +  
W ~ 1W * - XG*K0 + K0GW~  1 W*~1G*K* + K qG W ~1 W*~1 , B =  E {G W ^lW*~lG * K ^ - A 0* +  
G W y lWy~l ), C =  { W ^ W ^ G *  +  K 0GW~lW * - lG* -  K 0)E*, D =  EGW ~l W*~l G*E* -  
EE*.

5.2.5 Complex Controller Bounds

The controller bounds are found by solving the determinant equations 5.5, 5.8, 5.11 and 
5.13. Accordingly, we consider solutions of equations in the general format of equation 5.6. 
Without loss of generality consider the case of finding the complex gains for an element in 
the first row of the controller, that is E  =  [<5ij]. The coefficient matrices of equation 5.6 can 
then be partitioned as

dn O12 
C*21 022_

A du a2i 
<321 A22

B = frn b\2 
O21 O22

C = Cll O12 

C21 022
D

which with reference to the determinant given in equation 5.6 becomes

an +  kb\\ +  k* cn +  kk* dn <321 +  ^ 12] _  q
d2i +  k* C21 A22

(5.14)

It is noted that due to the presence of the G- 1G*- 1  terms in the expressions for the matrix 
A, a small perturbation in any K q can always yield |̂ 221 7̂  0 in both the nominal stability 
and sensitivity function cases. It can therefore be concluded that the occurrence of such 
a singularity should almost always not arise. Thus, assuming IA22I i=- 0 equation 5.14 is 
equivalent to

an +  kbn +  fc*cn +  kk* -  (d^ +  kb*21) A ^ ( a 2i +  k*c21) =  0

which may conveniently be written

a +  kb +  k*c +  kk*d =  0 (5.15)

where a and d are real
*  A _1a — an “  a2i^22 a2ii 

d =  dll -  f>21A221C2l.
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and b and c are complex

b =  bn +  jbi =  bn — b2iA22 a-21, 

c =  cr + j c i  =  cn — a\lA22c2i-

Equation 5.15 is thereby equivalent to

a +  kRbR -  kibi +  kRcR +  fc/C/ +  (kR +  kj)d +  j (k Rbi +  kibR + kRa  -  krcR) =  0

which since 621 =  C21 and 6n = cn, that is b =  c (and thus bR = cR and bj =  —c/), reduces 
to the real equation

a +  2kRbR -2 k rb I +  {k% +  kj)d =  0 (5.16)

which is the equation of a conic section defining the complex controller bounds kR and fc/ for 
the chosen elemental controller determined by the chosen location matrix E.

5.3 Mapping Solutions into Parameter Planes

The conic equation given in equation 5.16 has a circular solution since both k\ and fcj share 
the same coefficient d. The solutions to such conics constitute the complex controller bound
aries and are readily determined. These may conveniently be determined by trigonometric 
parameterisation over a range of discrete points 6 G [0, 2n).

The circular results obtained at each of the discrete frequencies a) £ il can be mapped 
into parameter planes of interest. The mapped solutions are elliptical, each of which divides 
the plane into two regions, one of which contains the solution. Besson and Shenton [15] 
have shown that if any point in such a conic section is a solution, then all the points in the 
section are also solutions. The centre of the conic can thus be tested to check which side of 
the boundary the solution lies. The graphical convention used by [15] will be adopted here 
whereby dotted lines represent a boundary whose insides are solutions whereas solid lines 
represent a boundary whose outsides are solutions. A range of frequencies of interest can 
then be superimposed onto a single parameter plane to give admissible regions satisfying all 
frequencies.

5.3.1 Continuous Controller Mapping

Consider the continuous controller element with the structure defined in equation 5.1. The 
complex controller bounds defined in equation 5.16 can now be mapped into convenient 
parameter planes by equating the complex gains to the controller element defined in equation
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5.1. Making the substitution s =  ju  the real and imaginary parts of the elementary controller 
are obtained as

_  (b0 -  b2L02)(a0 -  lo2 )  +  (aibiLO2) 
R ~  (ao -  to2)2 +  afcj2

and

(5.17)

k/
biu(ao — u 2) — axu/(bo — b2uj2)

(ao — to2)2 +  a2u>2
(5.18)

Now by choosing one controller coefficient with an odd power of s and one with an even 
power of s the mapping transformations are readily obtained. For example, suppose bo and 
b\ are to be tuned and therefore a2,a i,a o ,&2 are fixed for this iteration. Then for any value 
for e

kR +  jki
- b 2u2 +  jbiLO +  bo
—a2u 2 +  jaiu  +  ao 

and therefore solutions are readily obtained from

(kR + j k f ) ( - a 2uj2 +  j a xu +  a0) +  b2tu2 =  K R +  j K j  =  jbxu +  bQ

Finally a change of axes is required to give the solution

bo T 0  ' K r
pi. 0 k l

(5.19)

Other particularly useful planes have been found to be (bx,b2) and (ao,ai). An example of 
the mapping from the complex circular solution to the parameter plane is given in figure 5.2, 
shown for a single frequency.

Param eter plane boundary 
—  —  —  • Com plex plane boundary

Figure 5.2: Parameter plane boundary mapped from the complex circular solution at one 
frequency
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5.4 Controller design procedure

5.4.1 Computational algorithm

The following steps outlines one suggested algorithm for generating the parameter planes

1 . Select desired sensitivity functions for the design.

2. Select weighting functions.

3. Select a particular controller element E and controller gains to generate the parameter 
plane.

4. Select frequency u> in the range of interest.

5. Obtain complex frequency response matrices for the chosen weighting functions Wi, 
plant G and fixed controller gains K 0.

6. Generate component matrices A ,B ,C ,D  of the generalised determinant equation 5.6 
for each stability and sensitivity function of interest.

7. Partition the matrices as per equation 5.14.

8. Obtain the complex circular solution of equation 5.16 for each design constraint.

9. Map the complex solution into the parameter plane using mapping equations 5.17 and 
5.18

10. Return to step (4) and repeat for a range of discrete u in the range of interest.

11. From the completed parameter plane select suitable gains.

12. If required return to step (2) to tighten or relax weighting function(s).

13. Return to step (3) and repeat for all controller elements and gains until satisfactory 
controller is obtained.

5.4.2 Design Procedure

Once the region satisfying all the frequencies has been identified the designer is able to 
select a set of gains. An obvious approach adopted by both [14] and [88] is to use either a 
manual or numerical optimisation technique to maximise some multiplier, 7 , acting on the 
weighting function. This optimisation approach involves selecting the gains at the centre of 
each admissible region. An example parameter plane is shown in figure 5.3 where the centre
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of the admissible region corresponds to gains most suited to the chosen weighting functions. 
Once a pair of controller coefficients are selected these are then added to the fixed part of the 
controller, K q. With the updated controller the designer can then either select a different 
element to tune or a different pair of controller gains. This stage of the design process requires 
the designer to navigate through various planes to select each of the possible controller gains. 
Most designs will require the designer to re-visit parameter planes periodically as the process 
can require several iterations.

0.3

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0

- 0.05

- 0.1

Figure 5.3: Parameter plane showing the bounded set for selection of controller gains

As an alternative to selecting gains towards the centre of the admissible region, the PS 
technique can present the designer with freedom to trial other suitable gains. Each parameter 
plane presents the designer with flexibility in the choice of controller coefficients, which can 
be particularly useful when considering other design criteria such as time response criteria. 
In this case the designer is steered towards a solution by the frequency domain weighting 
functions, however in each admissible region various gains can be trialled. This facilitates 
a technique for meeting necessary frequency constraints such as robustness and also tuning 
for improved time response. Furthermore, it is well acknowledged that ‘optimal’ weighting 
functions can be very difficult to decide upon for complex multivariable problems. It is 
one of the advantages of the PS technique that it allows this freedom to move away from the 
centre of the admissible region. In addition, problems with weighting choices and problematic 
frequencies are more transparent to the designer. In such cases the designer can either re
evaluate the weighting choices or select gains at alternative points within the admissible 
region.

A schematic outlining the typical design process and necessary iterations is given in figure 
5.4. It can be seen that after the generation of each parameter plane the designer has the
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Figure 5.4: Flow chart illustrating the typical PS controller design process

freedom to try a range of controller gains within the admissible region. Once the designer 
has selected a set of gains the design may be complete or require subsequent iterations. The
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parameter planes give the designer insight into the trade-offs and constraints and therefore, 
the designer is able to detect whether weighting choices are appropriate or if the design 
requires additional parameter plane iterations.

5.5 Natural Gas Engine Design Example

The idle speed problem remains an active problem in automotive control. The range of 
controller design approaches and the number of control channels used in each demonstrates 
the breadth of the problem. A survey of many of these controller techniques applied to the 
idle speed problem are documented in [54], In the spark ignition (SI) engine the control 
engineer has three potential channels of actuation available. These are: the amount of air 
entering the engine, determined by the operation of the air bleed valve (ABV) or increasingly 
common an electronic throttle; the amount of spark advance (SA); and the amount of fuel 
injected into each cylinder. The aim of the idle speed controller is to maintain a low, near 
constant engine speed in the presence of torque disturbances. At the same time other factors 
such as fuel economy, AFR, emissions and the so called ‘noise and vehicle-harshness’ (NVH) 
must also be considered.

One of the difficulties in rejecting torque disturbances acting on the engine is due to the 
significant time delays in the system. The air entering the engine is the primary channel 
for the regulation of the engine speed. Significant time delays exist due to the transport 
delay from the actuator to the inlet manifold, where the manifold filling dynamics can also 
delay the air further. Finally, there is an induction to power stroke delay due to the discrete 
operating nature of the engine. Figure 5.5 gives a schematic of the air path in a natural 
gas SI engine from the intake to the exhaust, where it can be seen that the fastest effective 
actuator is the spark plug since this can affect the next combustion event. The fuel injectors 
can also be used for control, however in the port-injected engine these suffer from time lags 
and delays due to wall wetting dynamics and due to the induction to power stroke delay.

In production engines the idle speed control problem is conventionally considered to be a 
multiple-input-single-output (MISO) system, where the air flow and spark is used to regulate 
the speed using scheduled proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers to ensure zero 
steady-state error and reject disturbances [54]. During torque disturbances the SA is used 
to provide fast additional torque by advancing toward the optimal position for maximum 
best torque (MBT). The authority of the spark channel is relatively small but it is faster 
acting than the air channel. However, in order to achieve this additional torque input from 
the spark during load transients it is necessary to operate the spark at an operating point 
away from MBT during normal operation and accordingly, fuel consumption is increased as 
a consequence.
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Figure 5.5: Engine schematic of a natural gas SI engine

When considering the idle speed problem one of the main constraints imposed on the 
engineer is the controller order. Typically, the idle speed controller in a commercial en
gine management system (EMS) is based upon PID-type controllers with scheduled gains 
implemented from look-up tables. Since such fixed, low-order controllers are required for im
plementation, techniques which produce higher order controllers must subsequently undergo 
order reduction methods.

Many analytical approaches to the idle speed problem have been suggested in the litera
ture, where the design techniques are often applied a loop-at-a-time. Sequential loop designs 
can make achieving good transient performance difficult and the level of robustness cannot 
be guaranteed for multivariable systems without consideration of the system’s singular values 
[33]. Recent applications of multivariable control techniques to the MISO idle control prob
lem include algebraic Riccati [24],[110], 7-foo PS [17], quantitative feedback theory (QFT) 
[58], model predictive control (MPC) [72] and /¿-synthesis [54], Many of these techniques 
demonstrate improved performance over current production strategies implemented in the 
EMS, however excepting for the PS approach, they are also of high order.

More recently some research has investigated multivariable approaches to the idle problem. 
Conventionally at idle, fuelling control is implemented in a SISO control loop that is designed 
independently of the idle control loops. In fact, by incorporating fuelling as a control action, it 
is found that the idle control problem is quite naturally formulated as a MIMO problem. This 
provides additional actuation for the control of the engine speed and also has the advantage 
that the regulation of the air entering the engine can be considered with respect to the control 
of the AFR. A 3 x 3 formulation based on this approach is considered in [45] where the throttle 
angle, mass of fuel and SA are used to control engine speed, manifold absolute pressure (MAP) 
and AFR. The inclusion of fuel necessitates the requirement for a fast feedforward controller
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on the fuel path and a high order Woo controller is used for feedback. A similar approach to 
the problem can be found in [40], where for a natural gas engine the throttle and fuel mass 
flow rate are chosen for the control of engine speed and AFR. The authors there also apply 
a novel multivariable PI tuning technique for disturbance rejection based on the discrete 
system, closed loop eigenvalues.

This remainder of this section investigates techniques for designing multivariable con
trollers for a natural gas SI engine idle-speed problem. The difficulties in designing multi- 
variable controllers to meet time response criteria are addressed and simulation results from 
the PS method, algebraic Woo Riccati and a novel eigenvalue technique for the design of a 
MIMO controller are compared.

5.5.1 Natural Gas Engine Model

A published SI engine model engine is taken from [40], which is in discrete transfer function 
form based on a linearisation of a parameter identified model of a lean burn natural gas 
engine model. The control inputs are electronic throttle angle a (%max) and fuel mass-flow 
rate rh (lbm/hr). The controlled outputs are engine speed n (rpm) and AFR L. A  torque 
disturbances T  (lbf) is assumed to act through the flywheel dynamics Gd on the speed output. 
The discrete transfer functions governing the plant and disturbance dynamics, based on a 0.1 
s sample time are

G11(2)

G12(z)

G21(z)

G22(z)

Sn 2.562 1 +  2.0z 2
da ~  1 -  1.486Z-1 +  0.529Z-2 

6n _  —6.38z-1 -  3.042~2 +  1.28z~3 
Smfi ~  1 -  1.486z_1 +  0.504z~2
5L _  0.64
6a z — 0.545 
6L _  -2.03

órhfi z — 0.537

where a maximum step disturbance of 3.7 ft.lbf (5 Nm) is assumed, corresponding to the 
load of a power-steering pump. The system with a negative feedback controller is depicted in 
figure 5.6. The relative gain array (RGA) can be used to assess the degree of cross channel 
interaction in the model. The RGA is defined in equation 4.45, where for a 2 x 2 matrix it 
can been observed that only one element is necessary to assess the degree of cross channel 
interaction.

A(G) = A n A12 A n 1 — A n

A21 A22 1 — A n A n
(5.20)

For this example the RGA reveals a considerable amount of cross channel interaction across all 
frequencies as can be seen in figure 5.7. Accordingly it is suggested a multivariable controller 
is necessary to provide maximum performance. The inclusion of the fuel channel extends
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Figure 5.6: Block diagram of engine model with feedback loop

Figure 5.7: Frequency varying RGA
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the problem of disturbance rejection to both the speed and AFR outputs. Including the air 
and fuel as inputs may then improve the speed of response for both channels. A separate 
SISO fuelling controller for the AFR would not respond as quickly to disturbances caused by 
the throttle or torque inputs and therefore the control of AFR can potentially be improved 
beyond that available in a SISO fuelling scheme. Furthermore, the fuel provides an additional 
control input for disturbance rejection on the speed channel since the spark is assumed to be 
set for MBT. Moreover, since the example is for a lean burn engine, changes in the demand 
for AFR are in fact less likely to have a detrimental impact on the regulation of the engine 
speed with MIMO control.

The problem as posed in [40] is a speed regulation problem in the presence of torque 
disturbances. A controller which utilises the plant interaction rather than decoupling the 
outputs is the suggested approach in this chapter to achieve maximum disturbance rejection. 
Fast settling times are also desirable, particularly on the AFR path if emission requirements 
are to be realised. Large authority on the fuel control effort is available at idle. In contrast 
the electronic throttle rate authority is relatively limited. For the benchmark example of this 
paper this is limited to 4% of maximum throttle angle per second.

5.5.2 Controller Design

For this study a parameter space tuned MIMO controller is designed. A multivariable PI 
controller design technique based on the discrete closed loop eigenvalues and specifically 
aimed at disturbance rejection is then considered. Finally a higher order algebraic Riccati 
design is also developed.

PS tuned PI

Recent parameter space developments have lead to a range techniques suitable for the design 
of multivariable controllers and the PS results presented here may be obtained by a variety 
of PS techniques including those described in [77] and [87] specifically for designing PID 
controllers.

Here we consider the design of 2 x 2 elemental controllers

\Kn K\2 
[K2i K 22

where for a continuous controller each element has the 2nd order structure

Kij — kv H-------1- kds
1  +  T S

(5.21)
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where kp, ki and kd correspond to the proportional, integral and derivative gains respectively 
and r is the time constant on the derivate gain.

One advantage of the PS technique is the freedom the designer has over the controller 
order. Multiple controller elements can be combined in order to create higher order controllers 
[17]. Conversely, specific parameters can be constrained to zero to achieve low order. For 
proper comparison with the discrete tuned eigenvalue designed controller, which is limited 
to PI, the same structure PS controller is considered here. Accordingly only PI planes were 
used in the design and the derivative gains set to zero.

Multiple sensitivity functions can be considered either in a conservative mixed sensitivity 
formulation or by several single sensitivities superimposed over each other on parameter 
planes. In the sequel we demonstrate that results for this particular application can be 
obtained by using merely one sensitivity function, by taking advantage of the interactive 
nature of the technique.

To achieve the AFR and engine speed set-point tracking and the torque disturbance 
rejection, it was necessary to use the primary sensitivity function to obtain the required 
transient performance. The nominal performance requirement for a multivariable system is 
dependent on the singular values of the primary sensitivity function

S =  [In +  GUoj)K(ju) }-1

which is shaped by a weighting function Ws so that

Il^s(w)50'w)||oo < 1, V w e [ 0 ;+ o o )

The primary sensitivity weighting function Ws was shaped for high gains at low frequen
cies. This has the effect of giving the design good tracking and disturbance rejection. A 
first order (non-proper) weighting function with a breakpoint at 5 rad/s was selected, how
ever during the design the scalar 7 acting on the weighting function was adjusted during the 
parameter plane iterations.

Ws =  7 ----------- hs

PS controllers can be designed from any start point in the parameter plane, provided it 
is stable or can be stablised easily within a few iterations. This allows controllers designed 
using other methods to be re-tuned or complete controllers to be designed from the start, 
usually with the numerator coefficients set to zero. For proper comparison with the discrete 
tuned eigenvalue designed controller, which is limited to PI the same structure PS controller 
is considered here. Gangopadhyay [40] demonstrated that two PI SISO controllers designed
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using a Ziegler-Nichols tuning method were inadequate for controlling this problem. How
ever this ‘basic’ controller is an ideal starting condition and was therefore used as the start 
controller for the PS design. The Ziegler-Nichols start controller as presented in [40] is given 
as

K z n { s )

~0.1s+0.2
S

0
0

—0.04a—0.5 
s

The first parameter plane iteration began on the off-diagonal element k\2 with 7 set to 0.1. 
The corresponding parameter plane is shown in figure 5.8 which indicates the admissible re
gion, start point (X) and selected controller gains (+). Initially controller gains were selected

Figure 5.8: Parameter plane: 1st iteration k\2 , 7 =  0.1

at the centre of the admissible region and after each iteration 7 was gradually increased. After 
four parameter plane iterations the oscillatory time response of the Ziegler-Nichols controller 
was significantly reduced. After eight parameter plane iterations, at which point 7 had been 
increased to 0.7, no further increases were made since these resulted in control efforts above 
the throttle constraint. At this stage in the design the disturbance induced time responses 
were significantly improved, however it was necessary to monitor the control effort of the 
throttle to ensure it did not exceed the design constraints. A further four more iterations 
resulted in a tuned time response not exceeding the throttle constraint. An additional four 
iterations finely tuned the transient time responses to ensure best performance was obtained 
for the controller order. Figure 5.9 shows the final gains selected in the final (16th) iteration 
for the controller element £22- The resulting parameter space controller is

K p s ( s )

■ 0.1623^+0.812 —0.1649s—1.748'
—0.0716S+0.2296 -0.2998^-1.148

s
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bQb1 plane

Figure 5.9: Final parameter plane (16th) iteration £22, 7 =  0.7

Additional sensitivity functions could have readily been included in the design, however 
for this problem it was found unnecessary. One of the benefits of the PS technique is the 
guidance the planes can provide in the selection of appropriate weighting functions. For 
designs with multiple sensitivity function constraints the designer can graphically determine 
which weighting choices are over constrained. Nevertheless, the use of additional sensitivity 
function constraints can be an added complication. It is of considerable benefit that the 
PS method can eliminate the need for the use of an additional control input sensitivity 
function constraint, by providing the ability to tune the time responses interactively within 
the admissible parameter plane region.

Eigenvalue tuned PI

A discrete controller design technique for designing a multivariable PI controller is detailed 
in [40]. Inspection of the closed loop eigenvalues is used as the basis for tuning controller 
gains. The proportional gains are tuned first for disturbance rejection. The integral gains are 
then tuned to provide decoupling of the closed loop plant at steady state. A Tustin bilinear 
approximation is used to give the continuous equivalent controller

' 0.037S+0.119 0.025-1.98 '
-0.106s-0.198 -0 .064s-l.235

s s
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Figure 5.10: Time response for Riccati reduced order controllers

Algebraic Riccati Design

An higher order 7foo feedback controller was designed using the DGKF two algebraic Riccati 
equations (ARE) method [36] as implemented in the Matlab Robust Control Toolbox [28]. 
The design was carried out in the continuous domain using bilinear Tustin approximation 
to convert to and from the discrete domain. Primary and control effort weighting functions 
were both necessary to provide the required robust disturbance rejection performance without 
excessive control action. Guidelines for shaping the weighting functions were taken from [28] 
and [100]. A second order primary sensitivity weighting function

Ws =  7
s2 +  50s +  500

io o s 2 +  3 0 s +  o .r 2
(5.22)

was required to achieve good disturbance rejection and tracking performance. A control effort 
sensitivity weighting of a constant gain at all frequencies, was used to bound the maximum 
gains. The separate constraints on the air and fuel flow were chosen to reflect the relatively 
tight authority on electronic-throttle rate and relatively wide degree of authority on the 
fuelling. Accordingly the selected matrix weighting function was

Wu
0.5 0
0 0.005 (5.23)

The resulting continuous controller was 1 1 th order, which can be reduced to an 8th order 
without significant loss in performance using a balanced model truncation on the normalized 
coprime factors, but further reduction leads to poor performance or instabilities. The speed 
of response to a torque disturbance step input can be seen for several of the reduced order 
controllers in figure 5.10. It can be seen that controllers with a 7th and lower order are much
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more oscillatory in response. All of the order reduction techniques as implemented by the 
Matlab Robust Control were found to result in unstable 4th order and lower controllers. These 
techniques were: the balanced truncation via square-root method; the balanced truncation via 
Schur method; the balanced stochastic truncation via Schur method; the balanced truncation 
method for normalized coprime factors; and, the Hankel minimum degree approximation [28].

The continuous state space representation for the reduced 8th order controller was found 
to be

A a r e

B a r e

C a r e

D a r e

-1169 -375.2
-421.2 -135.1
-651.5 -207.8
159.6 53.25
307.4 99.85

-112.7 -36.47
-43.5 -14.32
107.8 35.06

-527.4 -188.1
-189.9 -68.34
-300.3 -129.7
69.65 -8.824
154.1 45.26

-52.97 -10.41
-15.57 5.485
43.85 -2.594

-187.3 53.2
- 68.22 19.21
-121.4 36.29
-13.38 6.571
20.54 -5.402

-4.918 -0.02023
-3.266 -1.455
3.589 3.602

61.6 -97.51 '
22.35 -35.28
35.54 -58.15

-3.015 -0.5885
-3.398 5.509
1.938 -1.055
-2.13 5.76
3.54 -14.09

' -33.4 -58.96'
-11.57 -21.13
-20.19 -27.93
0.03327 8.544
6.293 12.74

-2.221 -4.959
-0.3288 -2.208

1.6 5.135
4.957 1.738 -3.914 
112.2 35.33 48.69

-3.519 -0.5099 
15.49 14.42

0.6712 -0.02125
-4.276 -4.946

-0.1742
7.875

-0.00743 -0.01657 
2.778 5.283

5.5.3 Simulation Results

Each of the three controllers was converted to discrete form using a Tustin bilinear transfor
mation and this was used in simulation. Time responses for the PS, Riccati and eigenvalue 
tuned PI controller were compared. Figures 5.9 and 5.12 show the output response of the 
three controllers to a step torque disturbance of 3.7 ft lbf (5 Nm). A small decrease in the 
maximum overshoot, significantly better settlings times and a much less oscillatory response 
were found from the Riccati and PS controllers.

The Riccati designed controllers display similar time response behavior to the PS design. 
The improvements in time response compared to the eigenvalue based design can be observed 
from the control action in figures 5.11 and 5.14. Both the Riccati and PS make maximum 
use of the throttle control action available, which also results in faster fuel input.
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Figure 5.11: Speed response to a torque Figure 5.12: AFR response to a torque 
disturbance disturbance

Figure 5.13: Throttle response due to a Figure 5.14: Fuel response due to a torque 
torque disturbance disturbance

During startup the tracking demand of the engine speed is often adjusted as the engine 
warms up. A step demand change to the speed command can be observed in figure 5.13 and 
the affect of this transient of the AFR channel can be seen in figure 5.16. It can again be 
seen that the PS and Riccati controllers are a significant improvement over the alternative 
PI design.

The maximum singular values of the primary sensitivity function are given in figure 5.17. 
No specific robustness constraint was included in the design specifications [40], however, it 
can be seen that the reduced 8th order Riccati controller has the greatest robustness. The 
PS technique was found to give similar robustness to the PI design based on the eigenvalue 
method, although marginally improved as can be observed from a lower absolute maximum 
singular value.

The disturbance rejection performance improvement of the PS design over the suggested 
eigenvalue designed PI controller is substantial for the same order controller and with similar 
levels of robustness. The Riccati design demonstrated very similar levels of performance
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to the PS design, with the aforementioned benefit of additional robustness at the cost of a 
significantly higher order controller. It might be expected that it should be possible in any 
good design technique to easily sacrifice unnecessary robustness for increase in performance, 
however designer control over this trade-off in the Riccati design process was found to be 
more limited than in the PS technique due to the difficulties in choosing frequency domain 
weighting functions for time response criteria. Despite additional robustness, since the order 
of the Riccati design could not be reduced below 5th it could not be implemented in most 
current commercial EMS software. Furthermore, the selection of the weighting functions are 
much more difficult in the Riccati approach whereas the interactive PS methods allow for 
simpler weighting choices and more freedom to tune for time response.

5.6 Conclusions

The technique presented in this chapter allows for nominal performance and robust stability 
using MIMO Hoc norm specifications on weighted sensitivity functions. The proposed method 
is uniformly adapted to producing controllers in continuous and discrete systems. The tech
nique designs fixed, low order controllers through an interactive PS method for MIMO plants 
which are square and invertible in the input and output feedback channels. Regions satisfying 
the performance and stability constraints are superimposed graphically to give the designer 
insight in the design process.

The PS and Riccati methods were shown to give better time response performance for 
the same level of robust stability as an eigenvalue based PI tuning method.

A multivariable idle speed disturbance rejection example demonstrated that using the PS 
method to map just the primary sensitivity function to the parameter plane can yield large 
improvements over existing low order and reduced order controller design methods. The PS 
approach can yield performance close to a full order algebraic Riccati solution using a mixed 
primary and control sensitivity formulation. The PS and Riccati controller design techniques 
were shown to give better time response performance for the same level of robust stability as 
the eigenvalue PI tuning method.

When designing controllers the interactive nature of PS techniques allows the designer to 
select controller gains to meet time response criteria from a basic weighting function. This is 
in contrast to alternative techniques which require carefully selected weighting functions to 
achieve good time response. The PS method was shown to alleviate much of the difficulty in 
selecting the weighting functions since only a basic first order weighting function was required 
for the primary sensitivity.

Since production automotive EMS generally implement controllers through the use of low
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order look-up tables, even the lowest order stable controller found using the Hoo Riccati design 
techniques with order reduction methods is likely to be too high in order for implementation 
in standard EMS architectures and therefore a PS single sensitivity design technique would 
be preferable. Similar advantages to those obtained in the design example should accrue to 
the application of the PS design method in other industrial problems especially where low 
order or fixed structure controllers are required.



Chapter 6

Mixed Sensitivity Parameter Space 
Control

6.1 Introduction

Many powertrain applications require a good level of transient performance whilst at the 
same time demonstrating robustness. This robustness is required due to: system-to-system 
variation; the wide range of environmental conditions that the system must operate in; and, 
plant degradation over the lifespan of the vehicle. Furthermore, this ‘performance in the 
presence of uncertainty’ must generally be achieved with a limited amount of control action 
due to physical constraints on the hardware.

To achieve multiple constraints on a problem, it is usually necessary to use several 
weighted sensitivity constraints. For many design Ti ô techniques, including algebraic Riccati 
approaches multiple constraints are combined into a single H00 norm cost function by stack
ing the weighted sensitivity functions constraints. The Hoo standard problem is expressed 
as

Ws S
Wt T < 1 

oo
where Ws  and Wt are weighting functions acting on the primary and complementary sen
sitivity functions S and T respectively. This combination of sensitivity functions can add 
conservatism into the design, since weighting functions are specifically designed to shape a 
single sensitivity function. For example, a controller could meet all the individual sensitivity 
requirements without satisfying the combined Tioo norm

f Ws S < 0.9 
\Wt T <  0.9 without satisfying W5S

Wt T <  1 
OO

Multiple sensitivity functions can readily be included in parameter space (PS) designs by 
superimposing each set of sensitivity bounds. Accordingly, the admissible region reduces to

113
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the set of gains which simultaneously meet all the sensitivity constraints. Overlaying each of 
the sensitivity constraints on the parameter plane has the additional advantage of revealing 
to the designer any weighting choices which may be over constrained or problematic.

This chapter extends the multivariable PS technique presented in Chapter 5 to non-square 
systems. In addition left and right hand weighting functions are included in the theory for 
the full set of possible sensitivity functions. To accommodate high order controller design in 
the technique a method for including multiple controller elements is considered.

To highlight the significant benefits of multivariable control a simple example compares 
a SISO loop design to the multivariable technique developed here based on singular values.

A design procedure for minimising one of more sensitivity functions is detailed. This 
process is demonstated in a second comparative example which illustrates the capability of 
the technique both for direct design of low order, PID and fourth order controllers and for 
retuning a reduced order Riccati designed Hoo controller, by application to a well known 
benchmark problem for an experimental highly maneuverable aircraft (HiMAT).

The organisation of this chapter is as follows. The complete set of sensitivity functions 
for all eight possible feedback transmissions is derived in section 6.2. Conditions necessary 
for internal stability based on the closed loop transmissions and the general singular value 
conditions for each sensitivity are given. Section 6.3.1 presents the controller structure and 
details the updating scheme when selecting controller coefficients and includes an extension for 
higher order controllers. Solutions for computing controller loci for the six unique sensitivity 
function are presented. A suggested design procedure for minimising sensitivity function(s) is 
given in section 6.4.4. The differences between single-input-single-output (SISO) loop designs 
and multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) controller designs is graphically presented in 
section 6.5. A sensitivity minimisation design for the benchmark problem for an experimental 
highly maneuverable aircraft (HiMAT) is shown in section 6.6. The merits of the PS technique 
for direct controller design and retuning reduced order controllers are evaluated and compared 
with full order algebraic Riccati designs. Some concluding remarks are given in section 6.7.

6.2 System Requirements

This section derives the full set of possible sensitivity functions which can be considered for 
controller design purposes.

In the sequel we will consider the negative unity feedback system of figure 6.1 with plant 
G and feedback controller K.  Since the method presented in the sequel uses only the non- 
parametric frequency response of the plant, both discrete and continuous systems can be
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Figure 6.1: Negative unity feedback control block diagram

handled uniformly, however for simplicity of exposition we will present only the continuous 
case. Accordingly let the plant be characterised by an n x m non parametric frequency 
response matrix G(juj) =  [Gitj(ju>)] where ideally a; £ [0,+oo) but which in practice will 
be characterised at carefully chosen [15] discrete frequencies u  €  Cl =  . . .  , u} n } -

Throughout the paper we will consider the controller to be designed to be characterised by 
a m x n continuous rational transfer function matrix K  =  [Kij(s)].

6.2.1 Internal Stability

Internal stability of a system requires that all transmissions of inputs to nodes in the feed
back loop are stable. The conditions are normally stated in either state-space form or in 
terms of coprime polynomial representations of the controller and plant. In the case of 
the parameter-space design of systems of non-parametric frequency response transmissions 
(possibly irrational transfer functions), internal stability is more appropriately established in 
terms of the complete set of system closed loop transmissions.

For the linear irrational negative unity feedback system of figure 6.1, by exhaustion, 
internal stability is completely determined by the stability of the six transmissions

yd ^ y e : S =  [I +  GK}~1 (6.1 )

yd ^ y c : T =  GK[I +  GK}~1 (6.2)

—► uc, ue : U -  K[I  +  G K } - 1 (6.3)

ud ^ u e : Q =  [I +  KG}~1 (6.4)

ud ^ u c : R =  KG[I +  K G }~1 (6.5)

- > yc,ye : v  =  G[i +  K G } - 1 (6.6)

for which the associated sensitivity functions are termed: Primary 5, Complementary T, 
Control-Effort U, Dual-Primary Q , Dual-Complementary R and Plant Input Disturbance V.

Now since GK[I  +  GK\~l =  I  — [I +  GK]-1 , stability of [I +  GK]-1 establishes the 
stability of GK[I  +  G K ]_1 =  [I +  GK]~1GK.  Similarly stability of [I +  K G }~1 establishes 
the stability of KG[I +  KG]-1 =  [I +  KG]-1KG.  Thus (as is well known for rational finite
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state space systems [100, 115]), internal stability is established solely by the stability of the 
four transmissions

[I +  G K ] - 1 (6.7)

K[I  +  GK}~1 =  [I +  K G Y lK  (6.8)

[I +  KG}~1 (6.9)

G[I +  K G } - 1 =  [/ +  GK]~XG (6.10)

Now the stability of a MIMO transfer function is determined from the irrational system 
multivariable Nyquist criterion [23, 32] by the encirclements and intersections of the origin 
by \I +  L( ju )|. For G, n x m, and K, m x n, the eigenvalues of I  +  L for L =  G K  and 
L =  KG  are identical excepting for |n — m\ eigenvalues at unity. Consequently the stability 
boundaries found from both \I +  L(ju)\ — 0 (or equivalently a(I  +  L(ju>)) — 0) are identical. 
Internal stability can thus be established solely by the transmissions 6.7, 6.8 and 6.10.

6.2.2 Sensitivity Constraints

In application of Hoo methods, general closed loop system performance including transient 
performance and stability robustness are formulated by weighted sensitivity function con
straints. In general a sensitivity function F , determined by G and K,  will be weighted on 
both the left and the right by invertible weighting function matrices W  and M . In general 
they may be required to be bounded from both above [46, 100, 115] or below [65] according 
to

7 < \\W(ju)F(juj)M(juj)\\ < 7 V u £ [0; +oo) (6-11)

with different weighting functions generally applied to the upper and lower constraints.

For ease of exposition we will discuss only constraints, 7 =  7 , from above 1. In order to 
ensure internal stability it is only necessary to consider three sensitivity functions as above. 
On the other hand for general performance design constraints, although it is often found 
necessary to consider only two or three sensitivity functions, in practice constraints on all six 
sensitivity functions, equations 6.1 to 6.6 can on occasion be found to be necessary.

At any discrete frequency there exists a complex locus that divides the parameter space 
into two distinct sets, one of which contains the admissible solution. The boundary condition 
leading to these sets is found from the complex controller loci for a sensitivity function F  
meeting the condition set by left and right weighting functions W  and M.  This is done by 
inspection of the maximum singular values.

Tn fact the proposed MIMO method of this thesis can be used to give both upper and lower boundaries.
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Subsuming the iterating parameter 7 in the weighting functions, by the continuity of 
eigenvalues with respect to matrix parameters [13] the non-singular parameter boundary 
conditions for upper sensitivity function constraints of equation 6.11 for K  can be determined 
by the solution of the equality

a(W (ju )F { ju )M ( ju ) )  =  1, V w 6 [0; + 00) (6.12)

For evaluation purposes this is evaluated for V u 6 fi on a finite set D of N  frequencies 
where, as mentioned earlier, the number and range of particular frequencies depends upon 
the application complexity and dynamics. Dropping reference to the arbitrary frequency point 
uj under consideration we can write equation 6.12 as either one of the eigenvalue equalities

\(M*F*W*WFM)  =  1

or
X(WFMM*F*W*)  =  1

Now the solutions to these equalities are each one of the solutions from the set of m or n 
solutions respectively of the determinant equations

\M~lF ~ lW ~ l W*~lF*~xM ~ l -  l\ =  0 (6.13)

or
\W * - lF * - lM - lM - lF - l W - 1 -  I  | = 0  (6.14)

6.3 Controller Structure and Constraint Locus

6.3.1 Controller Updating Scheme

The proposed interactive design method is an iterative scheme, in common with other pa
rameter space approaches, in which the parameterised m x n fixed order rational transfer 
function controller matrix K(s)  =  [Kij(s)] is updated. The proposed update scheme is of 
the form

K(s) =  k(s)E(s) +  K 0{s) (6.15)

where K q ( s )  is an initial controller, K(s)  the resulting updated controller, and k(s )  a pa
rameterised scalar transfer function component which is located by some fixed basis matrix 
E(s),  where E(s) is of rank one at each frequency s =  jui\ V uj G [0,oo).

For the remainder of the chapter we will use the basis E  =  [¿¿j], and K(s)  will consist of 
elements Kij(s )  comprising of M  second order elemental controllers [15] of the form

M  

k= 1
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where
is ! \ _  +  biijks +  boijk
Ri,j,k\s) 9 I Ia2ljks2 +  alijks +  a0ijk

(6.16)

For physical implementation we will in practice deal here only with proper controllers 2 and 
so by convention choose a2ijk — 1. At each iteration Ko(s) will accordingly be reintialised to 
K(s),  except at the chosen element location i , j  where it is set to zero.

The complex locus k corresponding to the sensitivity constraint boundaries which are 
determined by the initial controller and plant matrices K q and G are mapped to the parameter 
planes of k(s). In the sequel it is shown that for any update scheme of the form of 6.15, at 
a particular frequency, the problem of finding k for equation 6.13 or 6.14 to be satisfied can 
always be reduced to a generalised Hermitian matrix pencil problem, either of the form

\A +  kBE +  k*E*B* +  kk*E*CE\ = 0  (6.17)

or of the form
\A +  kEB +  k*B*E* +  kk*ECE*\=0  (6.18)

Both equations 6.17 and 6.18 are found to have particularly convenient structures due to the 
rank deficient nature of E (refer to section 6.3.8).

6.3.2 Primary Sensitivity S

For constraints on the primary sensitivity function S =  [I +  GK]~X shaped by suitable left 
and right performance weighting functions Ws and Mg such that

WsSMsW < 1

the nonsingular parameter boundary condition is

a(Ws [I +  GK]~XMS) =  1 (6.19)

Equation (6.19) is equivalent to the eigenvalue equality

A {M*S[I +  KG]*~lWg~lWs[I  +  GK]MS) =  1 

which may be solved by identifying the appropriate solution for K  of

|[ I+  GK]*Mg~1M s 1[ I +  GK] -  W*SWS\ =  0 (6.20)

Now making the substitution for K  =  kE +  K q equation 6.20 may then be rewritten as

| [I +  GK0}*M*s- lM s l [I +  GKq] -  w*s w s 
+  k[I +  KlG*]M*flM g lGE 
+  k*E*G*M*~1M g l [ I +  GK0]
+  kk*E*G* M*s~1 Mg 1GE \ =  0

2though not mathematically necessary
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Hence for this case the matrices A,B  and C  of equation 6.17 for the primary sensitivity 
function constraint are

A = [I +  GK0\*M*s- lM g X{I +  GK0} -  W*SWS 

B = [I + K*0G*]M*s- lM g lG 

C = G*M*s~lM s lG

6.3.3 Complementary Sensitivity T

For constraints on the complementary sensitivity function T =  GK[I  +  G K ]- 1  shaped by 
suitable left and right performance weighting functions Wt and Mt such that

\\Wt TM t \\ < 1

the nonsingular parameter boundary condition is

a(WTGK[I  +  GK}~lMT) =  1 (6.24)

Equation 6.24 is equivalent to the eigenvalue equality

\{Mt [I +  GK]*~1K*G*W^Wt GK[I  +  GK]~lMT) =  1 (6.25)

which may be solved by identifying the appropriate solution of

\{I+ GK}*M^TlM - l [ I +  G K ] - K * G * W t WtGK\ = 0  (6.26)

which is equivalent to

\M^-1M ^ 1+ M ^ r1M - 1GK+K*G *M ^rlM ^ 1+K*G*[M^r1M - l - W r W T]GK\ = 0  (6.27)

Hence for this case by making the substitution for K  =  kE +  K q the matrices A, B and C  of 
equation 6.17 for the weighted complementary sensitivity function constraint are found to be

A = K qG*Wt Wt GK0 -  [I +  GK0}*M*-lM ^ [ I  +  GK0] (6.28)

B  = M^TlM ^ lG +  K qG*[M^r 1 M ÿ 1 -  Wt Wt ]G (6.29)

C = E*G*[M£~1Mt 1 -  W£Wt \GE (6.30)

(6 .21)

(6.22)

(6.23)

6.3.4 Control Effort Sensitivity U

For constraints on the control effort sensitivity function U = K[I+GK]~l shaped by suitable 
left and right performance weighting functions W jj and Mu such that

\ \ W u U M u W  < 1
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the nonsingular parameter boundary condition is

a(W uK[I  V G K ^ M u )  =  1

This has an equivalent eigenvalue equality

A {My[I  +  GK]*~lK*WyW uK[I  +  GK]~lMu) =  1 

which may be solved by identifying the appropriate solution of

|[I + GK}*My~lM y l [I +  GK] -  K *W yW uK. \ =  0

or equivalently

\My~lM y 1 +  M ^ M - ' G K  +  K*G*My~lM y 1 +  K*[G*My~1 M y 1G -  W^Wu]K\ =  0

Hence for this case by making the substitution for K  = kE +  K q the matrices A , B and C  of 
equation 6.17 for the weighted control effort sensitivity function constraint are

A =  [ I +  GK0}*M*y-lM y X[ I +  GKq\ (6.31)

B =  M*y-lM y lG +  K*Q[G*M*y-lM y lG -  W{jWu] (6.32)

C =  [G*My~xM y 1 G -  WyWu] (6.33)

6.3.5 Plant Input Sensitivity V

For constraints on the plant input sensitivity function V = G[I +  K G ] - 1 shaped by suitable 
left and right performance weighting functions W y  and M y  such that

\\Wv VMy\\ <  1

the nonsingular parameter boundary condition is

a[Wv G[I +  K G } - 1 My] =  1 

which has an equivalent eigenvalue equality

\{My[I +  KG}*-1G*W^WVG[I +  K G ^ M y )  =  1 

This may be solved by identifying the appropriate solution of

\[I+ KG}*M*y-1M y 1[ I +  KG] -  G*WpWv G\ =  0

or equivalently

\My~lM y 1 +  K G M y ^ M y 1 +  M ^ 1 M y 1 G* K* +  K G M ^ 1 M y 1 G*K* -  G * W $ W VG\ =  0

Hence for this case by making the substitution for K  = kE +  K q the matrices A, B  and C  of 
equation 6.18 for the weighted plant input sensitivity function constraint are found to be

A = [I +  KqG}*M^~xM y ^ I  + KqG] -  G * W $ W VG

= GMy~1M y 1[l +  G*Kq\

= GMy~1M y lG*

B

C

(6.34)

(6.35)

(6.36)
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6.3.6 Dual Primary Sensitivity Q

For constraints on the dual primary sensitivity function Q =  [I +  KG}^1 shaped by suitable 
left and right performance weighting functions W q  and M q  such that

\\w qq m q \\ < l

the nonsingular parameter boundary condition is

a[WQ{I +  K G } - lMQ\ =  1 

This has an equivalent eigenvalue equality

A (WQ[I +  K G } - 1MqM^[I +  KG]*- l W%) =  1 

which may be solved by identifying the appropriate solution of

\[I +  KG]Wq 1W*q- 1[I +  KG}* -  M q M*q I =  0

or equally

IWQl w Q~l +  k g w q XWq ~l +  Wq 1W*q~1G*K* +  KG W q 1 Wq~lG*K* -  MQM*Q\ =  0

Hence for this case by making the substitution for K  — kE +  K q the matrices A, B and C of 
equation 6.18 for the weighted plant input sensitivity function constraint are

Ä =  [I +  K 0G]Wq 1W*q~1 [I +  K 0G]* -  M q M q (6.37)

B =  G W ^ W ^ i l  +  G* K*q] (6.38)

C =  GWq 1Wq~1G* (6.39)

6.3.7 Dual Complementary Sensitivity R

For constraints on the dual complementary sensitivity function R =  [I +  KG]^1 K G  shaped 
by suitable left and right performance weighting functions Wr and Mr such that

\\Wr R M r \\ <  i

the nonsingular parameter boundary condition is

a[WR[I +  KG}~1 KG  M r ] =  1 

which has an equivalent eigenvalue equality

A (WR[I +  K G ] - 1KG M rM*r G*K*[I +  KG]*~1Wr ) =  1
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This may be solved by identifying the appropriate solution of

|[7 +  KG]WRl W*R l [I +  KG]* -  K G M rM*r G*K*\ =  0

or equivalently

\w r 1W*r 1+ K G W RlW*R l + W r 1W*£1G* K* + K G W Rl W*R lG* K * - K G M rM*rG* K*\ =  0

Hence for this case by making the substitution for K  =  kE +  K q the matrices A , B  and C  of 
equation 6.18 for the weighted plant input sensitivity function constraint are

A =  [I +  K QG}WnXW*R- l [I +  K 0G}* -  K 0GMrM*rG*K*q (6.40)

B =  G W ~lW*R- l [ I+  G*K*0\ - G M r M*r G*K*q (6.41)

C =  G[WRl W*R l -  MrMr]G* (6.42)

6.3.8 Complex Controller Bounds

The controller bounds are found by solving the determinant equation for each sensitivity of 
interest. Accordingly it is necessary to consider solutions of equations in the formats 6.17 
and 6.18.

Case 1

For any rank one p x p matrix E  there exists a full rank p x p matrix Ë  so that E E  is a 
matrix of structure [e|0(p x p — 1 )], that is with zero elements excepting for the first column. 
In this case it is possible to determine the solutions for equation 6.17 from

ÈTAÊ +  kÊ*BEÉ +  k*É*E*B*É +  kk*Ë*E*CEÉ =  0 (6.43)

Because of the resulting structure the coefficient matrices of equation 6.43 can then be par
titioned as

Ë*AË an a21
«21 A22

Ë*BEË = bu
2̂1

0l2
Û22

Cll O12 
O2I O22

which in the determinant equation becomes

On T kb\\ +  k*b*i +  kk*C\\ o^  T k*b2\ 
021 +  kb2i A 22

=  0 (6.44)

By virtue of the occurrence of nonsingular right weighting terms of the form A7*_ 1M _1in A, 
then either ĵ .221 7̂  0 or this can be obtained by an arbitrarily small perturbation3 of this 
nonsingular term, and therefore the solution to equation 6.44 is equivalent to

a +  kb +  k*b* +  kk*c =  0

3In practice such a perturbation appears to be almost always unnecessary.

(6.45)
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where a and c are real

an a21-^22a21 C =  C n  —  Ò2iA22^21

and b is complex
b =  bR +  j h  =  bn ~ a*21A22b2i

Thus with k — kR + jk j  equation6.45 is equivalent to the real coefficient equation:

a +  2kRbR — 2kibi +  (k\ +  kj)c — 0 (6.46)

which is the equation of a conic section [15] defining the complex controller bounds kR and 
ki for the controller k associated with the basis matrix E.

Case 2

Now also for any rank one p x p  matrix E  there exists a full rank p x p matrix E  so that EE  
is a matrix of structure [e|0(p x p — 1 )]T, that is with zero elements excepting for the first 
row. In this case it is possible to determine the solutions for equation 6.18 from

EAE* +  kEEBE* + k*B*E*E* +  kk*EECE*E* I =  0 (6.47)

Because of the resulting structure the coefficient matrices of equation(6.47 can then be par
titioned as

EAE* all a21
a 21 7I22J

EEBE* bn bu 
O21 O22

EECE*E* en O12 
O21 Û22_

which results again in a conic equation in the kR and /c/, for controller bounds, of the form 
of 6.46 where now a and c are the reals

a = an — ai>i ■'4.22^21 c = cu — b\2A22 b*
12

and b is the complex
b =  bR +  jbi =  bn — bi2A22 «21

6.4 Controller Parameter Plane Mapping and Design

6.4.1 Element Selection and Multiple Controller Elements

The conic sections defined by equation 6.46, with the coefficients of Case 1 and Case 2 above, 
have an circular solution since there is no cross product term kRki and both k2R and kj share 
the same coefficient c. The solutions to such conics which constitute the complex controller
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boundaries may be conveniently determined by trigonometric parameterization over a range 
of discrete points 9 € [0,27r).

In the case of finding the complex gains for an element in a specific row and column of 
the controller, that is when using E =  [¿¿j], the result allows a complex locus Kij(juj) to be 
plotted for any element i , j  of the m x n controller matrix frequency response K  — [Kij(ju>)\. 
A locus is produced for each sensitivity function constraint. To determine the appropriate 
locus for mapping any chosen elemental controller K i . ~k from M  elemental controllers it is 
necessary to divide the locus by the response of the other fixed controller elements so that 
we use

as the mapping locus for the fcth elemental controller.

6.4.2 Mapping Constraint Boundaries to the Parameter Plane

The complex controller bounds determined by the conic equations 6.46 can now be mapped 
into convenient parameter planes by equating the complex gains to the controller element 
defined in equation 6.16. For a continuous controller we make the substitution s =  ju> and 
denoting the circular mapping locus for the required elemental controller kR(ju)  +  jk/(ju>) 
the parameter planes are then determined from

_  b2oj2 +  jbiui +  bp _  (bp -  b2u2 +  jbiu))(a0 -  a2L02 -  jaitu) 
a2u/2 +  +  ap (ap — a2u>2 +  ja\uj){ap — a2ui2 — ja\uo)

from which

kR{jto) 

kj(ju)  =

_ ( b p  — b 2 u 2 ) ( a p  — a 2 u > 2 )  + b i a i u i 2  

( a p  -  a 2 u i 2 ) 2 + afw2 
—a \ u j ( b p  —  b 2 u 2 )  + b i u j ( a p  —  a 2 u 2 )  

( a p  —  a 2 u> 2 ) 2 + a \ u j 2

(6.48)

(6.49)

where for the continuous case one coefficient must be an odd power of s and the other 
coefficient be an even power of s. The odd and even pairs (bp,bi), (61, 62) and (ai,ao) are 
particularly useful. Similar results can be obtained for mapping discrete controllers.

6.4.3 Stability Boundaries

Complex loci defining stability bounds can be determined from the generalised Nyquist cri
terion [23, 32] and boundaries derived using the method for the sensitivities, although non
singular boundaries coincide with the centre of the sensitivity function solutions and therefore 
are generally not necessary. However, singular boundaries and conditions for to at 0 and 00 

need to be considered. A detailed study of these conditions is described in [92], which presents
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the conditions by which parameter plane axes may become stability boundaries. The princi
pal singular boundary occurs as a zero frequency singular boundary due to the use of integral 
control action, and makes all zero integral gain axes stability boundaries.

6.4.4 Design Procedure

For controller design purposes the results for each of the discrete frequencies u> £ fl over the 
range of interest, are superimposed onto a single parameter plane. Each of the ellipses divides 
the plane into two regions. Testing the centre of the conic section can determine which side of 
the boundary the solution lies on [15]. Superimposing the boundaries for different weighting 
functions onto the same plane allows the designer to find a multiple sensitivity constraint 
solution.

Once the region satisfying all the frequencies has been identified the designer is able to 
select a set of gains. An obvious approach adopted by both [14] and [88] is to use either 
a manual or numerical optimisation technique to maximise some multiplier 7 acting on the 
weighting function. A significant advantage of the parameter plane method in such an optimi
sation problem is that it can reveal convexity in the constraints. The optimisation approach 
adopted here involves selecting the gains at the centre of each permissible region. Once a 
pair of controller coefficients are selected these are then incorporated in the fixed part of the 
controller, K q. With the updated controller the designer can then either select a different 
element to tune or a different pair of controller gains.

The method to maximise 7 for a given specification is then:

1. Start with a stabilising controller. For a stable plant the start controller can be K  =  0,
that is b2ij — buj ~  =  0. If the plant is unstable the parameter partitions may be
used to first obtain a stabilising start controller. Choose a low initial value of 7 .

2. Select a controller row-column and parameter pair combination which is admissible in 
the fixed structure.

3. Select a pair of parameters values from the geometric centre of the admissible region.

4. Iterate between the planes for any admissible controller row-column and any admissible 
parameter pair combinations selecting new controller row-column and parameter pair 
combinations. Return to step 3 unless the parameter planes have been exhausted.

5. If possible increase 7 a small enough amount to ensure increased specifications can be 
met for all frequencies. Stop if the admissible region shrinks to the empty set and 
specifications can not be tightened further or if sufficient performance is achieved.
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6. Return to step 2.

6.5 Comparison of SISO and MIMO Techniques

SISO methods can be used to design controllers for MIMO systems by sequential loop design. 
Using such a sequential loop design the loop function for the system is calculated with all 
but the current controllers in place. The designer works through one loop at a time ensuring 
performance or robustness in that specific loop. However, it is known that SISO methods 
cannot assure optimal levels of robustness in MIMO systems by this approach since they 
ignore variations which simultaneously affect multiple loops [33]. In fact in such a scheme PS 
SISO techniques have unique advantageous features over other SISO methods since multiple 
loop functions can be mapped onto the same parameter plane. Nevertheless SISO techniques 
only bound the gain of that particular loop [78] and no SISO methodology can guarantee 
an optimised level of robustness. True MIMO design methods based on the multivariable 
system norm are required. This can be illustrated by comparing the MIMO parameter space 
method developed above with a SISO PS method.

Consider the 2 x 2  plant transfer function matrix (taken from [33])

—475+2 56s

(s+ l)(s+ 2) (s+ l)(s+ 2)

One obvious stabilising feedback controller is

'Kx 0 ' T o'
0 k 2 0 1

(6.50)

In this example consider the case that the primary sensitivity function is required in the 
design to give a guaranteed robustness across all frequencies and that the chosen primary 
sensitivity weighting function is Ws =  0.2. Assuming the current controller to be the sta
bilising controller of equation 6.50, as in [33], parameter planes for K\ can be plotted using 
the multivariable approach above or alternatively using a SISO method such as [15, 86] and 
considering both SISO loops affected by the controller element.

Figure 6.2 shows the SISO parameter plane for fq =  kp and bQ =  kj. Shown are permissi
ble regions for selecting PI controller gains to meet the weighting function constraints. With 
the benefit of the PS superposition, boundaries for both outputs are overlaid. The first is for 
selecting gains to limit the maximum singular values for the y\ output loop. The second is 
for the same controller for the y2 loop. The parameter plane for the same controller element 
using the gains of the maximum singular value of the MIMO system rather than SISO loops is 
presented in figure 6.3. If we now consider the highest permissible proportional gain suggested
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Integral gain, K ^ b ,,

Figure 6.2: SISO parameter plane

Figure 6.3: MIMO parameter plane

by both techniques it can be seen that the maximum gain from the MIMO parameter plane 
is significantly lower than that of the SISO technique. Accordingly the resulting robustness 
would therefore be significantly lower using the loop at a time technique. A plot showing 
maximum singular values of the primary sensitivity functions for both controllers together 
with the weighting function used for both designs is depicted in figure 6.4.

6.6 Design Example - HiMAT

A 2 x 2-pitch axis controller problem for an experimental highly maneuverable aircraft, Pli- 
MAT is taken from [28]. Only the longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft are considered in the
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Figure 6.4: Maximum singular values using proportional gain from MIMO and SISO param
eter planes

trimmed condition at 25,000 ft and 0.9 Mach. For this flight condition the linear model is 
unstable. State-space matrices describing the plant dynamics are given as:

' -0.022567 -36.617 -18.897 -32.090 3.2509 -0.76257
9.2572 x 10“5 -1.8997 0.98312 -0.00072562 -0.17080 -0.0049652

0.012338 11.720 -2.6316 0.00087582 -31.604 22.396
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -30 0
0 0 0 0 0 -3 0

B =

'0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
30 0
0 30

0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0

The given singular value design specifications [28] are:

1. Robustness : -40 db/decade roll-off and at least -20 db at 100 rad/s.

2. Performance: Minimise the primary sensitivity function as much as possible.

The primary sensitivity weighting function is given as

Ws =  7  s
- s+100 
100s+l

0
0

s+100
lOOs+l.

(6.51)
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and a suitable complementary sensitivity weighting function to meet the robustness require
ments given as

Wx ~ 7x 1000
0

0
0 .5 x l0 ~ 3+ s2

1000
(6.52)

It is emphasised that for comparative purposes, as in [28], subject to item 1 being satisfied 
the sole objective here is the minimisation in item 2, without regard to any further engineering 
considerations. The example is used to determine the difficulties in applying optimal control 
methods if constraints are made on the controller order. To investigate the effects of pure 
time delays on the system outputs due to possible transport lags, actuator dead-times and 
computation delays, in a second case delays of 0.01s and 0.02s are applied to outputs 1 
and 2 respectively. A second order Pade approximation is used to estimate the delay when 
performing the Riccati controller designs.

6.6.1 2nd Order PS Controller

For the case with no time delay a 2nd order PS controller was designed element by element 
using E =  [ijj]. To constrain the controller to 2nd order the denominator coefficients are 
fixed with a2 =  1, aq =  10, ao =  0. Starting with 62 =  h  =  bo =  0 and 75 =  0.001 a 
stabilising set of controller gains is readily found from the diagonal elements in the first 2 
iterations. 75 can then be gradually increased until no further increase is possible since the 
feasible area becomes empty with a final value of 75 =  1 .2, resulting in the controller

(-2.115s2 -  31.66s -  51.71) (0.1897s2 +  14.43s +  205)'
(1.835s2 +  4.78s+  3.683) (4.291s2 +  22.54s +  466)

For the case with time delays the resulting controller with a final value of 75 =  1.0 is

1 r(-0.1996s2 -2 0 .9 1 s -  68.52) (-3.493s2 +  0.4007s +  174.1)'
K ~ s2 +  10s [ (2.495s2 +  1.179s -  60.75) (-0.4189s2 +  6.383s +  375) _

In these designs 500 discrete frequencies were used in the generation of the parameter 
planes. The algorithm was implemented on Matlab 2006a running on a Microsoft Corporation 
Windows based PC equipped with an AMD Athlon 2800XP processor and 512MB RAM. 
The generation of each parameter plane in this problem takes less than 2s for each sensitivity 
function.

K
1

s2 +  10s

6.6.2 Reduced Order Riccati Controller

A full order Riccati design for the problem is described in [28]. The design achieved a 
75 =  16.8 and resulted in an 8th order controller. This 8th order controller can be reduced 
using several order reduction methods. None of the order reduction algorithms found in the
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Matlab Robust Control Toolbox [28], including frequency weighted methods, irrespective of 
choice of frequency weight could produce a stable controller below 4th order. A balanced 
stochastic truncation (BST) model reduction method was however found to obtain a stable 
reduced 4th order controller, at the cost of a reduction in 75 to 0 .5 3  and a failure to achieve 
the required robustness. Whereby the complementary sensitivity function only achieved 
j T =  0 .3 6 . This large reduction in 75 and 7t is largely due to a poor fit at low frequencies. 
Nevertheless frequency weighted methods irrespective of choice of frequency weight could 
not produce a stable controller even at 4th order. This large reduction in performance 
highlights the difficulties with order reduction techniques when a significant reduction in 
orders is required.

When the time delays are included in the problem the maximum 75 that can be achieved 
by the full order Riccati controller on the corresponding plant with the Fade approximation is 
reduced to 13.14 and the controller order is increased to 12. A 4th order stabilising controller 
can be realised from a BST controller reduction, but again leads to very low values of gamma 
at 7s =  0.49 and 7^ = 0.20.

6.6.3 PS Tuned Riccati Controller

- 5  - 4  - 3  - 2  - 1

bo x101

Figure 6.5: HiMAT example with time-delay: bobi parameter plane, k =  2 iteration 4, 
75 =  1-2

4 Evaluated using the plant with pure time delay
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b1 b2 plane

4000

3000

2000

■a* 1000

-1000

-2000

8.02 8.03 8.04 8.05 8.06 8.07 8.08

xlO6

Figure 6.6: HiMAT example with time-delay: &1&2 parameter plane, k =  2 iteration 75, 
7S  =  9.0

For the PS retuning method, coefficients from the reduced order Riccati design are used as 
the start controller. The numerator coefficients of the reduced order transfer function matrix 
was fixed to maintain a 4th order controller. The robustness requirement is not satisfied for 
this start controller and so it is necessary to try and improve this, but also to reduce the 
primary sensitivity as much as possible. For the problem without time delays the PS tuning 
process was started with 75 =  0.5; the planes with a significant impact on the sensitivity 
functions soon become evident to the designer. The final parameter space controller achieved 
75 =  11.5 and also significantly reduced the peak exceeding the complementary sensitivity 
weight, to result in 7^ =  0.58. The resulting parameter space tuned controller matrices for 
the system without time delay were

K, — 1 *
9.109s2+618.6s+3.133x10s 

s2+2266s+5.727x 105 
0.8934s2—229.4s—7.392X104 

s2+2266s+5.727x 105

1.337s2-20 56 s-l.87 8x10s 
s2+2266s+5.727xl05 

1.472s2+217.6s+1.311x 104 
s2+2266s+5.727xl0s

— 13.47s2—2.794x 104s—1.397x 104 -1.487s2-3 .288x 104s-1676
s2+60.94s+0.006236 s2+60.94s+0.006236

21.31s2 +  1.684x 105s+ 7.711 x 104 100.5s2+7.033x 105s+1.979x 10s
s2+60.94s+0.006236 s2+60.94s+0.006236

where • denotes Hadamard product (ie element-by-element multiplication).

Frequency response data for the case of the plant with a pure time delay is readily deter
mined and rational approximations are not necessary. For this case the design was started
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with 75 =  0.4 and 7t =  0.2. In just four parameter plane iterations it was possible to get over 
100% increase of 75 and obtain a value of 1. Figure 6.5 shows the associated bobi parameter 
plane at this design stage and the admissible region from which a subsequent pair of such 
gains may be selected. After 75 iterations the design could not be improved further with 
a resulting 75 =  4.2 and 7t =  0.29. Figure 6.6 shows the associated 6162 parameter plane 
where the admissible region at this final stage effectively disappears for any small increase in 
either of the weighting functions.

22.64s2 — 1133s+5.651 x 105 -0.06383s2-2463s-1 .428x  10s
s2+4980s+6.035x10«
1 216s2-148s-33.08 

s2+4980s+6.035x 106
2.285s2 —9.354 x 104s—4.401 x 104 

s2+44.7s+0.007776 
-1253s2+2.878xl06s+4.961xl08 

s2+44.7s+0.007776

s2+4980s+6.035x10«
1.404s2 +188.9s+9251 
s2+4980s+6.035x10«

593s2 —3.488x 105s+6.89x 104 
s2+44.7s+0.007776 

4341s2+ 8 .0 7 3 x l0 «s+ l.093x10« 
s2+44.7s+0.007776

Possible alternative compromises between the final values of 75 and 7t are evident to the 
designer at all stages of the PS design. It is straightforward for example to retune the reduced 
order Riccati design to meet the complimentary robustness weighting if this is deemed more 
important.

Figure 6.7: Weighted primary sensitivity functions
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Figure 6.8: Weighted complementary sensitivity functions 

6.6.4 Comparison of Controllers

The design requirements for the HiMAT problem, taken from [28] and used in section 6.6, 
were to reduce the specified primary sensitivity function as much as possible, whilst obtaining 
the specified complementary weighting function. The corresponding weighted primary and 
complementary sensitivity plots for the different designs for the HiMAT problem (shown 
for the system without the time delay) are given in figures 6.7 and 6.8. It can been seen 
from figure 6.7 that for the given specifications the full order Riccati solution achieves the 
lowest peak-magnitude primary sensitivity function of all the designs (75 =  16.8) and is of 
order 8. However, when considering a BST reduced order version of the same controller it is 
apparent that it becomes relatively poor at minimising the sensitivity function (75 — 0.53) 
and moreover, it exceeds the robustness constraint as shown in figure 6.8. It is also found that 
the optimal full order Riccati design cannot be reduced below an order of 4 without making 
the system unstable. In contrast to this it was shown that a 2nd order PS controller not 
only acts to stabilise the system but also achieves a greater reduction in primary sensitivity 
function than the 4th order reduced Riccati controller in both the weighted primary and 
weighted complementary sensitivity function as shown figures 6.7 and 6.8.

By using the reduced-order design as a start controller the PS technique significantly 
reduced the weighted primary sensitivity function whilst at the same time improving the 
weighted complementary sensitivity function robustness levels. During the design iterations 
the PS technique allows the designer to observe the trade-off between the two sensitivities and 
tighten the different constraints independently as necessary. For the same order controllers it
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is apparent that an improvement in magnitude in excess of 10 times can readily be obtained 
on the primary sensitivity function by using the PS method to retune the reduced order 
Riccati controller.

6.7 Conclusions

The frequency response based technique presented in this chapter graphically determines 
regions in the parameter space meeting one or more Hoc MIMO norm specifications. Internal 
stability conditions for the irrational unity feedback system are developed. Both sensitivity 
function constraint and internal stability results are conveniently stated directly in terms of 
the plant and weighting function frequency response matrices. The maximum singular value 
constraints at discrete frequencies yield elliptical loci which readily map into the parameter 
planes of any general format fixed low order controller structure to populate the matrix 
controller elements.

The technique has some significant advantages over current algebraic Riccati Tfoo methods 
since the method requires only non-parametric frequency response information. The tech
nique allows the significant benefits of SISO parameter space, for interactive graphical design 
of fixed low order controller to be extended to multivariable systems which may be irrational 
and possibly non-square with arbitrary numbers of multivariable norm, mixed sensitivity 
function specifications.

Boundaries which are parameterised with frequency are superimposed graphically to give 
the designer a greater insight into the trade-offs between performance and robustness which 
is often hidden in other techniques. Moreover the proposed method treats continuous and 
discrete systems uniformly. The technique can be used either indirectly as a tuning tool 
for improving low-order controllers designed by other methods or for direct design. The 
superiority of the MIMO norm based design technique over SISO sequential loop design was 
demonstrated by a simple example.

In a comparative study the proposed MIMO PS method was demonstrated by application 
to the indirect retuning of an Hoo Riccati designed order-reduced controller and the direct 
design of fixed low order controllers for a highly maneuverable aircraft (HiMAT) benchmark 
example.



Chapter 7

MIMO Idle Speed and AFR  
Control System Design

7.1 Introduction

The air-to-fuel ratio (AFR) in a port fuel-injection (PFI) engine must be maintained close 
to stoichiometric at all times in order that the three-way catalytic converter in the exhaust 
system operates efficiently. The AFR path is controlled by adjusting the fuel injected into the 
inlet manifold prior to the inlet valves opening. Because of transport lag this requires accu
rate and fast feedforward control [45] in addition to any feedback action. Engine management 
systems (EMS) implement this feedforward control using an estimate of air entering a cylin
der and any manifold wall wetting dynamics to determine the correct length of fuel pulse. 
Standard engine strategies use look-up tables for calculating the fuel pulse width based on 
air-estimation from either manifold absolute pressure (MAP) or mass air flow (MAF) sensors 
and engine speed. These tables are generated empirically by a number of static operating 
point dynamometer mappings for a large number of speeds and loads. Not only is this static 
mapping process expensive in resource and time [12] but also dynamic effects are not fully 
addressed. An over-reliance on the feedforward element in the conventional calibration pro
cess means that the resulting look-up tables require extensive modification for environmental 
effects such as temperature or humidity [22], An example static fuelling map for the idle 
region (based on the method presented in the sequel) is shown in figure 7.1.

An alternative method for generating the feedforward controller is proposed in the sequel 
based on a directly identified inverse engine model. An early use of direct inverse control was 
considered in [50] for nonlinear QFT designs to reduce the size of uncertainty templates due to 
nonlinearity. A later example of a neural network controller design with direct inverse control 
can be found in [1], More recently a technique based on using an ordinary least squares (OLS) 
to identify a inverse nonlinear auto-regressive with moving average (I-NARMA) structure was

135
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Integrated MAP (over 180 )[1 0  N.s/m ]
Engine speed (n) [rpm ]

1500

Figure 7.1: Fuelling map obtained from I-NARMA model

proposed and successfully applied to a SISO idle speed problem in [83].

As in conventional fuelling control the proposed identified controller contains a feedfor
ward element to respond quickly to any changes in demand or disturbances that can be mea
sured in the air path. A significant difference in implementation of the proposed controller is 
however, that a multivariable feedback control element is applied through a linearising inverse 
compensator. A distinctive feature is that the proposed controller employs the combination 
of both multivariable control and linearising action in the fuelling path.

The following chapter is organised as follows. In section 7.2 the idle speed control problem 
is explained and the typical control approaches discussed. The requirements for an idle speed 
and AFR controller are given in section 7.3 for the multivariable problem as posed here. A 
rapid calibration technique for developing the feedforward AFR controller based on a directly 
identified inverse model is given in section 7.4. In section 7.5 a linear multiple-input-multiple- 
output (MIMO) plant model is identified for the system with the linearising compensator 
coupled to the fuel path. Section 7.6 details the feedback controller design for regulation of 
engine speed and AFR. The performance of the feedforward and feedback system is critically 
evaluated in section 7.7. Suggestions and comments for cylinder balancing control using the 
proposed technique is discussed in section 7.8. Some conclusions on the technique are given 
in section 7.9.
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7.2 Idle Speed Control

The idle speed problem is a compromise between low engine speed to economise on fuel and 
the ability to satisfactorily reject disturbances [54]. Torque disturbances due to electrical 
demand on the alternator, power-steering pump or air conditioning units can quickly load 
the engine causing a reduction in speed which can cause undesirable noise and vibration 
characteristics for the driver, or possibly engine stall. The problem of regulating speed has 
typically required careful control of the air entering the engine by either an electronic throttle 
or air-bypass valve. For faster response to disturbances, though at the cost of engine efficiency, 
the spark channel may be used where this is retarded from ‘maximum best torque’ (MBT) 
under the idling strategy to allow additional control action as necessary. This multiple-input- 
single-output (MISO) formulation is most widely used in practice [54]. During disturbances 
the fuel channel is typically used to maintain the AFR as close to stoichiometric as possible 
on a separate single-input-single-output (SISO) control loop.

An alternative approach to the idle speed problem is to incorporate the fuel channel into 
a multivariable scheme. A 3x3 MIMO formulation of the idle speed problem is addressed 
in [45] where throttle, spark and fuel are used to control engine speed, AFR and manifold 
pressure for a 1.81 normally aspirated SI engine. This scheme has the greatest potential for 
tracking and disturbance rejection at the expense of setting the spark below its optimal angle. 
A simplified 2x2 throttle and fuel scheme is presented in [40] where the the engine speed and 
AFR are controlled in a multivariable scheme for a natural gas engine. The multivariable 
treatment of the engine in these formulations provides additional actuation for disturbance 
rejection and tracking. Furthermore, incorporating the fuel in such a way also avoids having 
sequential SISO designed loops which can often give lower performance or stability.

The AFR in a PFI engine must be maintained close to stoichiometric at all times in order 
that the three-way catalytic converter in the exhaust system operates efficiently as shown 
in figure 7.2. When operating efficiently a significant reduction of harmful emissions at the 
tailpipe is achieved by providing the environment for chemical reactions to take place rapidly. 
The three-way catalytic converter (TWC) is given its name because of the three reactions 
which take place [45, 48]

1. Conversion of nitrous oxides to oxygen and nitrogen: 2NOx —> XO2 +  N2

2 . Oxidation of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide: 2CO +  O2 —► 2CO2

3. Oxidation of hydrocarbons (HC) to carbon dioxide and water: CxH^ +  2O2 —> nC02 +  
mH20
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Figure 7.2: Efficiency of TWC for N 0X, CO and HC reduction

7.3 MIMO AFR and Idle Speed Control Objectives

A feedforward controller is required on the fuel path to speed up the response to changes in 
air flow or load. It is crucial that the feedforward element of the control scheme responds 
quickly to any changes thereby returning the AFR to stoichiometric as quickly as possible to 
ensure the TWC converter works at optimal efficiency.

Figure 7.3: Inverse compensator and MIMO feedback controller configuration

Figure 7.3 illustrates how the two-input-two-output problem can be formulated with a fast 
feedforward fuelling controller A, together with a feedback controller K  for precise regulation. 
The requirements for the feedback controller K  are primarily to compensate for any error in 
the feedforward controller due to modelling deficiencies, manufacturing tolerances, mechanical 
wear or environmental effects. Therefore, the primary requirement for both the speed and 
AFR channels is for tracking with zero steady-state error. The target idle speed for the Zetec 
engine used here when fully warmed up is 880 rpm and the target for the AFR channel is to
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keep A no more than 0.1% from its optimal setting of 1 during steady state [45], where A is 
defined as

A = AFR measured

A F  R  stoichiometric

7.3.1 Time Delays

Large time delays exist between inputs entering the engine and the response at the outputs. 
One of the main control difficulties associated with engines is due to these time delays. The 
discrete nature of engines introduces a very significant induction to power stroke (IPS) delay 
[45] which for a four cylinder engine is approximately two combustion events or

2n
tips ~  —  ue

where u>e is engine speed measured in rad/s. Any AFR effects in the gas can only be observed 
after the induction to exhaust gas (IEG) delay

37T
t i e g  ~  —U)q

These delays are obviously most significant at low idle speeds. Transport delays are 
the other major delay in engine applications due to the physical distance that fluids are 
transported. Other delays include wall wetting dynamics, actuator response times and sensor 
time constants as discussed in Chapter 1.

7.4 Inverse MISO Feedforward Compensator

Standard engine strategies use look-up tables for calculating the fuel pulse width based an air- 
estimation using either MAP or MAF sensors and engine speed. These tables are generated 
by a number of static mapping sweeps for a wide range of speeds and loads. For these tables to 
be accurate this is an extensive experimental effort and requires a large number of operating 
conditions to be mapped. Furthermore, since these mappings are obtained at steady-state 
conditions any dynamic affects are subsequently not included in the controller.

Fuel pulse w idth 

A B V  

Load

Figure 7.4: Open loop AFR path
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An alternative method for generating the feedforward controller is presented here based 
on nonlinear black box modelling. This behavioural approach attempts to characterise the 
systems dynamics in a single nonlinear identification. The AFR path on an SI engine, over 
the idle range and at fully warmed up conditions can be assumed to be dependent upon the 
amount of air entering the engine, the fuel mass injected and the load applied. Therefore, 
by perturbing the air, load and fuel mass sufficiently and recording the engine outcome it 
is possible to identify the relationships between these and the MAP, engine speed and AFR 
as shown in figure 7.4. Here we are interested in determining the relationship between the 
AFR from engine load, speed and fuel mass. Since in general a direct measure of load would 
not normally be available in a production vehicle we can instead consider the MAP signal1 
since this is proportional to engine load. Similarly the fuel mass is not directly controlled or 
measured, instead an injection pulse width is considered.

Changing the causality (input-output assignment) of the identification data allows direct 
inverse models to be generated. The inverse models can then be used directly as feedforward 
controllers. This method of generating a feedforward controller is quicker than for a series of 
static mappings, since only one set of identification data is required followed by the generation 
of a single inverse model. Furthermore, transient behaviour of the system is captured in the 
model and therefore included in the controller. The structure of the feedforward compensator 
A is depicted in figure 7.5, where it can be seen that for a measured MAP, at a particular 
engine speed the fuel is calculated to generate a desired AFR. The compensator has the 
further advantage of linearising the plant dynamics over the identified range, and thus ideally 
creates a unity feedforward path excepting for the inherent time delay.

desired AFR 
n

MAP

Figure 7.5: Feedforward compensator

7.4.1 Nonlinear Excitation Signals

The presence of directions in multivariable systems make it it necessary to identify the out
put channels from all the inputs simultaneously [100]. The output of a particular channel 
is dependent on the frequency of the input and the specific channel(s) these enter the sys
tem. Accordingly multivariable system identification approaches are necessary to ensure the 
directions associated with the plant, disturbances and delays are fully established.

The input signals used in the identification process must be sufficiently rich to excite

1The actual values used in the identification and control is MAP integrated over 180 degrees and sampled 
in the sequel but for clarity will be referred to as MAP.
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the important frequencies of the system. Furthermore, since the process is nonlinear it is 
necessary to use input signals which excite these nonlinearities. Random binary sequences 
are used for linear systems since they have an auto correlation similar to that of white noise 
with a spectrum similar to that of a Gaussian signal. These properties are desirable for 
identification, however for amplitude dependencies it is important that the input signals have 
more than two levels. Accordingly, in the experimental work scaled random numbers with 
a DC bias were applied to the inputs. These signals have the advantages of using switching 
signals and also of picking up amplitude dependencies.

For MIMO and MISO identification it is important to ensure the different input signals are 
not correlated with each other, therefore different sequences with different seeds are necessary 
for each channel [39]. The rate at which the signals can change between levels depends on the 
system’s dynamics. A signal which changes too rapidly can make it difficult to distinguish a 
reaction, on the other hand a signal which changes too slowly can fail to pick up the higher 
frequency dynamics. After consideration of the physical processes including the significant 
time delays, a matrix of candidate signals with different switching lengths were trialled. It 
was found that the signal lengths for achieving the best model fit required the ABV to change 
no faster than every 0.6s, the fuel pulse length every 0.7s and the load every 0.65s.

The range and switching period of the signals was determined based on a priori under
standing of the system. Additionally several signals were trialled to ensure the system was 
sufficiently excited at all important speeds and loads, without significantly leaving the idle 
region or causing the engine to stall. Table 7.1 gives the maximum, minimum, mean and 
variance of each of the three inputs.

Table 7.1: Statistics of nonlinear identification signals
Minimum Maximum Mean Variance

ABV [%duty\ 0.30 0.48 0.39 7.8 X 10~4
Fuel Pulse [/us] 2635 3975 3191 5.4 X 104

Load (voltage) [V] 2.1 X 10“3 0.12 0.07 5.0 X IO“4

7.4.2 NARM A(X) Models

An algebraic NARMA (nonlinear auto-regressive with moving average) model structure is 
proposed for the inverse compensator. A NARMA model generates an output based on 
previous and current inputs and outputs. A number of linear and nonlinear terms can be 
considered for the structure including delayed terms, power terms, cross products or combi
nations thereof. The general form of a SISO NARMA model [19] is

y(k) =  F(y(k - 1  ) , . . . , y ( t -  ny),u{k),u(k - l ) , . . . , u { k -  nu))
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where F  is a nonlinear function in the output y at time step k — 1 and up to the maximum 
lag of ny and the input u, at the current time step km and previous inputs up to a maximum 
delay of nu. Noise terms can also be included into the model to extend to a N ARM AX 
structure. In contrast to linear models these terms in general are included with the nonlinear 
function and are not simply additive at the output.

The nonlinear function will use various cross products of terms with lags up to some maxi
mum of ny and nu. This becomes considerably more complicated when a MIMO NARMA(X) 
model structure is considered. A convenient and simple representation of an algebraic MIMO 
N ARM AX structure [93] is

I J- 1 K

v k m = n n j) ai)
i= 1 j =0 h=l

This representation is of the algebraic NARMAX (NARMA with exogenous) expressions 
in K  output, input, and noise, in discrete-time variables yi,V2 , ■ ■ ■ ,Vk , ui ,U2 , ■ ■ ■ , uk and 
ei, e2, • • • , eK for each output yh,t '■ h =  1, 2, . . .  , K  at time t. Each summation term 
i =  1, 2, . . . ,  I  is expressed in the powers of all the j  — 0,1, . . . ,  J — 1 delays of each of 
the variables k =  1,2, . . . ,  K . There is a maximum of I  terms in any expression and if the 
maximum delay in any term is ¡3 then J =  (3 +  1. For each term i of each expression there can 
then be formed an K  x I x J x K  array l =  [lh,i,j,k], an K  x I  x J x K  array m =  [miltij,k\, 
an K  x I  x J x K  array n =  and an I  x K  array of parameters 9 — [0* ]̂. The
NARMAX expression can therefore be represented by the 4-tuple (6,l, m ,n ).

7.4.3 Ordinary Least Squares

An ordinary least squares algorithm (OLS) is used for estimating the parameters 0,^ in 
equation 7.1. This algorithm is well understood and documented [109]; parameter coefficients 
for a set of regressors can be readily solved using

0  =  {X TX )~ 1X Ty

where y is the measured output data that is to be modelled and A  is a matrix of regres
sors. Each regressor is a single column with a length equal to that of the dataset under 
consideration. The resulting 0  is a column consisting of identified parameter coefficients 6̂ .
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7.4.4 Inverse NARM A MISO Compensator Identification

The identification process was based on datasets of 6000 points each sampled every 180 
degrees of crank. Half of this data was used for identification and the remaining used for 
validation. Relatively long data lengths of 3000 points were used for the identification to 
ensure all nonlinearities were sufficiently captured. Due to significant time delays in the plant, 
AFR displays a delayed response to changes in MAP, engine speed and fuel. Therefore, to 
create a causal identification data set, it is necessary to shift the data. The measured fuel 
signal is shifted by the amount of the pure time delay on the measured AFR signal. Making 
the fuel an output and the AFR an input creates a causal MISO system, where engine speed 
and MAP are now automatically causal due to the shift in fuel signal. However these inputs 
also now contain a time delay relative to this new output. Accordingly, these signals must 
also be shifted so that no pure time delay exists between any of the altered causality inputs 
and the output if the compensator is to respond as quickly as possible.

On the other hand for the compensator to operate successfully online the various time 
delays must also be synchronised. This is necessary since the dynamic compensator relies on 
a number of delayed and cross-coupled terms. One way to guarantee synchronicity is to shift 
all the data by the largest time delay. However, in doing so fast inputs such as speed and 
MAP are delayed excessively and the resulting compensator becomes very slow. Accordingly, 
after shifting the fuel signal to make the inverse system causal the MAP and engine speed 
signals are then subsequently shifted by an equal amount to ensure no delay occurs between 
the fastest of these, yet also ensuring both are synchronised with each other. In doing so the 
AFR becomes unsynchronised, however, since in general for a PFI engine this value will be 
regulated to a fixed value. Thus creating a compensator with a suitable trade-off between a 
fast response time due to the undelayed, faster inputs of MAP and engine speed, at the cost 
of absolute model accuracy when the AFR is perturbed due to disturbances.

Figure 7.6(a) indicates the number of pure time delays found from identification of the 
forward system.2 The largest delay between the fuel signal and an observed response at the 
lambda sensor was found to be 20 samples. The response to changes in MAP and engine 
speed were observed after only 12 engine events. Accordingly, to get an inverse model which 
can predict the fuel signal it was necessary to alter the causality by shifting the fuel signal 
by the longest delay of 20 samples as depicted in figure 7.6(b). The fastest compensator 
was obtained by removing the resulting delay between the MAP and speed signal by shifting 
these signals forward by 8 samples as shown in figure 7.6(c).

The structure for the NARMA model was found using a priori understanding of the sys
tem dynamics to gain a basic model structure. Only input terms were used in the model since

2For simplicity the time delays are shown to act before the dynamics of the system.
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Figure 7.6: Progression to partial inverse model

the previous output terms were found to make the model only suitable for next step predic
tion. The inclusion of cross-product terms containing the output were found to be heavily 
weighted by the OLS algorithm which resulted in a good model fit but this was subsequently 
rejected since validation using the simulated output rather than the measured output revealed 
suitability only as a next step predictor. This effect occurs since the output is generated by 
the compensator and therefore any error in generating the ‘correct’ output is fed back and is 
further compounded. Therefore, heuristic tuning of the input parameters was undertaken by 
consideration of which parameters would improve the model fit and also improve the transient 
performance. Fit functions and residual analysis were used to ensure the inverse dynamics 
were adequately modelled. The regression terms selected for the compensator are given in 
table 7.2.
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Regressor Parameter Coefficient
Constant 3.88 x 103
Ui(t) -62.1
ui(t  — 2) 178
ui (t -  4) 147
u\(t — 8)2 0.198
U2{t) 12.4
U2 it -  2) 7.15
U2{t)2 0.0013
U3(t) -1.44 x 104
u3(t -  1) -2.06 x 103
u3(t -  2) -3.71 x 103
u3(t -  5) -150
u3(t -  8) 1.11 x 103
u3(t -  10) 7.96 x 103
us(t)2 5.43 x 103
ui(t)ui(t  — 2) -1.52
ui(t)u2(t) 0.0758
Ui(t)u2(t — 6) -0.0508
Ux{t)u2 {t)u3{t) 0.120
u\(t — 2 )ii2 (t — 2)u3(t — 2) 0.0319
Ui(t -  1 )u3(t) 26.0
U\(t — l)u3(t — 10) -105
Ui(t -  4)u2(t -  2)u3(t) -0.131

Table 7.2: Inverse compensator regressor terms and associated coefficients

Figure 7.7: Inverse model fit to measured data using unseen validation data
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Figure 7.7 shows the fit of the model using validation data. The identification data 
resulted in a model with an R-squared value of 0.72, indicating the model picked up 72% 
of the system dynamics. Inverse models are difficult to accurately model since input data 
for the inverse has been subject to disturbances when captured and therefore this fit was 
considered satisfactory. The validation data was found to have an R-squared value of 0.64. 
The residuals of the validation dataset were tested for whiteness and cross-correlation with 
the three model inputs. Examination of the residuals displayed in figure 7.8 shows some 
correlated dynamics with the input, however the correlation is relatively small. The mean 
of the residuals was within 0.5 % of the mean of the measured signal. The correlation 
coefficients between the residuals and the inputs were calculated to be 0.02, 0.05 and 0.10 
corresponding to the speed, MAP and AFR respectively. The speed and MAP values were, 
within sufficient statistical bounds to be considered un-correlated, with the AFR channel 
demonstating the most correlation. This correlation is however relatively small and was not 
found to significantly reduce with larger model structures.

Figure 7.8: Residuals from fitting unseen data to the inverse model 

7.4.5 Experimental Validation of Inverse Compensator

The inverse compensator was applied to the engine to observe its ability to adequately and 
quickly reject disturbances on the AFR path before the feedback controller was added. The 
AFR results are displayed in figure 7.9 which shows how the compensator responded to load 
disturbances of approximately 5 Nm. The results were collected every 2 degrees of crank and 
the raw signal is displayed together with a filtered version which removes frequencies above 
the controller operating frequency of 30 Hz (180° at 880 rpm). The results show that the 
compensator quickly responds to disturbances and removes most of the DC offset, however it 
can also be observed that the compensator does not fully return the AFR to stoichiometric 
when step loads were applied. The compensator was also assessed for tracking to different ref
erence set points as can be seen in figure 7.9. Examination show the compensator reacts very 
quickly to demand changes and also tracks closely to the demanded values. The compensator 
demonstrated a linear response to tracking demands, verifying the effectiveness at linearising 
the AFR channel and the disturbance rejection capability illustrated an effectiveness as a fast 
feedforward controller. The DC error which is observed demonstrates the requirement for an
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Figure 7.9: Disturbance rejection (top) and tracking (bottom) performance of inverse com
pensator

7.5 Compensated Engine MIMO Identification

In order to design the feedback controller it was necessary to obtain a suitable linear model 
of the system. The inclusion of the inverse compensator has the effect of linearising the AFR 
channel and therefore it is useful to consider the compensator dynamics in the identification. 
Accordingly, perturbation of the AFR therefore requires an perturbation of the compensator, 
rather than the fuel pulse directly. The inputs to the system are now desired A and ABV and 
the outputs are the measured A and engine speed. A static operating point ( ‘spot point’) 
model linearised at the middle of the desired engine speed and load operating point was
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thus identified. A set of spot point models over the entire operating range can result in im
provements in robustness and performance. One particular advantage of the parameter space 
technique based on frequency response information allows nominal models to be generated 
from uncertainty discs in the complex plane. Such discs are generated over a range of finite 
frequencies based upon the frequency response of the set of spot point models. The disc radii 
is also useful for shaping weighting functions since it gives frequency based information of 
the spread of uncertainty in the various channels.

Frequency rich pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) signals were selected to excite 
the system inputs. The period of switching for the PRBS was selected by collecting data 
for a range of switching rates. The best trade-off between fit quality and high frequency 
information was obtained by perturbing the ABV no faster than 0.6s and the desired A at 
0.7s. The magnitude of the ABV signal was 0.01 which was added and subtracted to the 
mean value of 0.38. The desired A input to the compensator was perturbed by 0.075 around 
a mean value of 1. The relatively slow changing signals required a dataset of 2000 points 
for identification to ensure the input signals displayed a sufficiently white autocorrelation 
characteristic. The section of data used for the identification is shown in figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: Identification data for the compensated engine
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Step tests were used to estimate the time delay between the two inputs and outputs. Two 
linear ARMAX MISO identifications were used to capture the plant dynamics. The exogenous 
input in the model was used here to improve the accuracy of the identified plant dynamics. 
The Matlab System Identification toolbox [70] was then used to generate a linear model of 
the plant based upon a priori understanding of the system dynamics and the delay. The final 
structure and exact number of delays was found using the order selection utility with a focus 
based upon model prediction which maximised the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC). An 
example of the model fit using unseen validation data for the speed and AFR channels is 
displayed in figures 7.11 and 7.12 respectively.

Figure 7.11: Speed output (y\) model fit using unseen validation data

Figure 7.12: A output (2/2) model fit using unseen validation data

Acceptance of the model was based upon model fit and analysis of the residuals. The 
quality of the fit was judged from a visual perspective and consideration of the calculated 
R2 value. R2 values of 0.998 arid 0.977, corresponding to yl and y2 respectively were calcu
lated from validation data, therefore suggesting that virtually all the output variance in the 
recorded output can be explained by the model. The residuals for each output which could 
not be accounted for in the model are displayed in figure 7.13. The residuals from each output 
were observed to have a strong whiteness characteristic. Cross-correlation checks based on a
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5% stastical certainty bound demonstrated the inputs in general to be uncorrelated with the 
outputs; only the ABV to speed was not within these bounds. This remaining correlation 
was within the lags covered by the model and therefore was most likely due to a small degree 
of nonlinearity in the plant [82], Cross-correlation plots are shown in figure 7.14.

Figure 7.13: Residuals from unseen data to model (Top: y\ Bottom: y2) 

The resulting discrete plant transfer function model G =  [gi,j] was

9i 1

912

921

922

71.15z4 -  68J 23 -  42.83z2 +  88.022 -  37.26 
z11 -  1.736210 +  0.5075z9 +  0.17032s +  0.155427 -  0.096072s 

— 10.27z7 +  3.8222s +  5.332s
211 -  1.736z10 +  0.507529 +  0.17032s +  0.1554z7 -  0.096072s 

0.0809223 -  0.0978722 +  0.15582 -  0.1129 
216 -  1 .376215 -  0.1624214 +  0.7917213 -  0.2259212 

-0.014762s +  0.0394524
216 -  1 .376215 -  0.1624214 +  0.7917213 -  0.2259212

(7.2)

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

Bode plots of the compensated system dynamics can be seen in figure 7.15.

The degree of interaction in the model was assessed by computing the relative gain array
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Figure 7.14: Cross-correlation of validation model residuals with the inputs
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Figure 7.15: Bode plot of the compensated system

(RGA) over a range of frequencies of interest. The RGA is defined in equation 4.45, where 
for a 2 x 2 matrix it can been observed that only one element is necessary to assess the degree 
of cross channel interaction.

A (G) =
A11 A12 An 1 — An
A21 A22 1 — An An

(7.6)

Figure 7.16 displays the elements An and A12 of the RGA for frequencies up to the Nyquist 
frequency. At low frequencies the interaction is relatively low and therefore the input-output 
pairing is optimal since integral action can cause stability problems when the relative gains 
are small [100]. The high degree of interaction at the higher frequencies indicates the benefits 
of considering the problem in a multivariable formulation. Both channels are affected at 
high frequencies by both control inputs and therefore combining the inputs can create a fast 
response to disturbances. Furthermore, as both channels are active at these higher frequencies 
the RGA demonstrates the necessity to consider MIMO techniques rather than loop-at-a-time 
methods, to prevent instabilities or low robustness.
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Figure 7.16: Frequency varying RGA values A ll and A12

7.6 PS Controller Design

The feedback controller was designed using the multivariable parameter space (PS) technique 
developed in the previous chapters. The frequency response of the linear compensated MIMO 
model is obtained directly from the discrete transfer functions (equations 7.2 - 7.5) for the 
frequency range of interest. In this application 200 frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency, 
logarithmically spaced in the range

10-3 < <jj [rad/s} < 101'5

were considered.

The controller specification outlined in section 7.3 are translated into appropriate weight
ing functions to guide the designer to a solution. Once suitable weights are selected the 
designer can iterate through the planes to converge on a local optimal solution. At each 
step the designer can tighten or relax one or more of the weighting functions as necessary 
to achieve the final goal. Ultimately for this application the aim is to achieve good distur
bance rejection and tracking on the outputs and therefore, the weighting functions defining 
an admissible region act only to steer the designer towards suitable gains for the best time 
response.

In practice the automotive industry favours low order controllers due to their low compu
tational requirements and therefore the controller designed here is constrained to 2nd order 
PID type. The controller is intended to operate once per fuelling event (every 180° of crank), 
which corresponds to a sample time between 0.02 and 0.05s. The elemental controllers struc
ture was constrained to represent a PID with an appropriate time constant on the derivative 
gain, therefore the tuning parameters are b2ij > b\i;j and in each element

, _  b2ijs2 +  bUjs +  b0ij
0.07 s +  s
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7.6.1 Weighting Function Design

Since the AFR channel was linearised to obtain a theoretical unity path, the requirements on 
this channel vary considerably compared to the speed channel. For this particular problem 
only diagonal, right-hand weighting functions were found to be necessary. The primary 
sensitivity was used in the design to achieve the performance requirement together with the 
complimentary sensitivity function to ensure robustness. Other sensitivity requirements such 
as the control effort were not found to aid in the design due to the relatively large amount 
of actuation of the ABV and fuel at idle.

Weightings choices are intended to guide the designer to a solution though various itera
tions. At each iteration time response and weighting functions can be reviewed and adjusted 
as necessary. Indeed one of the strengths of the interactive approach is the freedom the de
signer has to move around the design space. This flexibility removes some of the difficulties 
in selecting weighting functions and graphically the designer can evaluate which frequencies 
are problematic.

Primary Sensitivity

The basic transient performance of the feedback controller is determined by the primary 
sensitivity function. For good tracking performance and disturbance rejection large gains at 
low frequencies are essential. Large integral gains achieve fast response to step or load changes 
and particularly important for AFR control is the zero steady-state error characteristic. 
Typically, low gains at frequencies greater than the gain cross over frequency are desirable 
for attenuation of high frequency noise.

The selected weightings were the 1st order low-pass functions of

Ws = 75
f s +  l

100s
0

0
s+ 1  
10s J

where 75 is a scalar acting on the primary sensitivity weighting function.

(7.7)

Complementary Sensitivity

The complementary sensitivity function was designed to roll-off at high frequencies where 
plant interactions are most severe thereby adding the necessary robustness. This also has 
the effect of bounding the control effort at high frequencies and accordingly, control effort 
sensitivity functions were not necessary in this design. At low frequencies the complementary 
function allows high gains and therefore does not compromise steady-state tracking perfor
mance. The selected target weight for the complementary sensitivity function was chosen
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as

Wt  =  'Yt
'  10s+l 

100
0

0
10s+l 
100 .

where 7t is a scalar acting on the complementary sensitivity weighting function.

7.6.2 Parameter Plane Iterations

The parameter plane iterations began with relaxed scalars 75 and 7t applied to the primary 
and complementary sensitivity functions respectively. During the design these were gradually 
increased until the design met the requirements. No start controller was used in the design, 
ie the start controller was set to

K  =
r 0 

0.07s2+s 0
-0.07s2+s

0 -1
0.07s2+s0
0.07s2+sJ

(7.8)

Since the input-output pairings were matched for low frequencies the design was started 
with 7s =  0.01 and 7t =  0.01 in the 60̂ 1 plane for the diagonal elements to create a Pi-type 
decentralised controller. The following two iterations were for the off-diagonal elements, after 
which 7s was increased to tighten the design space. During the initial iterations gains are 
selected from the centre of the admissible region as this is the obvious selection to meet the 
weighting functions. The four subsequent iterations were carried out in the 6162 plane before 
the constraint on the complementary sensitivity was tightened. As the design progresses the 
designer can choose to try different control gains within the admissible regions. This allows 
the designer some flexibility for improving the time response without violating the sensitivity 
functions.

The design required 34 iterations in total to provide a satisfactory design. Further tight
ening of the sensitivity functions after this point was found to have detrimental effect on the 
time response. Table 7.3 displays the 34 parameter plane iterations including the values of 75 

and 7t and the gains selected in each parameter plane. Singular values plots of the resulting 
weighted primary and complementary sensitivity functions are illustrated in figures 7.17 and 
7.18 respectively.

The resulting controller in continuous transfer function form was

6.222 x 10~5s2+0.0002056g+0.0002178 0.001921s2+ 0.020013+0.05124
0.07s2+3 0.07s2+s

—0.0001274s2—0.0002292s—0.000257 -0.002172s2+0.05905s+0.4001
0.07s2+s 0.07s2+s

K  = (7.9)
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Figure 7.17: Maximum singular values of U sS

Figure 7.18: Maximum singular values of WtT
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It Element Plane 7S 7t coeff-x coeff-y

01 hi M  i 0.01 0.01 bQ =  +2.131 X 10~4 61 =  +2.940 X 10~4
02 hi M i 0.01 0.01 60 =  +3.255 X 10“1 h  =  -6.141 X 10~2
03 hi M i 0.05 0.01 60 =  +4.069 X IO“2 h  =  +1.829 X 10~2
04 hi M i 0.05 0.02 60 =  -1.210 X 10“4 61 =  -6.227 X IO“4
05 hi bib2 0.05 0.02 h =  +2.913 X 10“4 bi =  +4.519 X IO" 5
06 hi M 2 0.05 0.02 bi =  +2.913 X IO“4 b2 =  +4.519 X 10“5
07 hi M 2 0.1 0.02 h =  +5.794 X IO" 2 b2 =  +1.474 X 10-2
08 h2 M 2 0.1 0.02 h =  -3.441 X 10" 4 b2 =  -1.387 X IO“4
09 hi M i 0.2 0.1 60 =  +1.757 X IO-4 bl =  +1.633 X IO"4
10 hi M i 0.4 0.1 60 =  +3.998 X 10“1 bi =  +5.865 X IO" 2
11 hi M i 0.4 0.1 b0 =  +4.387 X IO" 2 h =  +1.799 X IO“2
12 hi M i 0.4 0.1 60 =  -2.760 X IO“4 0i =  -2.652 X IO“4
13 hi M 2 0.5 0.1 bi =  +1.879 X IO“4 b2 =  +6.183 X IO“5
14 ka M 2 0.5 0.1 61 =  +6.212 X IO“2 b2 =  -7.343 X IO" 4
15 hi M 2 0.5 0.1 h  =  +1.976 X 10~2 b2 =  +1.426 X IO“3
16 hi M 2 0.5 0.1 h =  -1.554 X IO" 4 b2 =  -1.532 X IO“4
17 hi M i 0.8 0.3 60 =  +1.762 X IO“4 Ò! =  +2.151 X 10~4
18 hi M i 0.8 0.3 60 =  +3.727 X IO“ 1 fti. =  +6.459 X IO“2
19 hi M i 0.8 0.3 b0 =  +4.503 X 10~2 61 =  +1.970 X IO“2
20 hi M 2 0.8 0.3 fci =  -2.644 X 10~4 b2 =  -1.492 X 10~4
21 hi M i 0.8 0.5 b0 =  +2.178 X 10~4 bi =  +2.196 X IO"4
22 hi M i 0.8 0.5 b0 =  +4.001 X IO“ 1 bi =  +6.520 X IO“2
23 hi M i 0.8 0.5 60 =  +5.124 X IO“2 61 =  +2.047 X 10~2
24 hi boh 0.8 0.5 60 =  -2.570 X IO“4 bi =  -2.705 X IO"4
25 hi M  2 1 0.7 0i =  +2.056 X IO“4 b2 =  + 6.222 X IO“5
26 hi bi h 1 0.7 h  =  +5.905 X IO“2 b2 =  -2.172 X 10~3
27 hi h  h 1 0.7 h  =  +2.001 X 10~2 b2 =  +1.921 X 10~3
28 hi M 2 2.5 0.7 0i =  -2.292 X 10~4 b2 =  -1.274 X HT4
29 hi M i 2.5 0.7 60 =  +2.217 X IO“4 61 =  +2.039 X 10~4
30 hi M i 2.5 0.7 b0 =  +4.071 X IO- 1 61 -  +5.923 X IO“2
31 hi M i 2.5 0.9 60 -  +5.145 X IO”2 h =  +2.005 X IO" 2
32 hi M i 2.5 0.9 60 =  +5.145 X IO-2 h =  +2.005 X 10~2
33 hi M i 4 1 b0 =  +5.135 X IO-2 61 =  +2.013 X IO“2
34 kn M i 4 1 60 -  -3.150 X IO"4 61 =  -2.311 X 10~4

Table 7.3: Parameter plane design iterations for PID type feedback controller
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7 . 7  Controller Performance

The controller performance was critically evaluated on the engine for tracking, disturbance 
rejection and control effort. The system response was assessed with both the feedforward 
compensator and feedback controllers acting. Before the feedback controller could be im
plemented on the engine it was necessary to convert it to discrete form. For simplicity the 
continuous controller of equation 7.9 was converted into state-space form, followed by a bi
linear transformation to give the discrete realisation

A

B

C

D

0.99133 -0.082060 1.3586 x 10~13 -3.6455 x 10
-0.031093 0.70564 -1.4372 x 10“ 14 -2.9569 x 10

5.1361 x 10“ 14 3.0008 x 10“ 14 0.69697 -0.10100
-1.3653 x 10~14 -1.2916 x 10-13 -3.1301 x 10~6 1.0000

0.022187 -9.3040 x 10~16'
0.13090 1.6345 x 10“ 12

-2.1588 x 10“ 13 1.0471
_ 5.7440 x 10“ 14 0.21089
-0.00052298 -0.0012416 -0.0025348 0.0052292 
0.00077701 0.0029794 0.014281 0.052193
0.00078574 0.026409
-0.0015795 -0.016623

Disturbance rejection was evaluated by applying positive and negative load steps to the 
system acting at the mean load value of the compensator’s range. During these steps the 
idle speed demand was set to the reference value of 880 rpm and the A at 1. Step loads 
of approximately ±6  Nm were applied to the engine through the low inertia dynamometer. 
The time response of the system to the positive step (decreasing the load on the engine) 
is displayed in figure 7.19. The response to negative step load (increasing the load on the 
engine) is displayed in figure 7.20. Both loading and unloading show similar response times, 
where the engine returns to ±10 rpm of the nominal engine speed in around 3s. The AFR 
channel settles to within ±0.01 of the mean after approximately 2s.

Tracking performance was assessed by applying a series of step tracking demands. Speed 
demands of ±100 rpm were applied to the system operating at the nominal operating speed 
of 880 rpm, the AFR demand was fixed at A =  1. The measured outputs for positive and 
negative step demands are displayed in figures 7.21 and 7.22 respectively. The response time 
to within 90% is around 2s, where a small deviation of approximately 0.03 is observed in A. 
The negative step demand reveals slower performance. This can be assumed to be due to the 
longer sample periods at lower engine speeds and due to the lower stability at the near-stall 
region that the engine is taken into.
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T im e [s]

Figure 7.19: Closed loop system response to positive step load
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Figure 7.20: Closed loop system response to negative step load
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Time [s]

Time [s]

Figure 7.21: Closed loop system response to positive speed demand
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Figure 7.22: Closed loop system response to negative speed demand
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Similar step tests were carried out on the AFR channel. During these tests the speed 
command was set to the constant nominal level of 880 rpm. Steps of ±0.1 corresponding to 
lean and rich demands are displayed in figures 7.23 and 7.24 respectively. The step to A = 1.1 
takes over 3s to settle to within 0.01 of the demand and the speed channel is perturbed by 
approximately 50 rpm. This strong interaction is caused by a reduction in torque since the 
AFR becomes lean. When rich demand steps are applied the engine speed is almost unaffected 
and the response to the new set point is much sharper.

T im e [s]

Figure 7.23: Closed loop system response to lean A demand

T im e [s]

Figure 7.24: Closed loop system response to rich A demand

For comparative purposes, load steps were applied to the engine using the standard EMS 
controllers, with the exception of the spark advance (SA) which was fixed. It is noted that the
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EMS AFR feedback is through a standard switching type heated exhaust gas oxygen (HEGO) 
sensor and the strategy is from circa. 1995. Time response plots for positive and negative load 
steps are shown in figures 7.25 and 7.26 respectively. It can be seen that the settling time for 
the engine speed is significantly slower than with the methodology presented above. However, 
the slow response of the air channel allow the AFR to return to stoichiometric quickly, with 
a time response comparable to the multivariable control scheme. It is also worth noting the 
steady state response of the AFR channel under the EMS strategy is oscillatory due to the 
switching nature of the HEGO used in the feedback scheme.

Figure 7.25: Closed loop EMS system response to positive step load

7.8 Cylinder Balancing

Significant performance gains can be achieved from the engine if each cylinder is balanced 
[60]. Manufacturing tolerances, variation between plants and different wear rates can lead to 
large differences in AFR (up to 5% [48]) between cylinders. With additional sensors available 
on each exhaust runner it is possible to optimise the combustion in each cylinder leading to 
greater torque production and better emission levels.

Faster feedback control is also possible if the oxygen sensor is moved closer to the exhaust 
port of the cylinder. Placing the sensors as close to the exhaust port as possible minimises 
any transport delays. Moreover, placing the sensor prior to the confluence point reduces 
cylinder-to-cylinder exhaust gases mixing and therefore allows each cylinder to be balanced 
to produce a stoichiometric AFR. Since the engine setup used here has only cylinder one
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Figure 7.26: Closed loop EMS system response to negative step load

fitted with a close-coupled mounting point, the confluence point was used for measurement 
of the AFR. This placement is also more typical of a production engine due to the economics 
of using multiple sensors for feedback, moreover using the confluence point helps to smooth 
the signal due to mixing and therefore a feedback scheme is less affected by the stochastic 
nature of combustion.

However, it is anticipated that the above methodology could easily be extended to control 
each of the cylinder’s fuel separately and therefore gain performance benefits from cylinder 
balancing. The close-coupled sensors would also improve the transient behaviour of the 
system as it would remove some of the significant time delays.

7.9 Conclusions

A novel system identification approach for the systematic calibration of a fuelling and speed 
controller strategy in the PFI SI engine was presented. Nonlinear black-box parameter iden
tification directly produces a dynamic inverse multivariable NARMA feedforward controller 
and linearising feedback compensator to control AFR based on manifold pressure and engine 
speed. In contrast to traditional approaches of retarding the SA to gain fast actuation to 
disturbances it has been demonstrated that using both the air and fuel channels in a multi- 
variable control scheme can result in fast regulation of the AFR and engine speed. Moreover 
this approach does not require the SA to be backed off from MBT position.
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For the linearised feedback component, any linear robust feedback controller design method 
can be used to exploit the potential performance and robustness benefits of the multivari
able linearising compensator. In this chapter a multivariable parameter space feedback con
troller technique was employed using a mixed sensitivity parameter space approach. Suitable 
weighting functions were used to guide the design toward suitable controller gains. With this 
interactive approach the designer can try different points in the design space achieving the 
required robustness and ultimately also achieve the desired time response.

The resulting identified feedforward and feedback compensator combined with the robust 
linear Hoo controller scheme was experimentally demonstrated on a four cylinder 1.61 engine 
over the idle region. In the forward case different time delays are observed between MAP, 
engine speed and fuel and therefore a compromise between tracking performance and time 
response is necessary. The controller accurately determined the required fuel pulse width from 
engine speed and manifold pressure to jointly maintain stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio and set 
engine speed. It regulated these by incorporation of a linear multivariable feedback controller. 
The resulting controller was demonstrated to perform quickly to remove disturbances.

In comparison to current industrial techniques of developing fuel maps the method is 
based entirely on rapidly obtained dynamically perturbed input-output data and thus not 
only saves considerable time but also captures dynamic effects.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Recommendations 
for Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

Detailed in this thesis is the development and implementation of several engineering controller 
‘design tools’ . Within the automotive industry, increased competition, greater demands from 
consumers and increasing environmental legislation is increasing the necessity to be able 
to rapidly design control systems with high performance requirements. Despite the trend 
for lower cost improved capability in modern electronics the EMS still remains a relatively 
constrained piece of hardware. Additionally, the requirement for ease of understanding and 
tuning by relatively non-expert control engineers means that industry strongly favours PID 
type feedback controllers. Accordingly, as engine systems become more complex and addi
tional systems are added the control engineer is still faced with the difficulty of achieving 
high performance with low order controllers for complex systems.

There is no single solution for the different powertrain control problems. Many applica
tions such as combustion control are subject to persistent noise disturbances and are suited 
to minimum variance type controllers. Many systems contain strong cross coupling between 
the various input-output relationships and as such it is necessary to consider multivariable 
feedback techniques. Fuelling control requires a fast feedforward controller in order to realise 
the performance requirements. Rapid calibration tools can greatly assist in developing such 
controllers.

The following contributions and conclusions for powertrain control can be drawn from 
this work: •

• The fourth chapter of this thesis presented a constrained and minimum variance PS 
control technique suited to SISO systems with discrete or continuous formulations. Use

165
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is made of the mean-squared value, evaluated from the spectral density function and 
Leverrier’s algorithm to compute loci for a given closed loop output variance, provided 
the closed-loop system is rational and strictly proper. Loci of constant variance can 
thus be readily computed and mapped into parameter planes for any rational two term 
controller. Making use of the PS, additional constraints can be superimposed and 
therefore a robust, constrained-variance environment is created.

The technique was demonstrated to be useful for the design of an idle speed controller, 
where robustness constraints in terms of phase margins were superimposed on a con
strained variance to non-conservatively obtain an idle speed controller which also acted 
to lower the closed-loop output variance.

A discrete example was used to compare a MV design, a tracking MV design and 
the parameter space technique. The parameter space technique was demonstrated to 
have improved tracking properties over both algebraic MV designs. Moreover, this 
was achieved with a significantly lower output variance than the MV controller with 
tracking.

A design example for controlling the PPP from the SA demonstrated the merits of the 
technique for designing low order controllers. SISO constrained variance controllers were 
designed and implemented on all four cylinders of an engine. Experimental validation 
showed the advantages of using closed loop control for the problem by balancing the 
cylinders and accurate tracking to an optimal set-point without excessively exciting the 
noise dynamics. •

• In chapter 5 a low order, parameter space, controller design technique was developed. 
The technique allows for nominal performance and robust stability using MIMO ?foo 
norm specifications on the weighted functions. The maximum singular value constraints 
at discrete frequencies yield circular loci which readily map into the parameter planes 
of any general format fixed low order controller structure to populate the matrix con
troller elements. The proposed method is uniformly adapted to producing controllers 
in continuous and discrete systems. The technique designs fixed, low order controllers 
through an interactive PS method for MIMO plants which are invertible and square 
in the input and output feedback channels. Regions satisfying the performance and 
stability constraints are superimposed graphically to give the designer insight in the 
design process.

A multivariable idle speed disturbance rejection example for a natural gas engine 
demonstrated that using the PS method to map only the primary sensitivity func
tion to the parameter plane can yield large improvements over existing low order and 
reduced order controller design methods. The PS approach demonstrated performance 
close to a full order algebraic Riccati solution using a mixed primary and control sen-
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sitivity formulation. The PS and Riccati controller design techniques were shown to 
give better time response performance for the same level of robust stability than an 
eigenvalue PI tuning method.

When designing controllers the interactive nature of PS techniques allows the designer 
to select controller gains to meet time response criteria from a basic weighting function. 
This is in contrast to alternative techniques which require carefully selected weighting 
functions to achieve a good time response. The PS method was shown to alleviate much 
difficulty in selecting the weighting functions since only a basic first order weighting 
function was required for the primary sensitivity.

• In chapter 6 the multivariable PS technique was extended for non-square systems. 
Internal stability conditions for irrational unity feedback system were developed. Both 
sensitivity function constraint and internal stability results were conveniently stated 
directly in terms of the plant and weighting function frequency response matrices.

The technique requires only non-parametric frequency response information and there
fore has some significant advantages over current algebraic Riccati H<x> methods. The 
technique allows the significant benefits of SISO parameter space, for interactive graph
ical design of fixed low order controllers, to be extended to multivariable systems that 
could be irrational and non-square problems with any number of MIMO mixed sensitiv
ity function specifications. The superiority of the MIMO norm based design technique 
over SISO sequential loop design was demonstrated by a simple example. In a com
parative study the proposed MIMO PS method was demonstrated by application to 
the indirect retuning of a reduced order Hoo Riccati designed controller and the di
rect design of fixed low order controllers for a highly maneuverable aircraft (HiMAT) 
benchmark example. •

• In chapter 7 a novel system identification approach for the systematic calibration of a 
fuelling and speed controller strategy in a PFI SI engine was presented. Use was made 
of nonlinear black-box parameter identification to directly obtain a dynamic inverse 
multivariable NARMA feedforward controller and linearising feedback compensator to 
control AFR by regulation of the fuel pulse width from the manifold pressure and engine 
speed.

Using the linearised AFR path a multivariable controller was designed using the mixed 
sensitivity PS approach developed in chapter 6 to regulate the idle speed and AFR. 
Suitable weighting functions were used to guide the design towards suitable controller 
gains. With this interactive approach the designer can try different points in the design 
space achieving the required robustness and ultimately also achieving the desired time 
response.
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The resulting identified feedforward and feedback compensator combined with the ro
bust linear 7Yoo PS controller scheme was experimentally demonstrated on a four cylin
der 1.61 engine over the idle region. In the forward case different time delays are observed 
between the inputs MAP, engine speed and fuel and the AFR, therefore a compromise 
between tracking performance and time response was necessary. The controller accu
rately determined the required fuel pulse width from engine speed and manifold pressure 
to jointly maintain stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio and engine speed and regulated these 
by incorporation of a linear multivariable feedback controller. The resulting controller 
was demonstrated to perform quickly to disturbances.

In comparison to current industrial techniques of developing fuel maps, the method is 
based entirely on identifying a nonlinear compensator from rapidly obtained dynami
cally perturbed input-output data and thus not only saves considerable time but also 
captures dynamic effects.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work

It is recommended that some methods presented in this thesis are extended to improve the 
scope of the techniques and further validate the usefulness of the approaches. The following 
suggestions are made:

PS Robust Performance: Two Disc Problem

The mixed sensitivity approach developed in chapter 6 could be further developed to solve 
the non-conservative, robust-performance, two disc problem. Since the PS technique directly 
handles frequency response information this would allow uncertainty information obtained 
through identification techniques to be used to define the system uncertainty. It is anticipated 
that linear matrix inequalities (LMI) would be useful for such an extension.

Automated Parameter Space Search

For systems with a large number of inputs and outputs, or for systems with complex dynamics 
an automated PS search technique would make the technique more attractive. Provided a set 
of stablising gains are included at the start of the design the admissible region could readily 
be detected. An algorithm which detects boundaries and then locates the centre would be 
extremely useful in sensitivity minimisaton problems. Alternatively, an automated search 
which reduces the sensitivity functions to a pre-determined level would speed up the design 
process but also allow the designer the freedom to choose gains away from the centre in
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final iterations and therefore maintain the benefits gained by the interactive nature of the 
technique.

Full engine range I-NARMA

It is recommended that the fuelling controller obtained using the inverse-NARMA black 
box modelling approach presented in chapter 7 is extended over the entire engine operating 
region. It is anticipated that the nonlinearities and model structure would be significantly 
more complex and therefore a systematic structure selection method would be necessary.

Due to the large speed range of the engine it is recommended that a study is made 
into appropriate input signals to ensure sufficient balance is achieved between high and low 
frequency dynamics across this range. Furthermore, care must taken to ensure the load 
applied during the identification does not cause engine stall at low speeds or cause the engine 
speed to saturate at the maximum speed of its range. To avoid these problems it could be 
necessary to consider several small speed and load ranges which are subsequently scheduled.

It is also suggested that alternative identification algorithms are evaluated for suitability 
to the problem. Other least squares algorithms could be advantageous to the problem. Neural 
networks could also be particularly useful since they can handle specific nonlinearities.

Away from the idle region, speed regulation is not required. However, it would be inter
esting to continue the multivariable feedback control for torque and AFR control since these 
outputs are highly coupled through the air and fuel paths.
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